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THE

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

to teach.

Ere long, we firmly hope,

‘all of

our schools will be instructed by Christian
men and women. There isndw a decided
At No. 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
movement in favor of adopting our own
LUTHER nm. BURLINGAME, Agens. :.| methods of teaching,—such I mean as are
“an letters on business, remittances of money, &o.,
used in American’ schools,—and that this
shotild be addressed to the Agent, and all communica
will be, so far as faithfully - laid" down and
tions designed for publication shouldbe addressed to adhered
to,.a success over which- we shall
the Editor,
i)
all rejoice, I cannot doubt.
TeERMS;" For one year, $3,00; or if paid strictly in
The Zenana work has been begun -only
sdvance, $2,560,
at Midnapore. New families are constantns Svueyliers in Canada and the other British Prov, will be charged 20 cents a year in addition to ly applying for instruction, and the -oldest
Ee
of the paper, to prepay the postage to the tdaughter of our native preacher has renderUN
ed essential service in meeting the increas~ All Ministers ( ordained and licensed ,) In
ing
demands.
I wish wehad another misstanding in the Freewill Baptist Connexioon, are
a
dnd requested fo act as Agents in obtaining
sionary
lady
at
this station who could deTsyand) in collecting
and forwarding moneys.
Agents are allowed 10 gr,soent, on all moneys col- vole herself entirely to'this interesting de»,

lected and remitted by

ae

partment,

Agents and others should be particular to give
'ost Offices ( County

and State) of subscribers for

un they make remittances, &c.

Remember,

it is

es of the towns where they reside that we’
fh but the names of the Post Office at which they
eir papers.

ra obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other
invol
facts, must be acCompanied with the

The Worning Star,
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—

The world has very little it can give
To make us happy; all its precious things—
As men count precious, and for which they live—

To a sad heart are worthless offerings.
For what are gems, and what is tawny gold,
.

And rarest spicies from sweet Indian blooms,

And silken fabrics shimmering fold on fold,
The costliest products of the Eastern looms?
They cannot save the soul a single pain,
Or to the weary heart bring hope again.

- What is the flash of wit—the salon’s glow?
The wine may flash, and leap, and sparkle up
From marble tables white as wintry snow,
And brim blood-red the gold encrusted cup—
The air may languish, filled with perfume sweet,
Etruscan vases burn with roses red—
And velvet ¢arpets, sinking *neath the feet,

© Give back no echo from the stateliest tread;
But human hearts crave yet far more than this;
Splendor alone can never give us bliss,
Far more we prize a soft and gentle touch—
The mute caress of fingers in the hair—

A

low word spoken—ah!

how very much

These little tokens do to lesson care!

It matters little if our homes be bare
Of luxury, and what the. world calls good,
If we have only one true spirit there
By whom

our better selves are

understood—

Whose deepest heart-throbs swell

for us alone—

With whom in thoughts and wishes we are one.

~ Missionary Correspondence.
.

BE

MiDpNAPORE, India, Oct. 31, 'G8.
« Mr. Editor:—The mopth
has been a fruitful and precious one #6 the Mission. Our
entire force has been permitted to work
without interruption on account of serious sickness. The Station Churches, the
Schools,

the

Zenanas, the

Press, and

the

Bazar preaching have all received their full
share of

attention,

save

when

partially suppressed during the
our semi-Annual_ Association

work

was

meeting of
at Jellasore.

Of each of our little churches I may

station

in the

say

that a steadfast revival interest seems to
prevail, such as brings sinners to the Saviour at any and every season,and not mere-

ly during winter and in protracted meet-

ings. It is very gratifying indeed to us
and very comforting to our hearts in this
“hard and barren field,” as it is sometimes
styled, to see these native Christians anxious for the salvation of their own people.
Such'anxiety is a sure prophécy of good,
and we look for happy results. I have been
delighted to notice in several instances of
late that our brethren are beginning to bear
the burden of souls upon their own hearts.
When all Christian converts from Hinduism
dot this, the work of evangelizing India will

other

Mission,

iss the

and

hence

presents thé broadest and, in some respects,
it may be, the most inviting field for Zenana
work.
The Press has been busily at work. Be:
| sides jobs

from

outsiders. we

sre

all

the

time printing books for our own use. Bengali gospels and tracts are now issued here
regularly to meet the demand. In Oriya

made.

An ele-

mentary geography is, I believe, now in
‘press, and small hymns for chapel use. In
Santal more is being done. Works in this
language are always in course of preparation, because we are using a great many
and have to depend entirely -on ourselves.

Hindu

deists are very fond

of entering

into

debate on the first of these, so that we frequently have to prove that Jesus is God,and
then show the need and nature of the
On the

whole,

Ithink

Imay

say that our bazar work grows more encouraging.
Itis the means of acquainting
thousands with the saving truths of the
gospel.
The Biblical class has been sustain up
to the beginning of the present month,
when I was called to Santipore in connection with the Santal work. I am very happy to say that the membersof this class
have made decided improvement in the
study of the sacred Scriptures. The Bible
is better understood and more loved, and I
hope more correctly expounded to the peo-

ple.
|. Bro. Hallam has
a class of this kind at
Balasore, that affords us- much encouragement. .Fatheralsohas a system of study
for the native preachers under his charge
at Santipore and Jellasore. This seems at
present to be thebest we can do toyvards
teaching our preachers and training young
men who

have

the

ministry

in‘ view.

class of this kind is organized at each

sta-’

tign, where the men must stay and labor.’
At our recent meeting this topic was again

thoroughly discussed, and all agreed that
the time has not come when these brethen
can. be all spared from their respective
places to study together.through evena
single year. We may soon come to a four
months term during each year, in the rainy

foundations. « O that we all, in America as
well as India, might feel that it is our chief

can

duty to bring souls

to Christ!.O

that our

a love for lost men,

and

devoted

more to

saving them! And O thatthe lay element
in all our churches was more consecrated to
the labor for sinners that makes a church a
power and a blessing ip community! In
our Sabbath schools I have lately remarked
an increasing desire and heartier efforts for
the early conversion of the children. It is
an occasion for devout gratitude to God
that many of these dear children now give
ewidence of hearts renewed Ly the Holy
Spirit and dedicated to the Lord's service,
The Mission schools have been conducted
with, greht energy during the rainy season
just past. * Through rain and storm the boys

and girls have stood” hy, their books.” We

season, at which
be

better

time
spared

our

working

force

their

posts

from

The plans undergontemplation- and - may
be. acted upon at the March meeting,
There

are

several

points

in

connection

with the late meeting of eur Association
that I wish to mention. One is the change
of name from the Balasore (or Orissa)
Quarterly Meeting to the Bengal and Orissa F. B. Association. Six months ago I
wrote that this change would probably take
place, and gave the ‘reasons for it,
Our
meetings are now to be semi-annual, be-

ginning on Friday before the third Sabbath
in March and October. This arrangement
will, we think, prove a good one for our
Mission churches. The meeting this month
was at Jellasore and occupied a week.
An
interesting feature of the Confer ‘ence was
the examination of two Young

men

for

li-

. have a fine company of théni' as you will cense to preach. This occupied a poption of
see from the last annual report, sent home two days and comprised the ordinary topseveral months ago. What we most méed ics, i. e., Conversion, Call tothe Ministry,
in this department i is a corps of thorough, literary attainments, Biblical doctrines; et.
wide-awake teachers. A sound scholar and «1 néver saw young men take close questionand a stirring disciplinarian ‘could work ing, particularly that relating to experimarvels in every school in thd mission.
ence, personal habits, and preachers’ aims

The old Hindu ways of learning and teach
ing are quite enough

of themselves,

and ends, more kindly and more calmly.
some- | I would not have been ashamed of their ana good gwers in any of our Q. M. Conferences “at
entirely home. And when these two brethren were

body has very sensibly said, to ruin
_ mind. These have not yt heen
excluded from our schools, and just’ so far
as they remaifbdo we labor ata disadvantage.

‘We have

been obliged fromthe be-

ginning to “employ

heathen men for téach-

One of them iis to

accompany us in our travels for the two
months to ‘come, and I doubt not 1 shall
have occasion to speak of him again. §
And right here, lest ‘1 should” forget it,
let me speak of what might be calléll
our
Ministers’ Institute, At the late meéting a
plan was adopted that provides for aichool
for preacheys at each session of the"Asso-’
ciation.
This comprises examinations on

topics before assigned, of both avefigious
and literary character. Some book ®f the
Bible ‘and some Scriptural doctriné will

uniformily constitute two of the topies. We

informed that, owing to a dissatisfaction on
certain ‘points, (which were distinctly stated to them) their requests would be laid on
the table until the March session;
tt

terated, while others from the same dealers

haye not ‘been so. -Some, pure in quality,
are deficient in weight or measure, and reversely ; some exhibit a cheat in both quan-

tity and quality—very many, the ‘greater
number so.
The exposure causes a flutter among the
dealers and a sensation among buyers and

at’ which

respite enjoyed.

ADULTERATIONS)

the adulterations of our

aliment

are adultgrations of the

church of St. Albans, an edifice of moderate dimensions and uncouth style, away up-

proved both adequate in

quantity and genuine .in quality.
Some
samples have been full weight and unadul-

SPIRITUAL

spiritual.
An aggravation of these ‘we
have in Episcopal Ritualismi.’ The most
notorious manufactory of this’ kind is the

ber, have all the articles purchased a any
stores

ve

bodily

such a percehitage. In no instanceof the
fifty to'a hundred yet given, that I rememone of the

6. 1869.

Consonant with

short; and by chemical analysis or microscopic inspection, is adulterated with such
substance or substances, to the amount of

mofs that New York is not.

“A Strange
i
Tk Practice.”

government, he thereby vacates

his Seat in

Congress. The only difference is, that in
England itis believed that members of the
government can be more efficient as members of parliament, as they can thus furnish
information and explanations when these are
necessary ; hence the possession of office is
not’ a barrier against election to parliement.
But this law sends a man to his gonstituents that they may decide whether they
have the same confidence in him as_an officer of the crown as they had when he
was

free

and

independent,

and whether

they are willing that, notwithstanding his
altered circumstances, he shall continue to
be their representative.
But, ‘ after all,
the question whether Mr. Gladstone shall
give his eminent abilities

to the

cofintry in
i

to

community of" the city ‘were generally
startled by the’ formalities commencing
there three “or four’ years ago, there has
been a persistent advance in the Ritualistic
development, till what proves to have been
in the earlier manifestations but an incipient Bud, has grown to the degree that on
this Christmas it burst out to the full-blown
Cereus of Romish night, as described by’
the Tribune's reporter:
“At 10 o'clock the procession, Headed by
the cracifery |(éross-bedrer,) followédby the
choir-boys, an aeolyte bearing the banner

And asfit is

remotest consumers,

chancel dressed

preceded

Mass.
amice,

by

in the sacrificial vestments,

the

the commission
and that the

shall

sit in Washington,

umpire selected

shall be

sub-

ject to the ratification of the Senate. Mr.
Seward has proposed several additional
modifications,

none of them, however, of a

very important character, and it is probable

that ‘they -will Jbe..acceded fg, An 08
rageous attack has Reen recently made upon the
- FREEDOM OF THE PRESS,
in the arrest of Mr. Samuel Bowles, editor

of the Springfield epublican, on the evening of Dec. 22,
an , alleged libel on
James Fisk, the notorious ope
r, in Erie
stocks. Mr. Bowles was compe ed to remain. in jail over night, from which he was
released in the morning on bail of $50,000.

The whole affair indicates that the New
York Judjglal “and executive officers are
complete ¥-subservient to
{ thé monied inter-

he represents.

ib,

taper-bearers in scarlet

Father Morrill, vested in laced alb,
chasuble and maniple, was cele-

brant. Father Noyes, in plain alb and dalmatic, served as deacon ; and Father Mines,
in plain alb and tunic, as

sub-deacon.

In-

cense was offered during the singing of the
Sequence, and the Gospel was then read by
the Gospeller attended Ly two acolytes
bearing the Gospel Lights.”
And more, which it is not necessary to
quote.

This, set

forth as Christianity, the

religion born in the manger of Bethlehem,
educated in the wilderness of temptation,
developed in the example, works and teach-

you never can stand it here.”
¢‘Then,”
said the honest dealer and temperance man,

ings of its author on mountains and plains,

The

he

Mission Field.

world, then, it must be saved—saved from ignorance and infidelity, from intemperance, Romanism and the unsubdued spirit of rebellion. The
great battle is to be fought in the South, for the
simple reason that these agencies are there ex-

erting their direst
needs what

might to destroy

the East gave

them one when
England church

the
and

us.

to the West,

She

making

struggle came—the New
school, and whatever has

grown out of them.
Only these institations can
help the South and save the country; and what

we do in this

direction must. be done

quickly.

Rome is already there with a thousand sisters of
charity, with scores of priests, building churches
and schools for white and black, and expending
in her work more than a million of dollars per

annum.
est

The prize to be won

effort,

and

she

evidently

is worth her highmeans

to put

it

by wayside, fountains, and sea-shore ; com-. “forth; Protestants must meet her in.her chosen
pleted in his crucifixion, resurrection and field with all her advantages of men and money.

And he didn’t."

METHODS OF ADULTERATION.
“The World estimates the annual loss to
the million of people on Manhattan Island,
by fraud in weight, measure and adulteration, at fifty-four millions six hundred thousand dollars. It says the adulteration of

ascension, and

endowed with power

from

on high in the Spirit at Pentecost! How
much farther have Episcopalians to travel

backward

to Tetzel’s indulgence sales and

all the adulterations of the Dark Ages ?
E.M.

food in the city is general and systematic,

large establishments being engaged solely
in preparation and sale of ‘adulterants. The
grocer gives his order to these for ground

A Model Representative.
-

—

Er

:

ry

s

In this day of political corruption and
party expediency, it is refreshing to find

matters, a con-

giderable one of which is old ship-bread,
the ‘remainder biscuits of the voyage,”
rather mouldy than ‘dry,” ground up for

here and there a -man in office who

his duty to
have

ties of this accumulating in port, the refuse

soul

Some of the adulterants,
themselves adulterated,

not
is

makes

God and his constituents vara-

mount to all selfish interests,

mixture with coffee and spices, great quanof long voyages.
as chiccory, are

tained in the original draft'of thé protocol,
and it also agrees to the amendment that

Stil
§ A———

it is more

he said, with most assured politeness, ‘‘you
must - take out two quarts from every bag
of oats, and treat the drivers, so they will
give you the custom of their employers, or

other

the protocol.
Among other things, it
agrees to abolish the distinction between
the Alabama claims and other claims con-

cossacks and cottas, and the thurifer swing-

sumed the monitor for his principal's greenness in New York trade. - “Mr. Bingham,”

beans, bone-dust and

agitated by scarcely | a{ Fipple.

Congress has been taking a recess, and no
political conventions have been held. =
telligence, however,comes from abroad
the Alabama negotiations have suffered
serious deldy, notwithStarding the change

ing the -thurifer containing incense. The.
:
THE SOUTH.
introit gnded; the priests advanced to the
" The Am. Missionary, in an article entitled
pace steps of the altar, the celebrant kiss- “ Our New Year—Responsibilities and Wants,”
ing the altar, the others reverently bowing, says, very truly and fittingly, that this land is
and the celebration of High Mass began, .worth more to civilization, Christianity and misthe music being set to Mozart's Twelfth sions than any other. For the sake, of the

York usages of the trade, as-

“T will not stand’it.”

has been

By

vestry, preparatory to the great function of ests of the city. Much sympathy is. manithe day, High Mass. They re-entered the fested in behalf of Mr. Bowles and the cause -

likely to be in further adulteration from the
courses through which they pass or the localities of their final disbursement.
Twenty years ago I knew a man who
had come down from Vermont to be a grocery and provender dealer here. He began
trade with the notions of honesty to which
he was! educated in the pure airs, among
the pure streams, and amidst the pure customs of his native mountains, hills and valleys. An employee in his store, familiar

with New

POLITICAL WORLD.

The government acThird in the British cabinet,
Since the religious. cepts all Mr. Seward’s amendments ‘o

and Fourth Avenues.

said, politically, Paris is France, so, commercially; New York is the United States.
Herefrom go forth the steamers to all the
nations. - They ave of the quality of the
fountain ; or if changed or varied in their
courses

As mre
intimatéd the

town, Forty-seventh Street, between

already have essays on subjects and plans
of sermons from texts previously assigned, consumers. Some of the dealers, in reand also journals of labor from ‘all the sponsive cards to the World, account for
preachers in the Mission. Taken as'a winote! Lhe shortness of weight reported of samthen, our readers will perceive thatgur ples bought of .them, by drying after their
men are likely, from the Biblical class at weighing before weighing by the test- of the blessed sacrament, then the tiperthe station and theschool-at the meeting of standard, and by adhesions to wrapping- bearers in scarlet cossacks and cottas, anOne says, if tea bought of him is other acolyte bearing the banner of St.
.the Association, to derive material gid in papers.
adulterated,
it is not done in his store, but Alban, proto-martyr of Great Britain and
educating themselves for the taxing labors
of the ministry, and more especially for in China. So drinkers of tea out of New
patron saft of the church, the choir-men,
York may not -lay to. their appetite the and lastly the priests wearing richly embecoming pastors of native churthes.
I have (other points on my docket, but “flattering unction” that therefore they broidered white stoles and bivettas, entered
have the beverage pure, nothing to fear of the church Singing the hymn, ‘Hark, the
must leave them for the present.
On Monday next, I start out on our cold geason copper and arsenic. - There is too much ev- herald angels sing.’ * At the termination of
tours. For four months to come 1 hope to idence that China is not so far behind in the processional hymn, Father Noyes inwrite you about this delightful work out civilization as to be absolutely ignorant and toned Mating. At the conclusion of “the
innocent of tea-adulteration—and much
among the people.
JAMES L. PHILLIPS.
morning servicepthe- priests retired fo the

he capacity of Premier” does not ‘depend ‘with substances yet cheaper, and in some
‘ upon the caprices of a few thousand or instances more poisonous. A catalogue of
even a few hundred voters in Greenwich.” all the adulterants would require more
The Engligh constituencies are not bbliged space than I ean presume on in the Star.
to elect a resident of their county, Eity or Some of them are : chalk, starch and sheep's
borough ; but many select whom they'please ; brains in milk to give Consistency and color
hence: if the electors of Greenwich hid been to its watering : in teas, tea-leaves exAY so fickle as to refuse to re-elect Mwy Gladhausted in hotel use, leaves of beech and

receive a mighty impetus and the .strongholds of paganism wil! shake to their v ery

“preachers, white and.black, were.axed by

ceived the decision of the Conference
true Christian meekness. We hope both of
them may yet become worthy and suecessful laborers in this field.

+1

with such a street, by standard test falls so much

Perhaps I may be allowed a few wards reJust now a new Santal Reader and a volspecting an article with this titlein the
ume of Seriptural selections are in hand.
Morning Star of Dec. 23d.
The article has
The men in this printing office, save one,
reference to the English law by which
are all connected with the Mission, The
those who accept office under the crown
head printer is the eldest son of Rama, our
thereby vacate their seats in parliament.
beloved native preacher, who passed on to
When the reason for this«¢ practice” is exglory nine years ago. This young man and’
plained, it may not appear so ‘‘ strange.”
his brother are devoting themselves with
It is one of those guards which the English
truly commendable zeal to their work, and
law has erected to prevent the undue influhave already become quite familiar with ence of the sovereign, and to keep the power
many ot its details.
of the people paramount.
The sovereign
- In the Bazars our labors have been reg- might bestow an office from unworthy moularly carried on. During each week the tives, and such an office might be accepted
gospel is preached at from twelve to twen-. by a member of parliament who might imty different pointsin the city.. The audiences properly use his parliamentary influence.
| hold good, and the people seem anxious to Hence, the law provides that - any one who
hear the word. There is less talk than for- accepts an office under the government
merly about the shastras, but more discus- shall by that acceptance ¥¥cate his seat in
sion on the cardinal doctrines of ‘ Christian- parliament. If I am not mistaken, the
ity,.e. g., the Divinity of Christ, the Free- laws of England are the same as our own
dom of the Will, and the Everlasting Pun- ‘in this respect. Ifa member of Congress
ishment of the Wicked.
The fashionable accepts an office under the United States

atonement.

?

and

will be kept in mind that Midnapore

but a beginning has been

Best of All
Ee

the “schools

work to those now in the ‘field. There is
plenty of work for such a new comer.
It
‘largest

Oroper names o

leaving

re- dealer or company, at such a number of

time they would be re-examined,

ers. “Now in many cases native Christians
have surpassed ‘these ; still some continue

JANUARY

-touched

untarnished.

a

bribe

whose hands

and

whose

As is well known,

Hon. James M. Ashley of the Toledo (Ohio)
District, was defeatedl

last Oct. in his candi-

dacy for re-election to: Congress, although
his district gave a republican majority on

the general ticket. The popular impression

‘We must go southward with education and the
gospel, and enter through the cabin, the school
and the church of the blacks, and plant ourselves

inthe heads and hearts of this confiding race.

But leave the field fora few years to Romanism ~
—to intemperance
and infidelity—to
southern
treachery and preaching, and the case is hopeless, The time for work is Now.
The country
is open, the race is. receptive, waiting, eager,
plastic, speaking our language, believing in-our
Saviour, hungering for our. bogks, loyal: to our
flag. Why should we: hesifate! « Do we not see
that here lie the safety of the Republic, the redemption of Africa, and, in a sense, the salvation of the world?

CHURCHES AMONG THE FREEDMEN
The Am. Miss. Association has organized
churches at Charlestown, S. C.; Atlanta and Macon, Ga.; Chattanooga, Nashville and Memphis,
Tenn, ; Talledéega and Selma, Ala.; Camp Nelson and Berea, Ky.; and elsewhere.
One has re-

cently

been,

gathered”

at Andersonville, that

scene of prison horrors.
The Association,
for
some time after entering upon its labors of love
among the Freedmen, forbore gathering churehes, but now it thinks the ausp sefous” time fis
come when they can be formed on the basis of
intelligence and active piety.
hd

at the time was -that his defeat arose from
the fact that he had in some ;way rendered
himself obnoxious to his constituents. The
THE FREEDMEN’S
FUTURE.
real cause, however, is probably definitely
A missionary teacher in Memphis predicts that
stated in a letter of his recently published.
stene, a dozen members would hae “been
other trees, starch, rice-husks, excrements
The following will indicate what a mis- the Freedmen will yet become "great, honored,
prepared to vacate their seats in his favor,
and powerful among the nations of the earth.
of silk-worms and sand, with earthy, vegtake the voters of his district made. Ie He predicates his prophecy on their eager graspand many times that number of constituenetable and minéral matters for coloring,
says: :
cies would be willing to avail themselves of
ing after knowledge, their rapid advancement in
some of them poisonous even to the degrees
¢¢ During my . entire. term of service in its pursuit, their naturalwabilities peculiar to
the privilege of electing him as ix repreof copper and arsenic: in coffee, mahogany
sentative. But anyone can see that
cases
Congress, Inever purchased; nor did any themselves, but no less pfoniising, and above all
sawdust, tan-bark and brick-dust, with colmight arise in which'a man who wished to.
for me, a single gallon of whisky or liquor the cloud by day and the fire by night which
hovers over and goes .before them” when God orings of burnt horse-livér and burntretajn his seat in parliament woulddby that
blood: in spices, common clay, old ship- of any kind ; nor did Iever buy, directly or would hs ave them go for ward.
wish: be deterred from accepting dh office
Ww OMAN’S BOAR D OF MISSIONS,
bread and others: in flour, sulphate of ‘indirectly, a single dollar in gold; nor did
I ever make a farthing because I voted for
which he would be glad to possess: HowA Society was formed in Boston, Jap. 186,
lime, chalk, bone-earth, plaster of Paris,
ever ‘‘fogyish. and impracticable” the law powdered. flints: in cocoa “and chocolate, or used my influence for any measure be- under the name of New England Women’si¥or.
may seem to any one in this country, the old” sea-biscuit, animal fats, sulphate of fore Congress. Inever obtained a éontract ‘Miss. Society. : Its object was to develop.a decpfrom the Government of any kind for any er interest in behalf of missions among the womEnglish regard it as a wise . arrangement,
lime, chalk:
in confectionery, yenetian
and I never heard of thé Englishman who red, red-lead, vermilion, yellow-ocher, one, nor didLso much as ask for one for en of our land and to co-operate with existing
Boards in labors for their heathen sisfers, Its
thought it an evil. Iam aware it may be white potter’s-clay and other earths: in su- any friend during the war. Idid net con- first meeting was’ held in Norwich, Conn., Oct.
said that Mr. Gladstone was elected with gar, wheat flour, starch, sand, plaster of sider that any part,of my duty as arepresen- 8, in connection with the annual meeting of the
the express expectation that he‘would be Paris: in lard, alum, potato flour, carbon- tative. Instead of being rich, I am unfor- Am, Board. The report stutes that the work of
called to office ; but laws must be general, ate of soda, caustic, lime; water: for vine- tunately, in debt, and am doing what I can raising funds was immediately commenced, and
‘and cannot be arranged for exceptional gar, Sulphuric and other acids with water, to get out. I have been through gix hard- in nine months $4,000 were collected, which had
heen appropriated to the support ol seven fecases.
w. H.
cayenne pepper, mustard-seed and salt: in fought political campaigns, as the candi- male missionaries and eleven native Bible tédd§,
0
date
of
the
Republican
party.
In
noone
of
ers.
Another ‘““Woman’s Board of Missions for
sauces, chalk, plaster of Paris, red-lead: in
them did I ever assail or malign: a personal the Interior”? was organized in Chicago, Oct. 27,
honey,
flour
and
cane-sugar:
in
creamNew York Correspondence.
tartar, white-clay —sometimes outright sub- or political opponent ; nor did I ever go in- which is to carry on. its operations througiythe
to any saloon and/leave money, or’ cause it Am. Bos hs
stitution by tartaric-acid and white-clay.
New York, Dec. 2841868.
The forrhation of «these societies—at Boston
to
be done, with the view of securing votes ;
A year or two ago eminent authorities in
and Chicago—is reféerzed to as’ one of three imTRICKS OF TRADE,
England stated that fraud had come to be nor did any man ever see me purchase and portant facts in the past year’s history of the
One of our dailies (The World, that like a universal usage inthe commerce of that drink 4 glass of spiritous liquor during any Board; and seems very opportune, ocemring
the world has some good withits bad), is country, and eminent American authorities - canvass.
No man ever saw me in a gam- just as the long-waited for time- of reaching Mobringing to the kind of Jjudgmentypreceding confessed the same of our nation. It is a. bling-hell, or at a horse-race,-or in any hammedan and Pagan women in their own
Since the Ist of June,
the truer and final one, our grodery and terrible sign of the times—this iiffeteenth place where a Christian gentleman might homes was ab hand.
wen
Wy ladies have gone out under the
provision dgalers, arraigning them’ at the century, so ‘‘progressive”—from old no- not properly go.”
care of the Board.
The whole number of single
tribunal
of their customers and all con- tions of honest trade and faithful trust!
10dies. now employed by the Board
is forty-three,
-sumers, for short weights and meastires and
Are not those yet clinging to them admonCHINA, ©
it
Events of thie’ Week.
adulterated qualities. It has ¥&
Sommis- ished to ¢ling to them yet more firmly, and
Mr. Reeser writes in the Miss. Mag. that Sabbath, July 6th, was a great day with the Baptist
THE HOLIDAYS,
sioner abroid, buying at many stopes, and yet more faithfully to witness for them to
testing the dealers’ weights’ and measures community, and “teach them to their chil- attended © by their usual characteristics, churches in his province, No less than eighteen
were baptized—eight in each of the Baptist
by standard ones. Further, it hain em- dren?” There should be endeavor to check have come and gone. General quiet has churches in Ningpo and two in Hangthau., One
ploy a chemist analyzing the saniples for the oversweeping tide of knavery and prevailed in the business and political of the baptized had been a Bhuddist priest, and
the detection of adulterations. It publishes fraud, or at least to save a remnant from world, and the fair share of mirth and glad- had practiced almost every Bhuddist austerity.
the results specifically’ of the gamples, the practice of them, though all must suffer ness has come to many hearts and homes. At one time he attempted to starve himselfto
with names and" places “of their dealers their, wrongs against property, health and Now that the season has passed, we shall death under the ‘shrine of an idol, hoping that
respectively, asso much tea, (by the life, and their effect in the debauchery of expect to see a resumption ofthe sterner du- thereby his soul would enter into the Bhudda,
and he himself be tramsformed into a god, He
dealers’ weight, ) coffee, sugar, spice, flour, thorals generally and deterioration of re- ties of life in good earnest,and all better pre- was difcovered in his retreat and the exeention
or other commodity, ‘banght of such a ligion,
pared for them in consequence of the brief of his purpose prevented.
.
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_ LIVING AND YET DEAD.
~A

Sermon.
el

.

MORNING

80 many thousands of young meén in our
own land have so recently laid their lives

as a willing sacrifice upon the altar of pat-

-

riotism and, liberty, and so many women
sacrificed the peace and quiet of sweet

Ge

BY REV. J. M. BREWSTER.
“But she that liveth in pleasure is déad while she

liveth.”

THE

1iTim.5:6.

“Dead while she liveth.” This is an ‘ap-

homes

and

loved

associations, to

endure

the trials and hardships as they followed the
“| course
of our wasting armies.

We

We know what

life

ideas of death.

is,

and

we

have

our

. But how can one be dead while living?
The expression in the text is one having
great emphasis.

describé the

The apoktle,

wishing to

condition of one who lives in

luxury, yiélding to the

indulgence of the

appetite,—for this

is the significance of

the word

in the

pleasure

connection

in

which it is here used,—does it by employ-

pay to them

a sort of hero-worship;

while

this, let

we

do

us: not

He who lives in pleasure ts dead

| and with itand my new fallhat my head

pared to enter upon the glorious life above.
Dead in trespasses and sins, man is by nature ignorant of-this life. Itis a life into

bare to the gaze of the whole world directly? But comb asI might, I never could

forget

but - which he must be born.
that

be born again, he cannot

‘¢ Excépt a man
see

the kingdom

every man may, in his sphere and‘measure, of God.” What is it to be thus born? It
become a Howard, aud every womanin Listo have the old desires and affections

hers a Florence Nightingale.

Avenues of eradicated from the heart and new ones im-

usefulness are open to all.

Sa
see

planted there, so that the individual hates
the things he once loved and loves the thiags

nothing beautiful and attractive in a life of

he once hated. It is a progressive life. The

sacrifice and devotion to the interests of
htmanity.
How can he, since he is dead ?

renewed man is at first only a child in holiness, but the new principle within him
is constantly gaining strength and pravail-

But

he

who

lives

in

pleasure

newest approved style of braided Ghigo,

lo a life of holiness.
yi
A lifeof holiness! What is it? It is a
life hidden, unseen, and one of intimate
communion with God. Itis the life - which
patriarchs and prophets, saints and martyrs,
have in all ages lived, and by jliving it ac-

can

RE
bY

i

i

now he beholds .a new:

landscape more

!

{8
fli
fh

v

®

i

:

If our churches would reach the best

meansof securing prosperity let them train
beauties for his contemplation. And thus themselves to talk, pray, and give systemathe proceeds. So the Chris\jan sometimes ically for our benevolent causes, and God
the effect. I washed my face unnumbered- finds himself moving week
:
will surely bless them.
O.T.M.
times, for was it not about to be exposedas the same level. He is content
with present
it never had been before P I combed and enjoyment. Growth in grace
ased
would make a very stylish appearance.
My heartsank within ‘me now as I tried

Tove to]

#hink of such examples of self-sacrifice and

parent contradiction. We have heen accus- | devotion as these. We honor them as
tomed to regard life and death as opposites among earth's noblest benefactors.
We
and as existing separately.

HI.

STAR: JANUARY
6. 1869.

make it as sleek as the coiled braid I was to
pin on the back ‘of my head, though this
didn't fit, as I said before. It had a hollow
on its under side.

It would be too

high to

fill it with iy bump of philo, and too low
to stuff it with my own waaded-up locks,
though after more trouble than I like to remember, I got it on. But now it came off in
a twinkling :—‘twas true it fitted the bonnet,

still I couldn't carry it. The bonnet and its
adjunct

was

too much for one

Sunday,

pear in the distance, his soul "is depressed. |

On this level he can

proceed

no further,

he fears to abandon the journey ; and yet he

‘cannot see his way and doubts arise.

Then

Christ throws about him his strong arms,|’
lifts him up and leads him onward.

Heart-Breathings.
a

5

y

T——

Ps, 61.
4

%

O hear the wailing of my soul,
My God! My chosen King!

Hide not thy loving fuce, I pray,

The

Bar or the Pulpit.

“What book is that my son,” asked a
middle aged lady, as she stepped out on the * verandah of a Southern home, and took a
seat by a slender
ing intently over
bound in law calf.
*¢ It is a volume
taries on the laws
like

to

read

smiling reply.

it,

young man who was pora large, clumsy volume

of Blackstone's commenof Eogland; would you
:

dear

mother P”

was

the

When I mine offering bring.
* No, no, keep if. But why are you so
In five minutes I had my own hair combed
interested in that book? Have you resolvown gratification; can find no time for deeds ing over the old man of sin, until the in- over in its usual fashion; the easiest, the
Though oft from thy dear path I stray,
ed to study law?”
When life’s rude storms beat high,
of mercy, kindness and love; no time to dividual is prepared for an abode with God. quickest, and most comfortable way in
As the motherasked this question, anoth«
Yet when my heart is overwhelmed
bestow charities upon the poor, or to bind
er lady reached out ofan adjuining window,
This life renders its possessor truly useful, which I can dispose of it, though the milliner
To thee I lift my cry.
and replied for the young man:
‘Yes;
up the wounds of the afflicted. His ear, for it creates within him a disposition to woman had assured me that ‘piain watersince
Richard came to Alabama, he has
O lead me to the blessed Rock,
tuned to the notes of revelry and accustom- labor
for the espiritdal and temporal falls were all gone out of date long ago.’
caught the fever that most of our young
Which shall my spirit bear
ed to the conversation of the gay and. fash- gvelfare of his fellow men... Without this But never mind. My bonnet at least was
men are affected with, once in a lifetime at
Far, faabove each dark’ning storm,
a
la
mode;
it
would
hardly
do
for
me
to
beionable, heeds no calls for almsgiving, and ‘Paul would have’ been ‘‘as sounding
least, and means to becomea politician.
And place my anchor there.
He made aspeech a few weeks ago at a
listens not to the groansof the suffering brass and a tickling cymbal.”
Luther's come too fashionable at once. :
*
:
abode of the spirit. - The employment of and the lamentations of the lost.
temperance barbecue, which was very well.
When threatening dangers hover near,
His great soul would never have been filled
I pinned a large thick veil all round my
indeed for » youngster fresh from college;
the word in the figurative sense is also mind, constantly devising some scheme for with zeal and nerved with energy, and
Thou art my holy tower;
exposed face, (which looked twice as large"
but some of our boys and girls, particularly
common.
The apostle, for instance, speaks
And thou bast been my glorious shield
Howard would have continued a quiet, aim- and three times as ugly as usual, ) and started
the indulgence of his baser propensities,
the Jush, applauded it so highly that he act* Through chill temptation’s hour.
of the renewed man as being dead to the
or perchance hampered by the body sur- less'and pleasure-loving English gentleman.
ually fancies he is an orater, and may yet
world ;—meaning that the world and its feited with pleasure, is utterly incapable of It transformed Judson from a skeptic so for church with the'same uneasy sens ations,
Forever will my heart abide
electrify the Con
of the United States
as if I had done, or was about to do, someallureinents have no’ influence over him.
- In temples thou hast blest,
with his eloquence ; so he studies the law as
considering how he may best answer the that he became the pioneer of the modérn thing I needed to blush for and be ashamed
And, ’neath the covert of thy wings,
He also speaks of a state in which one is
the surest means of making his dreama
great end of his being. ‘His Leart is well missionary enterprise; and it raised .our of. I put my hand up to my head several
My trusting soul shall rest.
reality.”
:
dead in trespasses and in sins ;—meaning
BURR from a printer boy without God and times to make sure the thing was there.
nigh dead.
Its generous emotions have
“ Now, now, aunt; you always did ridithat those who are in this condition are so
For
thou
hast
heard
my
earnest
vows,
hope, to an earnest Christian manhood, Just as I mounted the last hill toward church,
cule my plans. Never mind; I'll make you
completely devoted to sinful pursuits that either been smothered or were never arousAnd promised unto me
laugh for pleasure some of these days.
and made his life a benediction to the denom- two women came riding toward me, and
ed,
80
sthat
his
bosom
heaves
with
no
sigh
the motives and inducements presentedby
An heritage with all thy saints,
But,
mother dear, it istrue; since coming
ination
which
now
fondly
cherishes
his
‘both of them had on bonnets,—ample, caIf sul I trust in thee.
the gospel have no influence upon them. for the sorrowing, and he sheds no tears in
to the South, I have decided on the law as a
memory.
;
view
of
the
woes
and
miseries
of
others.
pacious,
glorious
great
bonnets
of
the
olden
rofession,”
|
El Si
In phe text the term is employed in this
No other boon my heart can crave,
‘ Butduring your %3llege life you had
This life gives tone and direction to all time. One of them would have made a
latter sense. Paul evidently means that che He is dead; for so engressed is he in sen‘When toil and care are o’er,
the ministry in view. You certainly cansuality, that it is of scarcely more use to efforts to do good. It sustains amid labors, dozenof mine. I felt like running up towho lives in pleasure is, as far as the great
Than, with my Saviour and my God,
not think the profession of a Blackstone’
talk to him of self-sacrifice and doing good trials and afflictions, an1 imparts a peace them and begging an exchange, for now
To rest forevermore.
interests and true pbjects of life are con| preferable to the calling of a Paul ?
than to a corp8ey
:
that
I
saw
the
crowds
of
people
on
the
steps
and
enjoyment
of
which
the
world
is
igMoney Creek, Minn.
MARILLA.
‘* No; but you know college life was not
cerndd, dead, or, if syeh:jn expression is
IL. He'whe lwves in pleasure is dead lo norant. He who lives this life is conscious of the church, and felt that I must run the
favorable to religion, and I wandered far
allowable, that she is a living and walking
go
.
from my Saviour. I sought father'sand
true enjoyment.
: | of Be approbation of God, since hd bas gauntlet of"all those eyes, my courage meitcorpse.
Way
Notes.
with
Suggestions.
your coposent to come to Alabama after
been
adopted
into
his
family,
and
the
ed
away
like
dew
before
the
sun.
.
Happiness, as already remarked, is the
This assertionis made in regard to womgraduating,
because the associations. of
i
—
But the bonnetted women whipped up
What Spiiit of God witnesses with his spirit,
an,—*“She "that liveth in pleasure,” —but necessry attendant of usefulness.
Way IDLE? . Going into’ the Post Office, home reminded metoomuch of my former
making
him
an
heir
to
true
enjoyment
in
the
their
nag,
and
looking
on
me
as
I
fancied
state and present unhappy condition.”
it is equally true of all human beings ;— truer happiness can there be than that
present life and to .a hope of immortality in very superciliously, drove on down the kept in a store, several were sitting around
‘I bave feared that, my dear boy,” said
the woman stands for the race. And as springing from the conviction of having
the life to come. He who lives a life of mere hill. Itried toact asifthere was nothing the stove.” Thé chief spokesman was a the mother, with a tremulous voice, ** and I
done
God's
will
and
from
the
assurance
of
we have already seen, the term pleasure, as
young man, who had wasted hundreds if have blamed myself for not manifesting a
pleasure is dead to this life, for this life of unusual out, passed through the crowd,
. employed in the text, has reference simply his approbation ? Such an assurance soothes
not thousands of dollars by intemperance deeper interest in your spiritual- welfare,
sorrow, lightens every affliction, |- pleasure and a life of holiness have no mu- shook hands with several acquaintances,
to luxury; but as other pleasures are no less every
and
prodigality in other ways. He was both while in college aud aiter your return
tual
affinity.
They
are
as
opposite
as
life
and took my reat. The minister wasin the
and enables its possessor to run with pahome.
But
was proud of your talents,
death-cau-ing in their influence, we may
very profane. At this time those listening and
and death themselves. The one issensual and desk bowing his head on his hands.
What
acted as though I fgrgot that fyour rucallow the term to include all pleasures tience and renewed earnestness the Chriscorrupting, the other is pure and ennobling ; recollection swept across. my mind as } laughed at his flippant profanity and vul- cess in the high callihg you had marked
whatever which have a hurtful moral ten- tian race. ‘Who, except the perfect Pattern the one renders man seltish and makes him
marked his attitude ? It was that I had not gar witticisms. Among these were two pro- out for yourself depended as much upon
himself, bas ever ddne and suffered more
dency.
!
live solely for the gratification of his baser prayed at home this morning; nor had I fessedly activein religion in the churches living piety as upon talents.”
The young mun laid aside his book and
Removing these restrictions, the doctrine for the welfare of othiéfs than Paul? And propensities, the other renders him benevoread my Bible chapter, or sung the devo- to which they belong. Could not-such be wept as his mother spoke. His past life
of the text is plainly this: That the individ- who has ever enjoyed “more? Although lent and keenly alive to the wants of othbetter employed?
There are others who came up like a pamorama before him. He
tional hymns, as was my usual wont ;—all
ual who lives in pleasure is, as far as the there was little in his circumstances that ers; the one sinks man lower in degradation
pursue a similar course. I wonder how saw that mother and himself, then a small
owing
to
that
bonnet
and
its
‘indispensable
great purposes for which life is given, and seemed desirable, accustomed to hardships until he become; a demon,the other elevates
they can. Is it enjoyable? Does it help boy, bowed together in her chamber, as she
the’ experiencds which ennoble it, are con- and privatiouns, and exposed to the taunts him and makes him a fit companion for adjunct; which had consumed the time I on the work of grace in their heart? Is it poured forth ber soul to God that he might
should have spent in preparing myself by
and jeers of a gay and pleasure-loving God and angels. '
be brought early to Christ. He recalled the
cerned, dead.
| prayer and meditation for the service of the conducive to a spirit of prayer? I would scenes of that revival-meeting when, bowed
But what are these purposes for which world, he was constantly sustained by a
So dead is the one who lives in pleasure
like
to
know
if
they
ever
pray
for
the
disbeneath the weight of conviction, he totterlife is given? ‘To glorify God and enjoy deep and strong undercurrent of enjoy- to a life of holiness thathe is deaf to the house of God. I bowed my head and tried solute and profane to whom they listen?
ed up the crowded ai-le to manifest his deto
pray
nog
t
the
thought
soon
obtrudment.
Althoaigh
poor,
he
was
rich;
sorhim forever,” said the old catechism, in
News.
A person came to the town and sire for salvation. Then came the agonizvoices of the Spirit which call him to en2
SS response to a question of similar import. rowful, he always rejoiced; and if he suf- ter upon this life. Hesees no beauties in ed:
ing struggle with his stubborn will, foilowlived ten years.
His residence was within
I
wonder
if
my
face
is
really
clean,
or
Without calling in question the truthfulness fered with Christ, he expected to reign the faith, the hope and the love with which
two miles of the village in which were three ed by the joy of submission. He remembered that mother's tears of happiness as
of this answer, it may be expressed in lan- with him. -The experience of every man this life is attended, and he feels no at- if my bonnet has got awry, or if I have meetings. He attended one occasionally, she clasped him in her arms on learning his
guage somewhat different; and we may who is truly useful resembles that of Paul. tachment to its Author and Giver, who died tumbled my hair by wearing this veil over and then for years not any. At length it hope of pardon, and her exhortation to think
say that the chief end of life is to be use- Howard was cheered amid all the trials that he might live. Continuing thus dead it.”
came out that he was a professor of relig- prayerfully of thg ministry. The scenes of
During the second hymn I ventured to ionand a member of a church where he his college course passed before his memoful, to be truly happy, and to live a life of and difficulties of his work by the con- he will bave no part in the life to come, for
holiness. These things constitute the sum sciousness that he was doing good. Ev- ‘‘ without “holiness no man shall see the remove the vejl which lay so close to my
formerly resided. He was willing to be ry—first, his zeal and devotion ;then, his
face as to be uncomfortable in the warm at- considered a professor. But of what use ardor cooling, his gradual withdrawing
and substance of a life that is really a life, ery pain relieved and every want supplied Lord.”
from association with religious students,
mosphere.of the church. I at length got was his profession? No one knew it by plunging into the gaieties of the world, and
and not adeath. And they all belong to- enhanced his own inward joy. How many
In
thus
showing
how
the
individual
who
enough interested in the sermon to forget his life. “Let your light so shine before final confirmed backslidin
gether. No one of them can be omitted who have contributed from their scanty
lives in pleasure is dead while living, we
terly. «My
my bonnet, though several times when my men that others may see your good works,
and the other two retained. Happiness is possessions two mites, as it were, for the
* «It may not be,” he i 4 ‘bit
have not had reference to some ideal perreligious
friends
have
lost
confidence
in me.
benefit
of
others,
have
experienced
the
the necessary attendant of usefulness, and
eyes wandered from the desk, I would en- and glorify your Father which is heaven.»
sonage, but have described the condition
In fact, I have no confidence in myself.
counter a fixed gaze from some remote corboth of these are necessarily conjoined truth of the scripture, ‘It is more blessed
A SERMON.
I heard it with many others, And God, I know, is angry with me.
I
of the majority of the race. There are those
per of the house. Then before I was aware, In many respects it was well. It wasa can never be as I once was. Aunt spoke
with a life of holiness.
He, however, who to give than to receive.” He that watereth
all
about
us
who
have
scarcely
dreamed
shall be himself watered.
T would begin to hitch uneasily and wonder beautiful essay on a particular subject. the truth. Ambition has taken possession
lives in pleasure, is dead to them all.
of usefulness, and are without any definite
of my heart, for God has left it."
I.
He who lives in pleasure is dead to useThere is also to the Christian an enjoy- purpose in life. There are those who, be- within myself whether or not my bonnet
It charmed the ear, pleased the fancy,
His aunt, who had come out on the verJSulness.
i
ment which springs from the facts that he guiled by mere delusions, dwelling in that was a ‘‘success.” Alas! 'Ifeltit to be anyand gratified the taste for something nice andah while he was speaking, threw her
““Whatsoewer
thy hand findeth to do, do it] can claim God as his Father and Christ as’ far-off land of the prodigal, have ever fed thing but this, yet as fashion is above fit- and elegant; so about all seemed satisfied. arms around him and said, ** Pardon my
with thy, might.™\
This injunction of the his Friend, 2nd that he can look forward tq
ness with the masses, I trust itymay be ex- Yet I felt there was a great lack. After raillery, . Dick. It was ill-timed. Cheer.
upon husks and have known nothing of
wise man,
de
ny centuries ago, heaven as his final abode and resting place.
up, too. You oughtto know that there is
the joys which spring from sitting at the cused. But when I think what the milliner the text, the sermon had scarcely a word
should, stili be
ed. God has endowed With the Christian it matters not so much Father's table and *feeding upon his boun- would have made it, and what it is. I have about the Bible or Bible truth. Nothing of ever forgiveness with God. It was only
the morning before your dear parents came
man with faculties designed to be employ- where his earthly dwelling may be, for he
ties; and there are those who have never reason to thank God for having given me the Saviour nor the way of life by him. to visit us
that we read at family worship
ed. The hand is fitted for labor, the mind is comforted with the promise of a mansion traveled in the highway of holiness which strength of will to withstand a threatened Brethren, let us not fail of getting in as those words of the apostle, * Where sin
inundation of artificial roses and flaming much about the Saviour as possible in every ahounded grace did much more abound.’
for thought, and the heart for emotion, above; not so much if poverty is his lot, leads to the kingdom of God.
repeated the words over and over again.
if
a
Each of these is in its most healthy state for he is rich in the assurance that all things
discourse. ‘‘He is precious.” And let ser- You
They are dead; but dry bones ‘can be ribbons.
Surely you have not forgotten their glorious
when actively employed in its appropriate are his; and not so much if -the storms made to live again by the breathings of
In the afternoon, God pitied my morning mons contain Bible doctrine to stimulate truth.”
sphere. And the field of usefulness is ex- of life beat thick and fast, for he finds
The young man could not reply. It was
God's Spirit. The dead can be raised to follies and let me have a glorious meeting, Christians to labor; to comfort the tried
deasive. It embraces rot only the inmates rest and peace in Christ. Whatever his life by the voice of the Son of God. You nor did I, till I got home and chanced to and dejected; and let them ring with true ; that passage had struck him with unof our own homes, but also those of sick condition may be, he possessesan inward who are dead, why will you remain so? pass a looking-glass, have a thought or Scriptual warnings to the impenitent.
usual force, and he took the words as it
were out of his uncle’s mouth, repeating
rooms and the abodes of ‘poverty and joy and assurance which bear him above Look to Christ and live. Answer the end misgiving asto my new head-gear.
This
MINISTERS THERE. In one town the three them, as one often passesthe hand over an
crime ; not only those of our own particu- every billow and enable him to brave every of your being,—tobe useful, to enjoy and to encouraged me, for 1 think I may yet be churches arranged for union services on
aching brow, with the hope of at least temlar caste ic society, but also those who tempest.
;
live a life of holiness,—the needful prepara- able to worship God acceptably in a small Thanksgiving diy. It was quite rainy porary relief. But the joy of his parents’
have not been so highly favored as ourBut all are not possessors of this true en- tion for the life
tg come. And with the open- bonnet ;—certainly I shall if I cease to give and but fifteen were present, and four of arrival, which was not expected, and imselves; and it includes not merely the in- joyment. Many are dead to it. The miser ing of this new year the exhortation comes to itundue solicitude and attention. But the these were ministers. Two of them live orrtant cares, had iempatarily cheoked the
habitants of this enlightened and Christiah who counts his gold and denies to himself us with redoubled force, *‘ Work while the bonnes indispensable adjunct,—let it pass away from the village! Neither of them rising feeling of penitence and hope.
During this scene the mother had remainland, but also those of other lands, into the comforts of life, may have what he. day lasts, for the night comethin which no
for the present. I have not even looked at was to preach on the occasion, but they ed silent; but her mind and hesrt were
whose darkened minds the light of the glo- terms enjoyment. But a stranger to the man can work.”
it since my first trial, though it may be, now walkedto the meeting. Why can minis- busy. She saw that her fears were but
rious gospel has never shined. ‘It becomes impulses of true benevolence and deaf to
truly founded.
She also saw with pain that
that winter has come, I shall need it to ters go to meeting in bad weather when
she had greatly erred in permitting her
each and all, if they would answer an im- every call of the needy, he spurns the idea
keep the back of my head warm, and if it others so largely fail thus to do?
son's religious life toswing clear ot her inportant end in their being, to have a tear to of employing his possessions in doing good
A Wasted Hour.
can be made useful, letting alone the ornhPrayer FOR THE JEWS. We were say- fluence.
But with the humble confidence
shed for those in affliction; a kind and as an absurdity, and every noble instinct is
.
BY A TRIED WOMAN,
;
mental,—well, I don't know; I fear I have ing to one that there are great promises in of an experienced Christian she turned to
cheering word to speak to the disconsolate ; well nigh excluded frem his breast.
a deep rooted antipathy toward that hapless the Bible that the Jews will yet receive him, drawing his head to her side, and passThe
The first Sunday I went to-church bareand a ready hand to alleviate the wants of young man who has never consecrated himadjunct. It is too sleek by half—it is un- Christ. The reply was, ‘My father when ing her hand through his hair in the familof yore, she sweetly said:
headed I bad a time of it. Certain uncom- genuine—it is awfully hypocritical.
the suffering.
:
i alive used frequently to pray for them when iar ‘ way
self to Christ and whose life is aimless,
Your aunt speaks truly, my dear boy.
fortable
sensations
pervaded
me
in
the
earSaying nothing of those who have. been may occasionally find a transitory, baubleI'll say no more, save that a bonnet, or praying in the family.”
This reminded us There is hope for the penitent backslider.
God's chosen instruments to preach the like pleasure in some vain amusement. ly morning. Indeed, I awoke ina boding, anything else, that engrosses a Poor crea- that welare too negligent of remembering Even he who denied his Lord with oaths
depressed
state
of
mind,
and
my.
first
thought
, gos Land disseminate its blessings, let us But having an aching void within and
ture’s time and attention so that one forgets them as a people when we seek God's bless- was received into favor, and had a glorious
work committed to his charge I have faith
instance some of those whose lives have troubled by the voices of conscience and was not what it often is, and what I love to to pray before going to the house of God,
ing for others. Forthem let prayer be offerbelieve that God has great things in store
been filled with more than an, ordinary the Spirit, he knows fothing of the satis- have it:
| should not be tolerated. I'm pretty certain ed. They need Christ. And when they shall to
for you yet.”
“This is the blessed holy Sabbath; no mine will not do it again.
measure of usefulness. Prominent among faction which arises from the employment
Richard retired to his room.
His aunt's
accept him, the Bible shows they will ex»
them is Howard, who, with a heart yearn- of lis time and energies in some noble pur- weekly cares to-day, butI am free to spend
tend a mighty influence in the conversion of exhortation, but above all his mother’s siriking words, produced their desired effect.
ing for the good of all men, left the quiet suit, of the rewards of usefulness and the its hours in Sabbath reading, Sabbath gehool,
the heathen.
‘* The fullness of the Gentiles He threw aside his Blackstone. He return~
Thoughts from the Study.
and the enjoyments of home that he might peace of God which passeth understanding. | and attending to the preached word.”
‘| shall come in,” and the converted Jews “ed to his Bible. Not many years
passed,
——
|
V.
No—on this moraing my
first thought
visit the prisons and dungeons of Europe, The young woman is the possessor of no
will be a powerful help.
F,
and that mother slept in Jusus;
it her
He who goes through the Iandiicattering
. to learn of and relieve the sufferings of their true enjoyment upon whom God has be- was: “There is that thing I brought home
words lived in the-son's heart ; and when he
blown
roseg,
may
be
traced
the
next
day
yesterday, which the milliner woman with
inmates. Let us observe his restless activ- stowed such endowments, whichif added
stood ap before the council that examined
How5Changed !
him for ordination, the widowed father, who
~ ity in accomplishing his heaven-appointed to the richer graces of the Spirit would an admiring air pronounced a *‘ bonnetta;” by dried and withered petals; but he who
was present, heard him say: ‘*My hopes of
mission, not stopping to do homage to qualify her to bean angel of mercy, who how, am 1 ever to get it fixed on my head scatters the seed of the rose may be traced
becoming
a ministerof Jesus were revived
in
years
oto
come
by
beautiful
flowers
that
A few years ago the presentation of the hy the words
kings and emperors, and to receive in turn spends her time in devising plans for 80 I shall dare wear it into church ?
of my sdinted mother: ¢ I have
fill
the
air
with
fragrance.
So
while
the
I
got
my
morning
chores
accomplished
claims
of
our
benevolent
enterprises
was
their caresses, lest hé should fail to reach her own gratification, and in whose heart
| faith to believe that God has great things in
~
" some suffering prisoner in season ‘to do are no kind and generous emotions. Des- half an hour before first bell time, and then pleasing actions of the gay wither and esteemed very indiscreet id a revival, be- store for you yet.'”
His subsequent career showed that the
him the needed good. Every energy of titate of a refined and cultivated mind and commenced my task ; but I set about it de- fade away, the seed of righteousness will cause it would kill ali the interest in_the
‘his heart, bead and hand was employed in of the joys known only to the pure in heart, jectedly, Thad mo joy or pleasurein my bring forth fruit to perfection, which will church, and turn seekers away from all mother’s faith was not a phantom,—4Am.
ting his work, until he fell the vie- and living for herself alone, she realizes not new bonnet, I stepped ou it in the wagon shine on the pages of history in future their serious thoughts. In some churches Messenger.
Lr
this may still be so, but itis not thus in
timof a fatal disease contracted in a dis- that she is hastening on to death, the judg- before I got it home, but it didn’t hurt it ages.
Ir 18 a curious illustration of one differtant land, while attending to the wants of ment and eternity. There is also the votary any. It was so small and shapeless before |. A person is journéying on a canal. He “other'and better churches. Inoue of these, ence ia clerical manners and customs now,
a suffering woman. Let us also observe of hupian ambition, who makes every other it couldn't well look worse,—shapeless when makes no progress upwards, but moves persons have risen for prayers. in the con: and one hundred years ago, that a wagor
* Florence Nightingale, the daughter of interest serve for his own personal aggran- regarded a8 a covering for the female head. straight forward: on the same leyel. Not cert for missions ; in two such meetings re- was once laid by two of the parishioners of
Well this ‘“‘bonnettp "—this half hand- swiftly, but pleasantly and contentedly he cently cases of “interest have appeared, '| Rev. John Lowell—who was pastor at New‘wealthy parents, possessing a ‘high order dizement ; and'he who gives a loose rein to
buryport from 1726 to 1767, and who was
of culture and refinement, as she leaves his appetites and passions, and thereby de- breadth of straw, lace and ribbon,-had an pagses on, viewing the country, listening. though rota time of special effort, That great-grandfather
of J umes Rarsell Lowell,
adjunct—an
indispensable
requisite—as
the
to
the
songs
of
the
birdsand
meditating
church would not give up its monthly Sun- thie poet—that if he were called up at any
comforts and enjoyments of her Eng- grades himself almost to the level of the
home -and goes to the Crimea, and best of the field. Mingled with remorse milliner woman’ informed me, whére a upon the works of God. Bat soon a hill day School and missionary concerts, at time of the night, he would appear with a
ipe in his mouth. Accordingly the experrforms her angelic ministries until and bitter disappointment, the enjoyment lady's hair was not very remarkably heavy. appears in the front; he sees no water be- which the claims of mis#ions are urged and
was tried. A loud kaocking awakfet
This
came
in
a
round
bronze-colored
paper
yond
and
he
fearslest
he
shall
not
be
able
be low, sensual and
collections always taken, for any considerms an invalid,we ry and worn, to Of such as these. must
took his
Rising from bed, be
debasing. Thus -are all wholive in pleas- box. Milliner assured me it would exactly to proceed further; he comes to the sup- ation, or as an efficient means of grace for ened him. to
the kitchen fire-place, raked
went
pipe,
fit
the
bonnet.
Possibly,
but
it
did
notfit
my
posed end and stops ; when lo! as the gates the conversion of sinners athome, and the opon the ashes, lighted his tobacco, and
noed not go far away to find in- ure, to whatever class in society they behead at all. Millinerfarther said it was the close, rushing waters bear him up, and healthy growth of her members.
went to the door to see what was wanted
this character, especially. when long, dead.
[)
ing a seeming paradox.
The term death is used in both a literal
anda figurative sense. Using it ina literal
gense, we say that a person is dead when
the soul has taken its departure from the:
body, leaving it a mere lump of clay, insensible to all that is transpiring around it,
and incapable of performing any of the
offices which it performed while it was the
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and labor among the poor, books and fixtures, and their young men and women
1 sometimes hour men try
work them. Some of these control and
ion
relig
wise by speakingof
very
the
nourish from three to five, and thus, by
en inaslight and actual contact of heart and hands, are savenous peo
dioy a
a
show
not
does
this
When
way.
ing
sneer
ing the destitute. Then, too, whence
bad heart, it always indicatesa vacani, un-

for the people of God,” answered the old

anityre- §
Of evangelioalthe aggregated
ay dwhatthey
: Tay ssay.
ri ds thchoose,
e mass of but
men aswilllong Eeas | fiovements
We do not undervalue

¢sgince Christ is the way, and I am in him ?

woman, devoutly, ‘‘and the troublesomeness of the way there don't pester or fret
me. It’s only a little while, sir.”

«All is well that ends

weil, I dare. say,”

sure,

Molly

2”

’

rein ze

i

«How can ‘I help being sure,” said she,

He is mine, and I am his. Now, I only
feel him all along the way. I shall see
him as he i§in a little while, sir.”

They are movedto itby

an ineradicable
in- | Sults of the work of other congregations,
i but we do know that the richer churches
instinct
This
mature.
stinct in haman
arare in harmony with these movements; und
:
implant
contribute their money a
Tn
never be made better by putting prayer and -ery call. The erection of the Bible House,
mil Of the various. houses of charity, and of
a
hospinsol prayer oy DE

Ah, Molly,

you've

got

more

than: the
teem

|.

i
walking off.
productions of | Association, now in process of erections and“There's
all the
——mind;
Fini
only a little while, sir,” said she.
the human
aboveother
all other results of | Attests their liberality both in devising and
the inspirations which God ever poured into

executing the work of God. - Every uppeal

1 think

EE

and religion,

of humanity, of patriotism

too,

do

Said William Carter, in his sermon to the
by our Heavenly Father forthe enlightenThe Kind Shepherd.
of London :
outcasts
ment and help of mankind indifferent times
;
a —
But they were all
« Verily,
and parts of the world.
what- Jesus declares:
Hear
but ** schoolmasters to bring us to Christ. ” * Rambling, a few summers ago, in the verily, I say unto you, he that heareth my
lake
district
of
England,
1
came
to
Wash|
ever
has
‘His is the only religion the world
and believeth on Him that sent me,
bi
had that is fitted in its nature to be a univer- dale Head, where 1 passed the night at the hath everlasting life, and shall not come
cottage
of
a
shepherd
‘friend.
The
next
sal and everlasting religion. All the others
but is passed from
morning I set off to cross the mountains on into condemnation,
are pariial and temporary.
:
life.”
unto
death
. 1 know something of the other Scriptures, my way to Buttermore. As I approached
Now, mv friends, here are three links in
the
summit
of
the
pass
a
little
lamb
was
as they are called, or sacred books of the
the blessed chain of truth : hearing, beljevfiber religions ; but I know of nothing else bleating in tones more sad than 1 had ever ing, and haying. The devil always tries
heard
before.
It
seemed
to
say,
as
plain
at can be, on any account, named or
to cut these links off, and give three links
thought of in comparison with the New as in words: ¢ Pity me! help me! save of his own forging, viz.: doing, praying,
Testament. Only thinkof it! Where is the me!" I stopped, and the lamb ran toward and feeling.
mun who, when the bride of his heart, the me. Isaton the grass, and it come up to
me,
and
putting
its
face
almost
close
to
my
mother of his child, lies dead before him,
its ery: *-Pity me! help
:
Varieties.
the light of his life gone out forever-— own, repeated
whe
is re
the. man who, at

that

awful

me! save me!” It was evident thatthe
lamb had been. forsaken by its mother, for
it was a mere skeleton,
and its loosely

hour,

would have his minister read a passage from
Shakespeare, from Emerson or Plato atthe
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Have hitherto found difficulty in getting

HOOP

ro and attend his oh funeral! Wha
real, deep, sincere mourners. They have

1 though 3 of the words

between God and man.”

An

SKIRTS

Al

This series is published in the successive

A VERY little boy, after giving everybody
a good-night kiss, kneeled at his mother’s
side to say his evening prayer. His mother

of the prophet ;

teaching him the piece

had that day beer

would hofind? I would fiod his family | Hevy 16,
Fhallgather
feed Histhe flock
shall
lambs likes
with sbepherd.
His arm,

‘You'd scarce expect

commencing,

one of

my age,” ete., and it appears that those
his image alone in their thoughts.
They
and
them in his bosom.”
(Is. xi. 2.)
1 thus reflected: ** If a degenerate crea-- verses were running through his mind.
are filled with the memory of his virtues. ture, sinful and selfish, as all are in their He commenced the prayer as follows:
His faults all drop off, like the paper cover- degree, yet had pity enough in him not to «Now I lay me down to sleep, I pray the
ings from an Egyptian mummy
when ex- suffer a worthless, half stifved lamb to Lord my soul to keep; if I should chance
sed
to the air. All that is tender in the perish which cast itself on his care, will He to fall below Demosthenes or Cicero, don’t
past rushes upon them, and they wonder at who is the Author and Fountain of all ten- view me with a cricket's eye—"
“Stop!
the lukewarmness of the community. The derness, be deaf to the cry of any wandering stop I" said his mother; “that isn’t a part
“minister don't speak of him at the funeral soul that comes to him in fear and sorrow, of the prayer.” *‘Yes itis, mamma; ‘don’
with balf the admiration he deserved—he saying, ¢ Lord, have merey upon me! Save, view me with a crickev’s eye.’”
is altogether too cold and reserved. They Lord, or I perish?’ Will ihe Good Shepherd,
Zion's Herald says a good word to pronever heard him so tame at a funeral before. who giveth His life for the flock, reject any
They want everything pertaining to it, in feeble lamb, any lost ‘sheep, that comes to fessors of religion. It is “Grow. “Many
the
sty le possible— the coffin, the grave, Him with the cry: ‘Jesus, pity me! help Christians stop at the first stage ot their
faith, They never put away childish things,
the flowers in and off the eoffig, the car-

me! save me?’

ringes, the processions, the singing, and so

foruh, all as perfect as possible.

He never will.”

He never

They never go from milk to meat.
put the

can.”

:

The next year I was again at Washdale,
and inquired of the shepherd how the lamb
bad fared. Said he:
« It is now the fattest and the strongest of

i
Littles.

as us holy

become
Become

care have soon

stering

101Y

and

intensity of devotion.”

enduring, or suffering—we might account
for the tailure, orreckon it rmail dishonor
to turn back in such a conflict. Buta holy

Longing to Save

lite ix made up of small things of the hour, |’
ard not the great things

of the age,

that

fill up a» lite like that ot Paul or John, like
that of Ratherford, or Brainerd, or Murtyn.
3 The avoidance of little evils, dittle sins,
litle inconsistencies,
little weaknesses,
little follies, little indiscretions and imprudoncies, lite foibles, little indulgenoes of
selt and of the flesh, little acts of indolence
or indecision, or slovenliness or cowardice,
meanness,

litle

the feelings or

bits of covetousness
wishes

of others,

outs

life.

And

then at-

¢artion to little duties of the day and hour,
ju public transactions, or private dealings,
or family arrangements ; to little words, and
of kindness

and

thoughtful

Christ, than

consideration

to myself.

for others ; to punctuality, and method, and
true aim in she ordering of each day—there
are the active development of holy lite, the
rich a divine mosaics of which itis comsed,

enjoy all other gains with

which

teiis made up ; and he who wil! deknowlno

life as great save

that.

which

|

a

is

built up of great things, will find .linle in

Bible character to admire or copy. ,a

nn
A writer having enst a slur upon the
weunlthy churches of New York city, the
!

%

These wealthivr churches are the: fountains
of by far the largest priportion of the mi«sion power of the eityt” They

build

thé

mission chapels and stations, and sustain

- them

wit

men

nnd

money,

Searcely is

there a leading congregation in the upper
districts of New York that is not support.

Ing one or more mission schools.
wealth of
«

d

his

life;

a love that makes over

~. Adbertisements,

~

A W——

indident is not new, but it |

to the old apple woman's stand, don’t you
get

“these

here

tired ning

cold,

dismal

days Pp”
.
“It's only a dittle while," said she.

«And the hot, dusty duys «aid he,
+Iv's only a little while, sir,” said Molly,
«And your sick, rheumatic days, Molly?”

fi
:
said the judge,
It's only a little while, +ir,” raid rhe.

The | **And what, then, Molly P" asked the
.
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in studying.
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class.
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Circulars free.
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GALES from Araby the Bleat, freighted with the
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No man rents Instruments
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PLEDGE.

If any

Instrument fails to
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DEALERS
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Philadelphia.

EVERYWHERE,

6m29

@riping in the Bowels and Wind Oolie.
‘We believe it the BEST and SUREST REM:
EDY IN: THE WORLD, in all cases of DY8ENTERY and DIARRHEA IN CHILDREN,
whether arising from

Mr.

NEW

YORK

and he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for
five years.
’
Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Caballows.)

Al-

80, for all kinds of Piano’s; especially Chickering &
Sons’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York,
For circulars address
8m29
Rev. L. L. HARMON, Portsmonth, N. H,
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During the last six years, the undersigned has had
in use for family
sewing
the Wilcox &
Gibbs Sewing

Machine, For the simpheity and perfect finish of the
machinery, the ense with which it is operated, the
poixeleas manner in which it does its work, and the
elasticity and durability of the seam, he believes it
well worthy a first rank among Sewing Machines,
L. BR. BURLINGAME,

splendid

the

best

in

the

world.

the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in:
stantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints,
remedien the il) effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown .—
Sold by all Druggists

and

Perfumers ; and

applied at Batehelor's Wig Factory,

No.

properly

16 Bono

street, New York
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THE BAKER AND RANDALL ORGAN,
Thave been personally acquainted with the ORGANS
of Viesnrs, Raker and Randall, Menufscturers et
Providence, R 1, for several years past, and do not
hesitate to set down their Instruments as
equal in
mechanical excellence, in action. in purity and
rich.
ness of tone, im durability, and in the combination of
oumerons valuable applians gs and good qualities, to
those made at any other
establishment in the
country,
Gronox T. Day.

' Dover, N. H, Jan, 27, 1868,
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Directions to Use.
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The distinetior

SYRUP,

Iron

1

sive ol), It. is one of those little recitals
that will bear being repeated :
“Well, Molly,” said the judge, going up

churches sustains the ex- ! judge.
y

»

is hard making one so well told and impres-

Churches,

Methodist very justly snys:

:

arculation.

and

This is the fourth year.
With 1870 the series will
in anew with a greatly improved course on THE
LI1F7 AND WORDS OF JFSUS,

by bis #ide;

Josephine

to those who believe in Him all the riches
of grace and glory.

for it
.*

an Sx{+sordinary

numbers

TEACHER,

geographical, and exNotes, biographical,
tures are;
sitory, for Teachers and Bible Cladwes; Sug ges.

Molly and the Judge.
The following

Wealthy

and

blood

Duddridge, writing to a friénd, remarked
but die
x

because the

Waterloo

with a love expansive and iuteresting beyond expression ; a love that exposed him
to ignominy and torture, that cost him bis

“JI long for the conversion of souls more
sensibly than for any thing besides,. Me-

composed of innumerable blades of slend:r thifks I could not only labor,
so, luis of small things that-a great | with pleasure.”
edye

litle satis.

work.”

clothes its slopes,

at

ns wheéii we were enemies,

He LoveD

faction, and I would rather beg my bread
from door to-door than undertake this great

What makes you green hill so beautiful ?
Not the outstanding peak of stately elm, but

the bright sward

very

moral crime,

patural beauty pales before the brighter
glory of moral beauty. - Nowhere else does
it shine forth with more glory than in female character.
With this inspiration she
may well clvim to rule the world, This is
one of her thrones; amidst its light should
she ever dwell,

If 1 do not gain souls, [ gai

£CHOOL

tHons as to method of teaching each lesson;
lines for infant Class Teachers, Engraved Blackboard
Outlines for Superintendents, The
.
COURSE FOR 1869
will be STUDIXKS IN THE EPISTLEs, with the last
quarter on THE GOSPEL IN THE OLD TESTAMENT,

might have continued to be the great power
of Kurope, possibly of the world, How all

gold

and

of silver

mountains

with

Napoleon,

« 1 would think it a greater happiness,”
gaid Matthew llenry, “to gain one soul to

rewraints,and self-forgetiulness ; litle plans

the great

Alinighty was against him.” How fearfully
God avenged this great ciime is seen in the
fuct that he died on the lonely rock of the
gen, while the blood of Josephine is on the
throne of France to-day in ihe veins of one
ot the most powerful ol modern sovereigns,

my preaching I could not be satisfied unless
sotiis fruits aid appearin my work.”

looks nud tones little self denials, and self-

failed

“He

ed.

Puryac said, * Ir

prayer and‘preachin:g, ”

was

from the effects of which he never recover-

studies, and to travail in the salvation of
after whose good he most
men's soni,
earnestly thirsted. "Of Alleine, author of
the * Alarm to Unconverted Sinners, ! it
is said that *“ he was infinitely and insatiably
greedy ofthe conversion of souls; and
to this end he poured cut his very heart in

breaks oftemper, or crussnessor selfishness,
or Vanity ; the avoidance of such litle things
as these goes far to make up at least the
negative Héwuty of holy

ot Josephine

The

lost.

the

save

and

seek

following examples are worthy of imitatior. :
It is said of the learned John Smith,
¢ 1hut he had resolved to lay aside other

and penutiousness, little exhibitions of
worl tiness and gayety; little indifferences
to

to

AS mental culture manifestly

is, there is a much greater deficiency in
moral culture.
Why this questi n has not
had a higher relative position in all systems
of education it is difficult to understand.
D.ubtless-a-great maj nity, if’ not all, of
the failures of the great pluns of life might
be traced to moral causes.
Napoliou’s
march to, Moscow was the great military
blunder of- his life, while the putiing away

Le]
———
Ministers and all earnest Christians ought
to have intense yearnings to save lost souls.
They are laborers together with Christ for
thi®%nd, and they cannet look for success
unless they have some approach in their experience to tbe feelings of Jesus, who

came

hittle * equivoecations or aberrations from
high integrity, little touches of shabbiness
and

DEFICIENT

Souls.

SUNDAY

shield of a creed or confession be-

still nourish their hates of the good and
the true in social and civil duties with an

deeds—-ome signal specimens of doing, or

NATIONAL

has attained,

fore them, and in heart remain.unchanged,

a holy life consist of one or two noble fostering
Did
useful as. any of the flock.— Newman Hall.
.

a

of the

They

or changed in but the slightest degree.
Were they covetous before conversion?
They are so still. Were they passionate P
Large
;
flock.”
They yet fancy they do well to be angry.
This is old truth, but it is well to listen ofl- ny And arthus many, even the very chief of Were they foul-mouthed ? Grace does not
én toit. Dr. Bonar is the preacher in this | sinners, when ready to perish, have been yet sanctify the fruit of the lips. Were
taken into the arms of Jesus, and under his they bitter foes of great reforms?
They
instance:
»

ar

Howe a sim-

Ladies

ed in heaven for us by the only Intercessor

Recorder, makes a principal pointin the fol- | its head in his bosom and hushed its pitiful
i ery. And as this pron, strong, tenderlowing odd way:
down the mountainI have often thought how much a New | hearted man stalke
England man would enjoy, if he could onl
side like-a giant, bearing
his tiny burden,

as promoter.

ourselfin bed, and every

awarded

manufacturers of mackines; to Mr. Elias

tor,

ticle in the Boston - Congregationalist and | little trembling lamb, which at once nestled

:
are the | Vvhen you have the
:
LUMBAGO,
¥ laos
tthe jury | 1ying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn

87 | mechanism and facility of management, such
essential qualities un ted in tie hecler 2:
machine,
constitu
Basiich }
hi
i Siutg a ‘superio
with un
9 | han

hanging skin and sharp features betokened
To Fit Nicely.
starvation. 1 could not resist its appeal ;
demand is now met by D
.
0 took it in my arms and carried it toward
a sheep thut was browsing -not far off. translated thus : **Thére was a gentleman
RAND, LEWIS & RAND,
But the sheep moved away, and the tiny | of the Pharisees called Nicodemus,” and
30
MURRAY
STREET, NEW YORK.
vir.
tén
the
of
g
speakin
when.
lamb ran back to me, still imploring help. invarinbly
eowly2
Again I took it in my arms, and carrying it gins, he called them the “ten young ladies #~ Ask your Merchants to try them.
toward another sheep farther off, put it which took their lampsand went forth to
to the end of time.— Harrison.
down where some bracken would hide it meet the biide groom.”
MRS
BELCHER’'S
CURE
from me as I rapidly Stepped back. The
FOR FEMALE
WEAKNESS.
OTHER morning a gentleman and
THE
This Remedy made from sn Indian Recipe, is en
lamb did not go towards the retreating
Your own Mary.
in such haste to reach a rail- tirely vegetable and cures without rupporiers. Circusheep. but remained where it bad been his wife were
they were obliged to omit lars sent for red stip, Address MES. L BELCHIR,
that
train
way
placed, and still repeated its sad ery ; “Pity
Randolph, Mass., or
MRS.L. PACKARD, Winthrop,
The next time they sat Me.
Dr Todd tells us, in his ‘¢ Polished Dia-~
family worship.
Sold by Druggiste.
I'EMAS BARNES & Co, N,
x
helpme! save me!”
me!
mends,” of a little inquiry mveting he once
to read, the mother rematked that Y.. Agents.” G.C. GOODWIN & Co., Boston, Wholedown
1 took it in my.arms once more, and sat
gule
Agenmis,
6teow33
_ appointed with some) hesitation, . though he down, meditating what 1 had beiterdo. the first chapter of Ephesinns wis’ the
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER
felt God's Spirit was mong his
people, To Should 1 carry it forward with me till I place.
his surpaise, in a dimly-lighted apartment, reached the first house, several miles dis«No, mamma,” said one of the little Having attained in"three years a circulation TRULY
he meu with thirty inquiring ones. Going tant? But might not such an act seem girls, “it is the second chapter; we read national, extenoing into every State and Teritory,
will hereafter be called
to one little, weeping girl, he atked ** if she suspiciousif’ I met the owner of the flock? the first chapter after you were gqne.”
THE
felt herself a sinner in need of a Sa- At any rate, I would not, could not, leave to
The children were all under ten years old,
d family worship in NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOLTEACHER
conducte
had
they
but
viour."
fr 3
#
rish a helpless creature which had cast
In character it is thoronghly NATIONAL, UNSECTAabsence of. their parents. How many
++ I do, oh, I do!" was the answer.
itself on my protection.” Just, then, looking the
older boys and girls are ashamed. to do RIAN, PROGRESSIVE, } RACTICAL.
** Whose little girl are you ™
listlessly down into the valley, I saw a their duty under such circumstances. .
It will contain a great variety of ARTICI ES BY THE
“Why, father, I am your own Mary. "
| BEST WRITERS, MAPs, CHARTS, and ENGRAVINGS,
small object at the foot of the mountain,
We can imagine the thrill that passed moving upward. It came nearer. It was
The thousands who have used it pronounce it
A RomisH priest, addressing a convert
through that father’s heart ashe heard those a man. Still nearer. It was my shepherd
INDISPENSABLE
faith, said, ‘Confess what
Protestant
the
words, but might not many more parents friend. Iat once showed him my lamb,
true church, and
the
leaving
for
get
you
to
Sunday
School Workers of all clasaes.
have their hearts thrilled, did they but speak and entrusted it to his care,
T'll give you more for turning back.”
Rev. Edward Eggleston, Managing
thus fenderly of Jesus to their own little
“Poor thing,” said the shepherd; its
«Neither more than a crown each, and
one
With an Editorial Committee of’ prominent
mother has forsaken it; they sometimes every one of us,” was the reply.
men of all the leading denominations.
do when pasture is scarce. Ic would have
«A crown, Paddy Connor, only a crown !”
Some of the best papers ever given to the Sunday
died in an hour or two. But I'll take it said the priest; ‘‘you shall have that and School public have appeardd in its pages.
Hard Work for a Pastor.
It is used as a text book in almost every progressive
down and give it some milk, and it will more too.”
—
OO
Sunday School in the Umon,
son get ppm
Vick
:
«Oh, but,” said Paddy, ‘‘the crown we
SERIES
OF
SUNDAY
Dr. Todd, of Pittsfield, Mass., dba
in an artihen the shepherd took in his arms the are looking for is a crown of glory, reserv- THE NATIONAL
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SCHOOL LESSONS,
veside?

speak to him and for him in that darkness
a.d agony ? He will turn to the matchless
conso} "ons of the Hebrew and Chr ‘ian
-Serintares for light and sympathy
and love
anc strength, such as speak in no other book
the ages have produced, and so shall it be

them
“Elegance, perfection of work, simplicity, solidity o1 | 455° that can afflict our poor human nature:

ilar medal’ was awarded

predecessor of Albert Burnes, that he was |.
very polite. On one occasion when commenting on the third chapter of John, he That
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4 4

(that I have just got through with,) that'most ‘awful

made by the jury explains itseli.— Evening Mail.
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New Year and New Volume.
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Business men usually recognize the coming of the first of January by taking account.of stock, making out a trial balance

that shows

the

results of the preceding

year's transactions,and ascertainingswhether

their metheds
cessful.

.

have been

proper

and

suc-

he statement of the books which

' appears fis the:head of Profit and Loss is
looked over with eager interest, and the
plans for the. future gre settled in view of
what this inspection
exhibits. Having
done this, they enter upon the work of the
future resolved to avoid its follies and

.

faults, and repeat and enlarge its successes.

Itis a proper and wise procedure.
Such a work of moral scrutiny is equally
fitting,

and

cannot be

risk and probable loss.
realm

than

any

neglected

without

There is a higher

which

trade

offers,

and

within this realm every man and woman
carries on transactions that are full of meaning and Which are sure to have important

* results.

°

;
¥

of

them
were
fitting, others
extravagant.
Some were born of true veneration, others

appeared as though the speakers were aim-

Losses here tend to failures that

life,

for

a closer

reputationof the stern old hero, In the Sen-

fellowship between the world on earth ‘and ‘ate there were four eulogies. The Pennsylvathe world in heaven.
nia Senators said,some fitting and some unTo these ends, and such as these; our best |

fitting things. - Mr. Sumper

alone

seemed

services willbe given.
We: shall try to
send out a better paper than ever before.
We hope for patience, charity and earnest
co-operation on the part of our ‘subscribers,
If we keep our promises and they: do their

to rise to the hight of the occasion, and
painted the Great Commoner’s character in
proper colors, mixing manly and decorous
dissent with hearty and generous praise:
The closing sentences of his choice and dig-

duty,

nified

we

need not

fear

the want of suc-

cess,

and

tender

tribute were admirable,

and the subdued and majestic air with which

Freedmen’s Bureau---Its Chief.
The main work of the Freedmen’s Bureau
ended with the year 1868. But the good
service it has rendered will be felt in its influence for a long time to come. It has
wrought steadily in the interest of justice,
and it has saved directly to the Government
many times what it has cost. It.was created at a time when the negro needed protection, encouragement, guidance and whole‘some discipline; and when the whites, who

treated him with a bitter and violent enmity, needed a. resolute and effectual check
upon their presumption, their passions and

the peroration was uttered lent imypressiveness to both thought and language.
It is
at once a clear photograph of the subject
and an incarnation of the peculiar spirit of
the speaker that we'tind in these words:
It is as a defender of human rights that
Thaddeus Stevens deserves our “homage.
Here he is supreme. On other questions
he erred. On the finances his errors were
signal. But history will forget these and
‘'other-failings, as it bends with reverence before those exalted labors by which humanity has

been

see him

now,

advanced.

Already he takes

his place among illustrious names, which
are the common property of mankind.
I
asI haveso

often seen

its head.

A

brave

soldier, who had won

distinction in the field; a true patriot, who

time-server,

him

stand aside !

A hero-statesman passes to hisreward.

|

Grant and Gladstone.
—r

At

present

PB

these names

are

upon

the

tongues of all who speak the English lans
guage,

and

the

men

bearing

them

fill

prominent place in the eyesof the world.

Although

a

the former has not yet entered

upon the duties to which he has been agsigned by the great American Republic,
carefully over the standing of the héart, we details that were needful to its effective ex- and the latter is scarcely at ease in the seat
find that it has been multiplying the ele-’ ecution; a devout Christian, who kept his in which he has been placed by the authorments of its better life, outgrowing its evil simple faith and lived out his reverent duti- ity of English law and custom, yet they
tendencies, and rising toward the distine- fulness in the camp and on the march, in have come to be looked upon as the men
tions of those who have been faithful over a his official intercourse and his familiar talks who, for a time at least, more than any
few things, and who are to have assigned with the colored men &nd women who others, will determine the destinies of their
them a sacred rule over many things. It is crowded round him for sympathy in their respective nations. And while the offices
far better to look the facts honestly in’ the sufferings and counsel in their dark hours; which’ they fill are not in all respects simiface, even though we find them testifying —he is the moral model for all holdeis:of lar and endowed with like functions, they
against us, than to blind our eyes to the public trusts, and a product of American are perhaps more so than any others within
truth and hope that all is well, even when culture that makes one more hopeful of his the gift of our people and the English crown.
the feet are straying and the work tends country’s future. He has been assailed by The Premier and not the Queen isin an imonly to poverty of spirit. An honest pur- envy and hatred, but his character has portant sense the real ruler of Great
pose to know the truth is the condition of answered half the accusations against him Britain.
having the clear eye; and one who is ready as soon as they were framed, and his ever
Grant and Gladstone present many points
to offer the prayer, ‘Search me, O God, open record has thoroughly Tefuted the | ‘of dissimilarity, and they have risen to
their present positions of eminence through
and know my heart,” is likely to go on rest.
gaining in all the elements of purity and
There are those who believe that the different means and influences. The one is
as thoroughly American in all his characvigor and usefulness.
work of the Bureau is still greatly needed,
We send a hopeful as well as hearty and that its extinction will open the door to teristics as the other is Enghsh, while the
greeting to all our readers, .as they enter disaster. But no other man can be so well other is in these respects as thoroughly
upon the experiences and work of 1869. qualified to judge respecting it as Gen. English as the one is American. Mr.
We pray that all real good may be theirs as Howard himself, and he favors the speedy Gladstone, a recipient of the highest honors
of Oxford, has passed his time since his
the New Year begins its ministries. May close of its operations.
Hel believes that
they find it a year of real prosperity. May Gen. Grant will take care that the hin- graduation in doing battle in the political
the light of God’s countenance illumine their drances to the negro’s progress do not arena of his country, has long enjoyed
dwellings, and the peace born of his Spirit needlessly multiply, and it is necessary the name of possessing “eminent abilities
be the constant guest of their hearts. May that tie freedmen learn the lesson of self- and has fairly won the reputation of a
he render them strong for service, patient reliance as speedily as possible. Though thoroughly trained and first-class statesan.
Gen. Grant, on the other hand, until
in toil, teachable in perplexity, brave in there may be local loss, he is confident
thrown
upon the top of the wave by the
the presence of real foes, wise in the posses- there will be a large and general gain. He
great
upheaval
occasioned by our civil war,
sion of a heavenly knowledge, and victori- is doubtless right, ‘and the |people generally | $
was a comparatively unknown man.
Es?
ous af the end of every battle. May no endorse his opinion.
chewing
politics
as
a
profession,
and
seekprosperity ensnare, and no calamity” disThe adequate history of the Bureau reing retirement rather than distinction, he
hearten them. May every cloud which mains to be written. When it has found a
shades their way prove to be God's over- fair record and is read without prejudice, has risen by the native force of his characspreading
wing hiding them from peril, we are confident that its accusers will stand ter, his strong common sense, and his -eminent military genius, having come to the
and’every burst of sunshine be like the flam- convicted of ignorance,
i
or malice, or both ;
rescue just at the moment when the nation
ing of his fire-pillar luring and leading and that the following strong testimony,
which now honors him was imploringly
them to the land of Promise. And if death borne by the New York Tribune, will be
stretching out its hand for help. If one
eomes to bear away their cherished humart found needlessly guarded by adverse eritiof these men can sway an assembly, the
treasures, may the gates through which| cism, and hardly generous enoygh to. be
other can command an army;
if one of
they pass into the upper temple be left ajar thoroughly just:
them
has
acquired
distinction
in
the
school
so that the glory within shall appear more
Looking back over its history, we: see of letters, the other has equally so in the
the
record
of
a
great
work,
marred,
indeed,
real. If the messenger shall call for them,
school of life; and if the one challenges’
may he find them with tasks finished and by human imperfections, and liable to many
a criticism, but alw&¥s prompted by noble admiration for what he says, the other reloins girded for that journey, every step of aims, and generally guided to wise ends,
which nay be taken with the air of a con- There have been some unfaithful officers, ceives no less for what hedoes. It remains
to be seen which will make the wiser and
queror.
some corrupt expenditures, not a little selfbetter ruler; the great English orator or
It islikely to be a year of great opportu- seeking. Subordinates did not always act our silent captain.
judiciously,
even
when
they
had
honest
nities. The fields wait for laborers as nev- aims; sometimes they became the mere
But these men are not without points of
er before. Thesoil is ready for the seed. tools of the rebel planting interest; at other
Open doors are seen on all sides. Barriers times they believed nothimg that a planter|.similarity, and especially is there a likeness
in the circumstances under which they asthat have been rearedin the pathsof Chri§ [told them, ‘and everything that a negro
sume the duties and “responsibilities of
claimed
;
at
others,
they
sed
their
positian enterprise are melting away. The |
tions only as a means of speculation. These
unity of Christ's people begins to be felt, were the inevitable defeepssof a system so office. = Both of them in early life identified themselves with the conservative parand is finding fuller expression. The Pres- large and so suddénly eStablished; but,
idential election permits us to breathe free- with“all its drawbacks, it passes into history ty of their respective countries—Gladstone
ly, and contains a pledge of peace in the as a great work of.national beneficence, as a champion and Grant as simply a primember.
Both, however, have been
v
hitherto turbulent South. Wholesome ideas judiciously devised, and fruitful in the bap- | vate
piest results,
forced by the logic of events to become the
will now have liberty to go through the
representatives of liberal ideas and the
_-_ States that havebeen wont to hunt them
cause of popular rights. The induction of
Eulogies
on
Thad.
Stevens.
down with violence, and the majesty of
1
| —
each into office marks a new era in the
law, asserted and maintained, will pave the
The death of Thaddeus Stevens wasan progress of their fespective nations. The
way for the feet of those who bear the tidings of the gospel. All abroad the ‘nations event of national importance. He had worn extension of manhood suffrage in England
are waking. Japan asks through her am- the title of the Great Commoner. Few men is 12 some respects similar to the overthrow
bassadors for Christian teachers; Spain inthe country were filling so large a place in of the rebellion and the enfranchisement
opens the Bible to her masses and pledges ‘| the public eye as lie. He had won eminence. of the colored man in America; while the
toleration to all earnest faith; China turns He spoke always, during his last years, to disestablishment of the Irish church is
from the cold ‘philosophy of "Confucius to an attentive House of Representatives,—a likely to prove an event contemporaneous
the vital words of Jesus of Nazareth; and statement that means something, and which with the full and complete restoration of
India is beginning to laugh at'the Shasters is true of less than half a dozen mendbers. the American Union. It is true that the
Men felt him as a national force. Every party of freedom and progress has been in
and read the Christian Scriptures with eagerness or awe. The call for labor and intelligent Southern rebel trembled before the agcendency in both countries through a
the eye and Speech of that feeble 61d man. succession of years, but in spite of this
faith was never before so earnest ; the promiseof a
est comes in tones that are ma- The negro trusted him. Andrew Johnson Johnson has been in the White House and
Disraeli has been Premier. Now the scep- jestic
they vocalize the providence feared even more than he hated him. During the last years of his life he was alead- ter of power is to be swayed by the peopie’s
le
car
¥-a-cheer-‘er of the public thought, and he guided choice. The true is to take the placeof
word to heroic service, surely the call
wy
opening year may well kindle Chris- it always straight towards what he believ- the false, progress is to succeed conservatian ambition and stir even those who have ed to bejustice and national irtegrity. He tism, and, we can almost say, the divine
"long lain dormant. May all our readers was not a man who cared much about right is to be substituted for usurpation.
the favor of men; his manner was often Of England and America we are prepared
hasten to join the army of Christian labor, ‘imperious; his prejudices sometimes seri- to expect great things for the years to
and

win joy ‘and prob in the siriggle that
[

dred

J

‘dawni-of
the year.

ously warped bis

judgment; he snapped

his fingers in the face of etiquette; and
there were faults in his life and his relations
to the daw of social fellowship that can hardly be apologized for. He let | vate virtue

ge

atin, 2.

nw ga,

compliment.

——Tue FuTure oF SrAiN. This isa subject concerning which fears are very justly
entertained. The reports respecting it are
conflicting. It is contended on the one
hand that the cause of civil and religious
liberty is losing ground, that the leaders of
the

revolution

have

been

too

slow,

ment.

Prof. Stowe, who hasrecently return-

ed from a foreign tour, states that he spent
two days with:-Gen. Prim, and saw Marshal
Serrano and other leaders of the revolution,

-and comes back full of hope and encouragement for the future of this long oppressed
country. A letter also from Gen. Prim to

4

these figures may

appedr, they probably

Sabbath

school

scholars

reported

for the

Register ; $17,387,70 have been contributed

made In the Board

of Instruction,

aud all,

it is believed, for its improvement.
About
$90,000 have been added to the property
of the college the past year; $75,000 being
pledged by Mr. Bates, onthe condition that

by the churches for Missions; but these fig- £25,000 are secured elsewhere.
ures doubtless fall below the actual numHillsdale College has graduated twenbers.
ty-five the past year; six from the college
GENERAL CONFERENCE.
_Tproper, eight ini the Scientific course, and
The General Conference has become the eleven in the Ladie s course.
Present numcontrolling power in the denomination, and ber in college, 49; in Scientific course, 78 ;
the influerice of its counsels and opinion is in all the departments, 535; average atstill on the increase.
Its recent session tendance, about 250. The. Faculty consists
was one of harmony, and its action in some of nine strong members, two of them ferespects important. The Anniversaries of males, with six additional teachers.
The
the benevolent societies are now under its di- Burr Professorship of Biblical Theology
rection, and the officers of the two Mission now furnishes young men, with the ministry
Societies are nominated by it. The publi- in view, regular and systematic instruction
cations of the Printing Establishment were in their studies preparatory to the Christian
all endorsed in terms of high commenda- ministry. An agent has been in the field
tion, and

the

Christian

Freeman

was

ac-

brethren

in

the two

local

extremes,

and

raising

funds during

most of the year, but

the amount added is unknown.
During a
part of the year a good revival interest has
been enjoyed.
‘Storer College had been organized ander
a general law in West Virginia, but the

charter under this law not proving satisfactory, a special charter from the Legislature
has been obtained. The corporation under
this special act was organized Oct. 17, and
a Normal school only has yet been established, which is now in successful operation,
training colored persons for teachers: Rev.
Dr. Sears, agent of the Peabody Fund,
gives 810 Yer each of twenty students, to as-

gist them in their education. The school is
not yet so thoroughly organized as it is

proposed to have it another year, but quite
a number of young men and women are now . .
prosecuting their studies at Harper's Ferry.
Mr. Storer had left the conditions of his
‘bequest and $10,000 in bonds with Sens

ator Fessenden of Maine, directing him to
pay over the money when the conditions

were met. After much effort and great
perplexity on the part of the committee entrusted with the care and duty of securing
the donation, they were finally successful
in satisfying Mr. Fessenden, and on the
twelfth dayof last Aug.,bonds of the city of

Biddeford,

tothe above amount,

with the

coupons already due, were paid into the
Treasury. Nor was this all. The children
of the late John Storer, Esq., believed that
it was

their father's purpose to

give $1,000

more for a Library; and this sum was also
fail to tell the whole truth, asthis sum is the with true thanks to God do we put this fact | paid, and more than half of it has already
;
estimate of the liquor dealers themselves, on record.
[been expended in books.
GENERAL
BAPTIST
ASSOCIATIONS,
who would naturally be interested to pay a
00 the high table land at Harper's Ferry,

tax upon

ag small
a sum aspossible.
It is

probable that if thereshould be added to
this sum the value of the grain thus wastetl, or the time lost by drunkenness and the

come.

The signs of the times are indicative of
good.
The English Premier has selected

national

1

commodious edifices; and 18, at least, of
our ministers, have received their discharge,
and now rest with Jesus.
There are 47,636

knowledged as a denominational paper.
The sum of $12,000 was appropriated from
Mr. Henry Levy, Jr., a Jew
who wrote to the funds of the Printing Establishment for
him on behalf of his co-religionists, af- its support, $10,000 conditionally given to
fords good reason to hope that religious establish a paper in New York, and with the
liberty will eventually triumph. He says: balance the Printing Establishment was
One of the principal liberties achieved told to go on, and do what it could in givby Spainin the great work of regeneration ing to the denomination a satisfactory
that has been made, is that of religious lib- Christian literature. Having said and done
erty; and only yesterday, M. Romero this, Conference withdrew all further conOrtez, master of religion, in his address to
the people of Madrid, declared and pro- trol of the Printing Establishment, and declaimed that the edict of the fifteenth cen- clined to assume any authority over the patury, which expelled your co-religionists pers now published,or any to be hereafter
from Spain, has been repealed by the Pro- published.
With no opinion expressed
visional Government, and that all religious concerning the wisdom of this part of our
bodies will be able in future .to raise their
own temples, and adore God according to work, it is simply stated as a historical fact.
A majority (not large) of our people stil
their belief.
That solemn declaration of|
my colleague is the best response that I can prefer to be known as Freewill Baptists,
make to your letter.
rather than by any other of the names that
. In addition to this, whatever may be the have been proposed ; and a still smaller mageneral result of the recent elections in jority would like to see the General ConferSpain, the returns thus far indicate the ence legally organized under a suitable
existence of a powerful party.in favor of pro+ charter, and arrangements have been made:
gress, the Republicans having carried all the for obtaining one.
large cities except Madrid.
The denomination now extends over a
territory eighteen hundred miles in length,
——AN ABOMINATION. According to the aiid, one section being comparatively old,
‘other comparatively new, it is
report of Mr. Wells, special Commissioner and the
not
strange
that the views and opinions
of Internal Revenue,
the returns of the retail liquor dealers indicate that the value of of men in different localities should not althe liquors retailed by them over their coun- ways . coincide. But this difference is not |
ters and drank where sold, for a single year, greater than that of the actual demands of
And it fs pleasant to see
amounts to mearly 1,500,000,000, or two- | the two sections.
thirds of the national debt. As startling as the fraternal and tolerant spirit exercised by

would

amount

to®a sum exceeding

our

"6-8

J

ist |

faith

and practice; and two of them, the

Liberty Association in. Ind.

the Ohio Association

and Ill., and

in Ky., have already

estimate the moral and spiritual waste which
it involves

will soon be effected.

“Then

when

we come

its cost is untold.

Is it

to
not

possible for us to rid ourselves of such an
abomination ?

TOS
ad

A Q. M. of two churches, with an institu-

tion of learning, has been received from
West Virginia.

Tue YEARS WORK.—We ure gladto lay

St

rom the government Works, were

Associations in the valley of the Ohio, num- |i
four stately brick mansions, thatcost from
bering some 6,000 members. In every es- |'$10,000 to $30,000 each, and were formersential particular they agree with us in ly occupied by officers. These buildings

united, bringing in a membership of 2,800,
while ' arrangementg have been made by
which it is expected that the union of all

debt.

hls
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,

were greatly injured during the war, but

the Freedmen's

Bureau gave to the Com- '

mission the free use of them for school purposes. Two of them have been partially
repaired and occupied, and & plan was gr-

ranged to secure them all to Storer College
by ‘right and title. A bill to that effect
passed the U. 8, Senate last winter,

and a

fow days sinceit also passed the House, As
the President cannot now veto it, these
buildings and lands,some six or seven acres,
perhaps, are now ours. The present wortk

before our readers a condensed BRAN
In January Jost the Printing Establishfesults ment received an exclusive title to the | of his 8 grant cannot be definitely stated, as
RE
A
{

ves piled up a heap of monly twen- the renewed assurance of continued peace, of the prominent and more obvious

.

the

danger of reaction increases daily and that
Gen Prim, suspected of selfish ends, hasnot
fmet the expectatigns
- entertained of him;
while Roman priests, the old enemies of
liberty, are constantly active and plotting.
There are some things on the other hand
which afford ground of hope and encourage-

destruction of property by the crime and
carelessness of men under the influence of
liquor, the whole cost of intemperance

able -and tried men for his counselors, and
we soon expect to witness the inauguration
g up like a of the promised reforms. Our future Presgo by the board while stan
char| prophet or a martyr for the honor. and. in- ident, who said so forcibly six months ago,
tegrity of the State.
‘‘Let us have peace,” has just said, scarcely
o and by no means doubtful in the | The wok of eulogy was quite overdone less significantly, “Let us have economy.”
‘recently in Congress. The House of Rep- And what is especially gratifying, we have
f its readers. pgm
one

48 aamousonisl, oi

¢
Sopominationsl work for the year, building and land it has long occupied in
the two nations in the prospect of of our
which has been prepared by one whose eye part.
the immediate adjustment of the Alabama
The Prudential Committee had~:difficulties, which have awakened in us allows fow things of this sort to escape his been instructed” to make the mecessary re~
fearful apprehensions of the future. Eng- notice, and whose heart is deeply interested] pairs and alterations,
but they. were unwillard’ and America, two peoples having in all the forms of our effort and the phases ling to assume the entire pesponsibility,
one origin, speaking the same language, of our life. ' The length of the article when the expense ‘was ascertained, and a
professing the same faith and having su should yleter no one from its careful peru: meeting of the corporators was called,
many interests in common, are, we believe, sal; which it will fully repay.
which convened Jan. 29. Another story
destined to be a mighty force among the
was added to the building,and the whole was
MAINE STATE SEMINARY, —We are pleasnations and to exert a controling infigence
recon structed and-put.in-the-most-thoreugh— sion
"ed
to state that Nichols Hall, the new build- repair. The Morning Star has been enin shaping the civilization and religion of
the world.
Who can say that tie time, ing erected. for the benefit of Maine State larged by an addition of about one half to
when they are to be the most signally fobs Seminary, will be dedicated on the 7th inst. its former size, and its mechanieal appearThe services, which will take place in the| ance in alme#t every respect changed, and
is npt close at hand ?/.
Qu
evening, will consist of prayer and appro- we think greatly improved.
A mew press
priate
speeches. Refreshments will be pro- and folder, new type and better paper, with
Current Topics.”
vided at the hall, and a fee of twenty-five faithful men to manage and work the Star,
.
Bl
3
i
;
;
—Tne
CAsE or MR. HussarDp.—The cents will be charged for admission to the|’ have placed it among the most attractive
public have waited so long for the published building during the day and evening. The weeklies in the country. And men well
decision of the Jcclesiastical Court, con- profits of the entertainment will be devoted prepared to judge,say that its editorial ability
vened at Providence to try Rev. J. P. Hub- to. the Seminary Library. All the friends is not behind the excellence of its mechanical
bard for exghanging pulpits last year with of the Seminary are solicited to contfibute appearance.
The Myrtle has been improved’ quite as
Rev, F. Denison, that the interest threat- in money or books.
much as the Star, and its circulation is now
ened to die out altogether. But the docuseveral thousands greater than ever before.
ment appears af last, and Mr. Hubbard is
No new works have been issued, but new
acquitted on both charges by a majority of
editions of several old ones have been
the Court,—one of the members dissentingj%
printed, and” the publication of Sabbath
from most of the specific conclusions tof! Our Denominational Work in 1868"
School books will soon commence.
Arwhich his associates publicly subscribe
rangements
to
this
end
have
been
in
progHe is acquitted- on the first charge on the
- Another year is now behind us, ad as
ground that the canon which he is accused we journey on, let us pause-at the thresh- ress during the year, and they are nearly
of violating does not, when properly inter- old of this new year and ask, What has consummated for a small beginning.
preted, prohibit such akchanges with non- been done? It is not a personal question
THE CHRISTIAN FREEMAN.
episcopal clergymen.
The acquittal on that we ask, but a denominational one.
This paper has been enlarged to about the
the second charge is based on a legal tech- What is the Freewill Baptist record for size of the Morning Star, and otherwise
imnicality. The decision closes with this 1868? If we fail to answer this question proved. Its circulation has been steadily
sentence: ‘“The opinions expressed do not while the memories of the year have the extending, it has received a denominational
involve any approval of the course of Mr. freshness of yesterday, it will be but im- acknowledgment, and we trust it is on the
Hubbard.”
perfectly answered in the future. The road to high usefulness and success.
Thus the case ends, and Mr. Hubbard facts for a complete answer are not at our
EDUCATION.
stays in his pulpit, retains all his prerega- command, nor can we tell the importance
The Theological School has continued its
‘tives as an Episcopalian clergyman, and of present acts till their influence or sub- operations through the year, with at least
escapes the reprimand which proved such sequent events is more fully developed. its usual encouragements and good results.
an offense and a farce in the case of Mr. And yet we propose in this article to make Rev.-J. M. Bailey supplied the place of
a record as our brief notes and not
Tyng.. The decision is an “index to the such
Prof. Butler during his absence while travgrowing liberality which even the better too reliable memory will enable us to preeling in Europe. Both Drs. Fullonton and
part of the Episcopal church feels and ac- sent.
Butler are now in the school, and there has
knotvledges and welcomes and dem#nds.’
i
© STATISTICS.
"been a very. fair attendance through the
It will promote fraternity where it has been
During the year, in the use of only the year. The graduating class of six” young
so sadly hindered by exclusiveness and as- ordinary means of grace, there has been men was one of great promise, and all of
sumption. It is a confession of the weak- an increase as follows: 2 Quarterly Meet- them are now settled pastors.
ness of the logic which has so long been ings, 2 churches, 27 ministers and 2,033 memAdditions have been made to the Library
arrayed in defense of the dogma of Apos- bers, besides the two Associations from the and the funds; £3,300 have been the actolic Succession.
It is a triumph of the General Baptists, making 4,332 in all; knowledged receipts of the Treasurer of the
spirit over the letter, an assertion of the which is an increase of nearly seven per Education Society for the year. A great
greater worth of the substance than the cent. There have been steps taken that amount of care has been bestowed, labor
form. The loving heart is thus seen to be promise to bring in other General Baptist performed and money expended over the
more than a match for the reasoning brain. Associations within a year. And our re- question of removal from New Hampton ;
Faith is showing its higher rather than its lations with
other Baptist bodies, of but the time has not yet arrived for making
lower'phases in this.case, and the very at- faith and practice similar to our own, are any detailed public statement on the subject
mosphere, charged with the breath of fra- fraternal and hopeful.
Bates College has been placed on an indeAbout 200 reviyals have been reported pendent basis,and though young, is vigorous
ternity, dissolves the barriers that tradition
has built up between those whom Christ's in the Star-and Freeman, 3,914 have been and promises exceedingly well. A classof
fellowship makes one. ',We rejoice in the added to our churches by baptism, 25 have five graduated with honor to themselves
result, and think Mr. Hubbard will not se- received ordination, 34 have been licensed andthe college, and‘the present number of
riously grieve over the aly
gi him to preach, 41 churches have been organ- students is fifty-four. A Faculty of six
a direct and positive endorsement.
The ized, 8 Quarterly
Meetings constituted, strong men, comparatively young, will do
approval of his Master and his own heart 21 meeting houses have been reported as for students all that scholarly, enterprising
will leave his heart without hunger for a dedicated, some of them very fine and men can do. Some changes have been
eareen

* Denominational News and Nuts,

during life. His venerable form moves slow ly and with uncertain steps: but the gaththeir pride. It-was fortunate from the first ered strength of years isin his countenance
and the light of victory on his path, Poli-’
in having such'a man as “Gen. Howard at tician,
calculator,

would not find a reason-fer throwing off
are more terrible than any others, and toa his responsibility or lessening his service
bankruptcy that has no cheering or redeem- in behalf of his country after he had lost
ing features. And those gains that add to his right arm in her defense; a genial genthe solidity of character, to the nobility of tleman, whom his superiors vere forced to
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DR.J, W. POLAND'S WHITE
POUND
Cures Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs,
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary

Remedy.

PINE

COM-

Diptheria, Fronchitis
Ajections generally.—

Tt is a remarkable remedy for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes, Difficu'ty of Poiding rine, "Bleeding from the Kidneys and Bladder; Gravel and other Complaints.
~BosToy, Jan. 20, 1868.

POLAND'S WHITE PINE COMPOUND.—After having
given it a thorough trial we can confidently recommend Poland’s White Pine Compound as avery valu.
able article for the cure of colds, coughs, and pulmonic complaints generally.
In several cases we have
known it to give prompt relief when all other remedies which had been tried had failed. It isan article,
which, in a climate so romotive of sudden and se-

vere colds as is that of

every family;

ew England, ought to be in

and we are sure that those who once

obtain it and give it a fair trial, will not thereaftex be
willing to be without it.—[ Boston Journal.
A
VALUABLE MEDICINE.—~Dr.J. W. Poland’s White
Pine Compound advertised in our columns, is a successful Attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
virtues of the White Pine Bark.
It has been thor-| oughly tested by people in this oy and vicinity, and
Receipts for Books.
the proprietor has testimonials to its value from
perPerry Gillett, for books ordered by DS Frost, 1,20; CJ
sons well known to our citizens. We recommend
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Mott, 2,10.
trial in all those cases of disease to which
adapt.
ed. It is for sale by all our druggists.—[N. ¥.
»
Books Forwarded.
°
’ The Phite Pine Compound is now sold In every part
BY MAIL.
of the United States and British Provinces.
Prepared at the
Rev D J Appleton, Ellaville, Ga.
New England Botanic Depot, Boston, Mass.
‘© Hurd, Derby Line, Vt.
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What is the Matter with You?
This is the familiar question put to every invalid. In
many cases the adhswer is, ‘“ I don’tknow-exaotly, butl

don’t feel well.” * Look at the countenance of, the
man or woman who makes this reply, and you will

generally find that the eyes are dull and lusterless, the
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of that now.

He did not always live in the

miserable iut he now’ occupied.

=k

Yet it was

the out-going

of the

old stage

was

an

‘long ago” that he knew better days, and
5
was four--

mail. Men ceased from their labor and

‘his early history he was the joy and comfort of a sweet voiced woman whom he call-

scattered about spelling out the names on
the trunks or idly gaping into the faces of

walked to church, Sabbath

and bustle,

Be

Our country, marvel of the earth!
O realm to sudden greatness grown!
The age that gloried in thy birth,

Shall it behold thee overthrown?
Shall traitors lay that greatness low?

ed by the sacred name of mother. As he the new arrivals. Everywhere was hurry

And we who wear thy glorious name,
Shall we like cravens stand apart,

stage driver

having

re-

And they who founded, in our land,
The power that rules from sea to sea,

ried running in different

street to-day!

Later, there is a bridal scene.

Fair

Hil-

dreth Lee promised to “‘love and honor”
one who was honored and respected by all
men. Then he was known by the name of

Hagh' Dean;

' Send up the thrilling murmur, No!

now ‘Goliath? is the’ only

name by which he is ever

Knit they the gentle ties which long
These sister States were proud to wear,
And forged the kindly links so strong

called.

He

be-

gan with bright prospects, , but ‘sin strove
with him and conquered.
In the church yard is a rude stone, which
marks the resting place of this man’s wife.

For idle hands in sport to tear,—

For scornful hands aside to throw ?
No, by our fathers’ memory, No!
Our humming marts, our iron ways,
Our wind-tossed woods on mountain crest,

The hoarse Atlantic, with his bays,

:

The calm, broad Ocean of the West,

till her

lit-

There was another, too.

She

was answerable for her *‘broken lite.” He
was not there to watch -the last feeble
breath and take the last, farewell look.
He had long since ceased to administer to
her wants. But into the moments of the
last hour came sweeter thoughts of youth
and hope and happiness, and she forgave

On clouds above and fields below,
“
‘Writes, in men’s sight, the answer, No!

freely'and prayed that God might be merci-

little Ghost.
—r

PO

Of, in the silence of the night,

When the lenely moon rides high,
When the wintry winds are whistling,
* And we hear the owl's +hrill cry,

Up it climbs among the pillows,

For the “big dark” brings no dread,
And a baby’s boundless fancy
Makes a kingdom of a bed.

Dancing gayly by itself,
On the flowery counterpane,
Like a tricky household elf;
Nodding to the fitful shadows,

As they flicker on the wall;
Talking to familiar pictures,
Mimicing thie owl’s shrill call.
A thoughtful little ghost it is;.
And, when lonely gambols tire,

‘With chubby hands on chubby knees,
It sits winking at-the fire,

Fancies innocent and lovely
Shine before those baby eyes—

®

Endless fields of dandelions,
Brooks, and birds, and butterflies.
..

Its hand on father’s shoulder laid,
.Tts head on mother’s breast,
It watches each familiar face,

little,

thought

a great

to be

so,

Hildreth,”

he

ch

Goliath.
F.

Goliath
loud

1ang out on the warm

mer afternoon air. There
was
boyish laughter,
now
innocent

but for

her,

would

those whose pity was only mockery because

-

three

who,

be forsaken of all men.
So every Sabbath, notwithstanding the
sneers of the crowd, the pitying glances of

@he Family Circle.

hearty cheers

use

wretched man,

And. in the silence of the night,
The hearts that love it most
Pray tenderly above its sleep,
**God bless our little ghost.”

and

a

to reform.” . ©
Hildreth felt that’it was too late. Every
Sabbath he would take anew oath upon his
lips and perjure his soul. Hildieth listened
hopelessly. She knew her duty was to
‘make as pleasant us possible the life of this

Sings its own soft lullaby.

of Gath!”

She led her fa-

{ on the ruin I have commenced. "Tis too Lyte

"Then those who feigned to sleep before,
Lest baby play till dawn,
:
Wake and watch their folded flower—
Little rose without a thorn.

not

and then brought out some beautiful phasesof

him for his'industry and its grateful fruits.

character and some noble forms of life, which
have half redeemed the bigotry, superstition
and

LL

Suddenly,as the latter looks at his instru-

was

then

hur-

directions.
soon

The

perceived.

With that fierce chriek of pain the life of

Hugh Dean went out in darkness. The
lifeless body was lifted a little tenderly and
two or three men proceeded to the lonely
dwelling that

sheltered the little daughter.

his comrade ,who_ has

above;

gone up to the ring

SERMONS ON THE FAILURE OF PROTESTANT18M, AND ON CATHOLICITY, By the Rev, Fer-

inhumanity which have so often and fearfully

who
and

sum-

mingled
childish

peals, now coarse, rough sounds accompan-

ied by oaths startling and fearful. Oaths
that accorded ill with the beautiful scene—
green fields, bright flowers and , singing
rds, oaths that disturbed the harmony of

ature's voices.
Noue could help shuddering whose eyes
turned to the place whence all this noise

proceeded. A dozen or more. boys of un-

they lifted no hand to save, might he seen
the poorly clad girl and the inebriate walking to the quiet church-yard. It was a
blessed comfort to Hildreth, a bright spot
in a shadowed life, to which when brighter

is seriously sick, and suggest that there-is a good

would suffice—but no sound escapes from
his lips—he is voiceless. The steersman
comes down into the car; he finds his comrade in & swoon and feels his own senses
failing him.
:
>
He raw at once that life and death hung

kept full to overflowing.

humanity,—with a view of convincing him that

his

He says Protestantism is a failure. As evidence, he alleges that it does not reach and influence the masses, and that it does not save those

method of cure, it is impossible to

Brandy

was used. "They

been higher:above earth than
or any living thing

had

had

mortal

beea

man

before.

Oane

is really

Romish,~though

beheld-for the first time the mangled, bleeding torm. If he had been brought home in

action—on the part of the steersman, whose
senses were failing him, and the air ship,
with its intensely rarefied gas, would have

The name has wrought us untold harm and
loss, It hus falsified our position n the eyes of
the public.
It has identified us with those who
hate our distincsive and vital peculiarities. —our
Apostolic
succession, our von-recogunition of
man-made ministries, our non-reception of their
** ordinance” of the Lord's Supper at their hands,
our real presence of Christ in the Blessed Kucharist, our baptismal regeneration,
our natural
sympathies ‘with the Greek Church; which they
regard us only one step less vile and monstrous

a state

of

intoxication,

she

would

have

made no complaint; not that she did not been floating unattended, with two corpses,
sometimes wish that things were not as, ‘inthe wide realms of space.— Once a Week.

they were; that her father would come

home at night with a kind,loving smile and

word, as other fathers did. Yet she wasted nother time in wishing, but made” the
most of a word

of deserved praise,

Now the truth flashed quickly through
to

have ren-

dered her life joyous would never more, by
word or glance, offer her any comfort.

She felt at once hér loss, her utter desolation; that the object of her loving care was
gone.
;
* They laid him upon the rude bed in the
small ‘apartment, and stood back in silence
to watch the grief of the quiet mourner.
They looked at each other as though in all
their experience nothing just like this had
they ever before witnessed. The presence
of the dead was felt, and the stricken atti-

tude, the now and then audible moan

from

the living, had in it something that defied
description.
Hildreth in after years never lost the air,
of sadness which that death-scene left upon
her.
At the burial of her father the loneliness
of the orphan attracted the attention of Dr.
Brown, who was an influential man

in

the

town of B. After a brief
his wife he concluded to
his own little girl. He
who was so faithful to

—

“1

which

lightened her heart as the richest of earthly
gilts have often failed to interest their fortunate recipient.
ought

Number ~~ One.
=

always

5

take care of

Number

One,”

Dr.

name

objecting to the

in

right

Ewer is plainly

It does not belong to him

of Protestant.”

little daughter.

tempt upon

called Number One.”
«If I did not take care
who

would,

he.

True,

precisely

of Number

1 should like to know ?”

Number

One

was

One
cried

right.

He

ought to take care of himself—good care.
~¢¢ But does not that smack a little of self

ishness ?” the boys ask. ‘* Number
thinks of Nobody but himself,”

Nobody
selfi-h,
One is
sort of
The

but

himself! That

One

a soul to be saved from sin

see

imposing

how

‘ceremonies,

a fresh

we do not

exaltation of the

claims of the Churé¢h as such, a more sonorous
recitation of the creed, and the adoption of a
more pompous ritual, are going to beget faith in

the minds that are clamoring for logic and
dence, or reach

the

masses

that

need

evi-

kindling

forces,by offering them only a sanctified decency.

We can prize this High Churchman’s earnestness, but are compelled to hold his theories at a

certainly is serious ciscount; he is a pretty fair negative

and therefore wrong. Yet Number
committed to our own care. What
care ? is the all-important question.
careof his soul. Number One has

and from hell.

Namber One, has a soul to be won to Christ,

critic, but a very poor positive builder ; he knows
how to complain, but he is a sorry comforter: he
is quick to see indigo tints, but slow to scatter

golden light; he can play a dirge, but stumbles
at half the bars when dealing with a pean; he is

ready enough to discern a disaster and sound a
retreat, but utterly unable to rally men with the

call to charge and lead the way to victory. If
the nineteenth century finds Protestantism a

to holiness and to heaven. Here is a great
work to do. . .°
.
failure, shall we go back to the Catholicism
Take care of his habits. Make Number which the sixteenth impatiently flung away beOne industrious, persevering, self-denying cause it was too offensive to be longer endured?
and fro
Give him plenty of good We confess to’ difficulties. and to only a partial
healthy work to do, teach him how best to success in the effort to Christiamize mankind.

He ‘who

But the way of relief and triumph is forward,
not backward. As well might the man, taxed
and struggling with his new cares, go back to the

life of his boyhood for relief, or the Israelites retrace their steps from the border of the wilder-

ness to the Egypt they had

left.

The true way

is onward, and when the providential

pillar lifts

and moves on, there is nothing to do but to follow where it leads.

The

battle, the wilderness,

the weary wandering, the delays, the threats of
defeat,—all these may be in store for us; but the

promised land is ahead, and they who neither rebel nor falter are sure to find at length joy in its
possession, wealth in its abundance, and blessed-

sighs of the little orphan and brightened
Isaram;

with Notes,

practical,

Ye

Scientific “Daring.

Forks

552.

One dull day in August, just after noon
a balloon rose in the air at the foot of Cleet

[ills, on the western edge ofthe’ Central

'| days dawned upon her she looked

as dear,
plain of England.
Itwis inflited wich the
sacred days whose memory shé would not lightest of gases which chemical skill could
have blotted out.
produce, and it rose with amazing velocity.
" “Goliath” was always sober on the Sab- A mile up, and it entered a st=atum of clouds
bath. 'Twas a habit with him to repent of ‘more thin a thousand feet thick. Emerghis week-day tins which he did not try to ing from this the sun shone brightly on the
forsake. A very uacomfortable dy to him air ship; the sky overhead was of the clear:
in mang, respects. Old memories sprang est and deepest- blue, and below 11y an imup but offered no consolation. The six days measureable expanse of sloud, whose surfollowing made up for the sobriety,the brief face looked as solid as that of the earth now
communion with conscience, which was the
wholly lost to view. Lofty mountains and
Sunday's habit. All good thoughts were deep dark ravines appeared below; the
drowned and all the past forgotten. He peaks and sides of those cloud mountains
was never unkind to Hildreth, but neglect- next the sun glittered like snow, but cast
ful, unsympathizing.
She depended upon ing shadowsas black as if they were solid
herself and got along as best she might. rock. Vi rose the balloon with tremendous
Her childhood wus a poor, blighted one,
velocity, Four miles above earth a pigeon
outwardly. Yet her heart was open to all was let loose; it dropped down through the
the stray bits of comfort and gladness that air a8 if ithad been a stone, The air was

doubted roguish propensities, to say the
least, were following a form clothed in tat- no one else would dream had Sjeetsl. too thin to enable it to fly. Itwas as ifa
)
ter«d garments, reeling. staggering, half ence.
ship laden to the deck were to pass from
she had the beavy wuters of the sea into an inland
after
door
open
the
in
sat
She
walking and half pushed along hy two of the
largest boys. This pitiable ohject was the made as tidy as posible their rude apart- ungaline lake; the bark would sink at once
causeof 80 much merriment. It was no rare ment, humming some song in sweet child- in the thinner water. Up, up. still higher !
occurrence that this miserable being was a like notes, while her deft fingers were swift- What a silence profound! The hights of
ly plying thé straw that she fashioned into the sky were as 8'ill as the deepest depths
source of sport to some of the vil'gge boys.
coarseha's.
Sometimes a snow white dove of theocean, where, as was found during
Such hoys are to he found every where,
who have either broken loose from home came and picked up the crumbs around the search for the Tost Atlantic cable, the
gh
year
restraint or have no restraining influence at the door, und she sat still taking real pleas- fine mud lies as unstirred from year
n8 the dust which imperceptibly githers on
.
home. Not bad naturally, needing only a ure in her companion.
Comfortable, aye, golden days were the furniture of a deserted house, No sound
kind hand to lead them, and now and then
a kind word to keep the heart tender, era it these to the drunkard's daughter!
nor life—only the bright sunshine falling
The boys who, on this bright summer af- thréugh a +ky that iv could not warm,
becomes so hardened hy the rough encounter with
the world that kind words have no ternoon, were taking so much delight in
Up—five miles above earth! [ligher than
meaning,
seeing Goliath intoxicated, were hallooing the inaccessible rummit of Chimborazo or
uGalimh” was ‘a large, well-built man, a4 the beastly form reeled 10 and fro. Ia Dawngirl. Despite. the sunshine, every.
Po
and often excited the surprise of the villag the distance was heard the rumbling of the thing freezes. The air grows too thin to
ersby his wonderful displays of strength. stage coach wheels 88 it came lumbering snoport life, even for a fow' minutes, Two
Heo had another Dame, but no one thought overthe dusty road. The in-coming and ren only are in that adventurous balloon—
~

the

author

of

A Drama

in Five Acts.

*‘ Richelieu,”

ete.

New

York: Harper & Brothers. 1868. Paper covers. 16mo. pp. 61. Sold by KE. J. Lane.
THE GORDIAN KNoT: A Story of Good and
Evil.
By Shirley Brooks, author of * The 8ilver Cord,” etc. Sime Publishers, ete. 1868.
Paper covers, Octavo. pp. 168.

SCHOOL LYRICS: A collection of Sacred Hymns

for devotioual exercises
in Schools.
Same
Publishers, etc. 24mo. pp. 164.—A selection
admirably adapted to its purpose, and oontain-

Ing not a single piece
while marked
tional spirit.

of religious doggerel,

throughout

by a deeply

devo:

J

LITERARY" MISCELLANY.
|

Sorosis Portraits.

~'«.

The N. Y. Evening Mail thus gossips
about some of the members of the Sorosis
Club, in New York, who have been heard

By

D.

Designed for both - pastors

Rev.

Henry

Appleton

:

&

Cowles,

Co.

1569.

D.D.

and

and peo-

12mo.

New

pp.

Prof. Cowles has a distinct idea of what he
wishes to accomplish as an expounder of the
prophets, and he keeps his end ever distinctly in
his eye,
He is a man who has definite opinions,
and they are frankly though modestly expressed,

He has studied his subject attentively, made
himself familiar with the results of the work of
hi« predecessors, put himself into vital sympathy
with the thoughts and spirit of the inspired
men whose stirring words’ remain to us, and he
has evidently no misgiving respecting the supernatural origin and divine authority of the pro-

phetic Book. He sits, ther fore, as a reverent
student at the feet of these divinely taught men,
and studies their utterances like one in quest of
the highest instruction and joyfully assured of
gaining it, and hopeful of helping others to appreciute and find true quickening in the messages whose meaning he sets himself ‘to elucidate.

In the main features these Notes on Isaiah are

like those ulready given to the public upon the
Minor Prophets und upon Daniel.
In a somewhat elaborate Introduction he. exhibits the peculiarities of the period during which these

prophecies were written, analyzes the prophei’s

different person

from the one who

wrote what

precedes.
In dealing with these critics he first
points out the misapprehensions and fullucies into which they have fullen,~insinting that their

LIFE

UNDER

THE

EQUATOR.

Narrated

numerous engravings. Same Publishers, etc.
1869. 12mo. pp. 231.
Those who have read the previous volumes of
Dau Chaillu and Ross Browne will need no assur-

ances that these

two books are thoroughly alive

with interest.y The great African hunter and the
discoverer of the Gorilla knows how to use his

pen as well as his ‘rifle, und

is scarcely

less suc-

cessful in keeping alive the interest of the young
by means of his stories of life und Adventure in
the balf explored country which he has visited,
than in managing the'baibarous and treacherous
natives among whom he sojourned.
The same
general qualities which marked
his previous
contribution to this department of literature are
reproduced in this luter volume.
Wide-awake
boys will be driven off to bed with difficulty
when they have given an evening to this book,
and their dreams will be likely to transport them
to tropical jungles and be crowded with the marvels of Gorilla hunting and running the gauntlet
among perils that only daring men know and only skillful men escape. The nuthor has finally and

fully cleared himself from the suspicion of being
a bumbug among men of science, and most
young readers agree in voting him, in spite of
some egotirm

and

audacity, ** a splendid

tive reasons for the conviction that the book had
but one author, and that he is the very person

that he is declured to bein the sacred narrative
itself, This whole argument is well managed,
and the points made ure of practical importance
and value, The Notes are given in a plain and
pleasant style, without parade of learning ; they

frequently throw light upon the text; and when
they fall to kati-fy, they commund respect and
«timulate wholesome inquiry. Another volume,

knowledge

from

that

still

glorious,

natural region, will remember her well.
Many years ago she published short pcems
in the Cincinnati Times, and when her ambition
grew, she left for New York city,
where she has ever since, almost mninter-

ruptedly, resided. Some penetrating. sorrow or disappointment seems early *o have

seized and maintained its hold npon ber.
She is silent to a fault, and indixposedto
sociability.

A certain common-sense, mat-

ter-of-fact air is her principal characteristic;

and she is the last person whom a stranger
would imagine to be a sentimental
poetess.
Of late she has been ill from hemorrhage of
the

lungs,

and,

in consequence,

she

felt

compelled to resign her position as President of the Sorosis. The vacancy,
has not

been filled, and the generil feeling
is that
Fanny Fern should be assigned to the post.
FANNY FERN.
F

Fern

ev

one

knows.

Jt will

not do to describe hor, for if the description
were not to her liking, woe be unto the

writer thereof! She uwns to fifty, and appears thirty. She presents a
ing con-

trast to her husband, Mr. Parton. Her hair
‘whistles itself.” It is of the fashionable
golden color: She isnot so handsome for

a4 Woman as Bet pe brother was for » man.
She has a good
constitution. and a weight

(in society) of which any body mightbe
proud. She keeps a earriage, und can often be seen walking on Fifth avenue.
PHEBE

CARY.

sults of a careful

observation in our newer terri-

and skill with the pencil

and

pen are not

more

toticeable than his mental Vivacity, his quick
and keen jnsight into character, his inexhausti-

ble fund of animal spirits, his enjoyment of the
ludicrous sides und phase of life, his abounding
zest, and his aptness for vivid portraiture,
He

writes to be read, and

fascinates

his

reader

he will be, for he almost

by

his captivating

him abundant
¢

the mere statistician,

fiformaiion

style,

that

edious when dealt out by
The numerous spirited il

lustrations will make the he of the country
even mere vivid than they are rendered by bis

word-painting. and this (1s such us to render eve
ery locality definite in its features, und every do-

scribed

trait.

personage as

The book

distinct ax 8

is by no menns

marked

por-

free from

exe

truvagance and banter, and manifest

ambition to

produce a sensation, but it iy valuable and, in the

main, of really wholesome tone, ufrer ull,
EA

p

devpted to Joreminh, Is promised us at no distant
Louis MICHAUD? or the Nitla French Profestday, which will complete hiv contefoplated work
ant. Boston: HeoryHoyt, 16m, pp. 174.
in this department of effort, and lay the Chris
The struggle between the Catholic and Protw

s

(

.

t— MRS, “JENNIE

Ee

JUNE" CROLY.

Mrs. Croly is atrue

’

blond, with a ligh

and lightning blue eye, light hair (which
has darkened somewhat of late year), and
complexion of the clear north. In ligure
she is rather small, but good and well
rounded. She is called pretty—a beauty,
indeed, who has made many captives, She
is the mother of several children. She’
dresses well, and is ambitious 10 shine.
She is Vice: President of the Sorosis. She
speaks quickly and much, and is active in
committee buriness. Her husband eo-oper-

ates with her in all things, and she is up
p rently

sati-fied

But with all

where she hag

her varied

topics

chosen,

of talk, one

injunction is ever first and foremost on her
tongue ; aud with the ardor and energy and

positiveneéss of Paul, she cries to all in single blessedness : *Never marry ; do not mar-

ry; don’t you get married; it will notdo;
you must not marry.” Now this would not

be much, considering that 0 many manied
have had their troubles, were it not that

Mrs. Croly compounded the Sorosis, In
her proiitic and whirling brain the club of .
muluform

fruit,

as

the

name

suggesti—

milk tree, bread, ‘upas (ominous constitueut) and other kindred plants—must have
had a significance and an aim. She is * in.
dependent,” and perhaps with reason; for
with her pen she has for some time earned
her pin and
pocket money. Just onthe
verge of the ripe turning point, she holds
the attractiveness of earlier youth,

fellow

.
to tell stories,”
The volume devoted to the Apache country is
full of valuable informutiim, It gives us the re-

premises are untrue and their .conclusion from while’ giving
them —{Hegttrmute
uffer this
y he sets forth, In|

plain and vigorous forms of statement, his posi-

and

Miss Phebe is a stout, dark brunette,
are true to its principles and faithful to its calls ;
itisonly such men as Dr. Ewer, who wear its dark-eyed and independent in her manner.
badge with a blush and have no sympathy with | Whatever she may have been before, or
its spirit, that are doomed to a fuilure as pitiable . elsewhere, in the club she rays little, and
she ‘does not seem to be socially inclined.
as it is complete,

character and exhibits the leading qualities ‘of tories,exercised by a man whose keehness of eye
his style, and then devotes himself to a reply to
those critics, mo-tly German, who ret up the
claim that the latter portion of the book—chapters 60—66, were written by another and a very

berasa girl, when she sipped honey-dew
fiom the wild flowers of College Hill, near
Cincinnati, and caught poetic inspiration

failure to the believing and resolute souls that

. for Young People. By Paul du Chaillu, author
of ** Stories of the Gorilla Country.” ete. With

critical, explanatory

sunken durk eyes. Her hairis dark and
threaded with silver. Those who knew

is proving no

Protestantism

ness in its peace.

WILD

Literary Review,

hears the ravens when they cry,” heard the

with rays of love her j leading heart.

By

said one of a troop of boys at the end of a surely, and we are glad that he is frank enough
bridge, some wanting to go one “vay and to say that he abominates it. He is right, too, in
saying that the tendencies of the age are critical of in this part of the world: .
s me another.
gee
. ALICE CARY,
‘That's you out and out,” cried one of and skeptical; but when itis demanding some- |’
thing that is rational, vital and practical, when it
Miss
Cary
is
a tall and somewhat portly,
his companions. .¢ You don’t think or care iscorning mere authority and
throwing con- middle aged
woman, with very deep-ret or
about any one but yourself;you ought to be

stair. She proved to.be.a sunbeam where- | Thisis all the care to take of Number}
ever she went,and the choicest blessings at- One, and a rich ble-sing will it prove to his ADVENTURES IN THE APACHE COUNTRY. A
Tour through Arizona and Sonors, with notes
home,
and neighborhood, and
himself.
tended her way.
By J. Ross
on the Silver regions of Nevada.
Boys
!
you
all
have
Number
One
to
take
Browne, author of* Crusoe’s Island,” * The
God in heaven must have heard the prayland of Thor,” ete.
Illustrated by the author,
ers of the heart-broken niother ere her life care of; and a responsible charge it is.
New York: Harper & Brothers.
1869. 12mo.
passed away, and watched tenderly over
pp. 535. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

the drunkards

THE RIGHTFUL HEIR.

.

Sik

than Rome.

Or

Ga

The first

umphs at length through persistence and prayer.
They are good for the 8. 8, library and the home
circle.

he culls it

minute more of inaction—of compulsory in-

burden,

acquired.

and inducing penitence and reform in a hardened
spirit; the second pictures the active and resolute heroism which refuses to surrender, and tri-

other way.
He goes zo fur as to say, in his protest against Protestantism
and his sympathy
what

already

of the two mentioned volumes exhibits the power of uncomplaining patience in overcoming evil

see how

when she

lifeless

tain the reputation

be fs to make i¥applicable to the casein hand.

with

2

The imprint of this Publishing House is con-

clusive proof that the books which bear it, possess genuine merit. These last issues fully’ sus-

man returned to conscipusness, and saw the whom it does reach from the tendency to skeptisteersman standing before bim. He look- cism. A clergyman in the Protestant Episcopal
church, he is ashamed of the name Protestant,
ed at his instrument, they must have been protests
against it, says it is utterly illogical, benearly eight miles up; but now the barom- cause “ it founds the Church on the
Bille, maketer was rising rapidly—the balloon was de- ing the Bible prior,” when it ought to put it the

scending.

r=

es
mm

A Story for Boys. By the author of ** Margaret
Slaire; ' 8ame Publishers, ete. 1869. 18mwo. pp.

|

His conviction tbat ‘our religious condition is
very fur from satisfactory is one that is very genupona few moments.
He seized, or tried erally shared and is most abundantly proved by
to seize the valve, in order to. open ity facts; his remedy is one not quite easy to underand let out some of the gas. His hands are stand after listening to his long and wordy. hapurple with intense cold—they are paralyz- rangues; and even when one catches glimpses of

seized the valve with his teeth; it opened
a little—ence, twice, thrice. The balloon
began to descend. Then the swooned marks-

ork : Natioral Tem

PrILIP ECKERT'S STRUGGLES AND TRIUMPHS."
i

he is not only in a bad but even a hopeless way.

ed, they will not respofid to his will. - He

ew

bm

Dr. Ewer, having a

prescription to administer, begins by drawing
out a very sorry picture of his patient,—that is

Catholic,~such things as these:

pass in with the

a Little,” ee

deal of credulity that affords encouragementto
silence the-great-army-of-quack-doctors:

a whisper in that deep

consultation with
adopt Hildreth for do it, and keep him from lounging and all
thought that one |idle company.
Take care of the lips of Number One. Let
her father, poor,
Puta bridle on his
wretched and despised as he was, who clung truth dwell in them.
mouth,
that
no
angry,
backbiting words
with such holy trust to his memory whose
not so fair.”
:
shall
come
from
it.
Let
no profane or
Then he would sit and think awhile,look- very existence had helped to degrade hers,
ing at the marble head-stone with Hildreth had something within it that could with- impure word escape. Let the Jaw of kindstand the world’s vanity and pride. He ness rule his tongue, and all his conversaDean's name engraved thereon.
:
{tion be such as becomes a child of God.
“I solemnly swear, listen Hildreth, if wanted to mold her life according to the
~—~your-mether was-alive, I would never
best
light
given
him,
that
such
rare
quali| Take care of the affections and feelings,
taste
be lost, and that the world of Number One. Teach himto love God
another drop, and looking back over my ties might not
past life and seeing the misery, crime and might be benefited by their good influ- with all his heart, and his neighbor as himself: to care for others, and share with oth;
disgrace I have been the cause of, I should ence.
Hildreth in her new home was cared for ers: to be lowly in mind, forgiving, gentle
have shunned the friendly glass as I would
as tenderly as her loving heart could wish, sympathizing, willing to bear and forbear,
the most deadly poison if I had only known.
I can't drink and be respectable as some “‘Such a blessing !” said Dr. Brown to him- easily entreated, doing good to all as he
can, and I don’t want to; no, let me hasten self, as he heard her light footfallon the has opportunity.

With a tranquil, trusting eye;
And like a sleepy little bird,

was

nature,

eyes.
“I'couldn’t give it up now; it's my life,
though for your sake I'd like to show em
what I can do if I've a mind to. But I have
no mind to now. Youd be above them.
all, for there are none so pretty. You're
like your mother, Hildreth, only not so fair,

'

A merry little ghost it $5,

for old

a warm

would Hildreth reply, while tears filled her

Shiner a sun that never sets.

cheers

talked

“It ‘didn’t

And the sighing winds are gay.
The solitude is full of friends,
+ -And the hour brings no regrets;

* Three

with

would say, as the conversation of the people fell upon his ear. It didn’t use to be
80," a little sadly
“Why need it be so now, dear father?”

A fearless little ghost it is,
Safe the night seems as the day;
The moon is but a geatle face,

BYL.M.

ardent

loved,

deal, and watched the people as they walked or rode by them. Many a scoff and
Jjesting remark was made at the expense of
Goliath.”

With yellow curls all breaking loose
From the small ¢ap pushed awry,

EC

and

his side,

Rosy cheeked, and bright of eye;

A loving little ghost it is;
‘When creptinto its nest,

daughter lived

ther to the grave-yard where the first Hildreth slept, and sat down on the grass by

A winsome little ghost it is,

For, in this happy little soul

ful.
The mother died and the

a blessed day to’ Hildreth.

Comes a spirit all in white.

the ear.

was a hush,

her mind, that he who

the being that every one else despised. She inherited rich gifts of mind from
both father and mother. The Sabbath was

In the quiet, dusky chamber,
By the flickering firelight,
Rising up between two sleepers,

of anxiety

upon

smote

on her ear. She looked up and,dropping her
work upon the ground, rose for themto

was

-For now, behold, the arm that gave
That mighty arm which none can stay,—

cause

there

dread-

tie that bound her to earth, when she look-

There

could not.forget, in her dyisg hour, him
who had so ruthlessly betrayed his trust and

Strong, as of old, to guard and save—

For a second

sharp,

side, a man’s voice, not her father’s, fell up-

earth.

. No, sullen groups of shadows, No!
The victory in our fathers’ day,

cry of anguish

A

a strong

of light.

80 oon art thou, like us, brought low?”

horses.

passed from

tle form grew icy cold and her soul was
ready to soar upward with hers to the gates

“Proud country, welcome to the pit!

ful

the

A weary woman, who drank the bitter dregs
of sorrow, went torest when Hildreth Dan

fold her in death-like embrace,

Not yet the bour is nigh, when they
‘Who deep in Eld’s dim twilight sit,
Earth’s ancient kings, shall rise and say,

startéd

Hildreth was humming snatches of a hymn
she had heard in church the day before,
bending low over the work which was just
then rather perplexing.
She heard not the
approaching footsteps till, close. by her

upon the fair-haired girl who alone stood
by her in her dying hour. She longed to

And Mississippi’s torrent flow,
And loud Niagara, answer, No!

1

The

ceived his fees hurriedly mounted his box,
cracked his whip with-'4 flourish and away

my

Bled they in vain, or vainly planned
To leave their country great and free?
Their tleeping ashes, from below,

We

after Sabbath—

_praitling in his childish innocence by her
‘When those whom thou hast trusted®im #0 | sid&, she made many a fiir gicture for the |
The death-blow at thy generous heart?
future in which her son was the prominent
Forth goes the battle-cry, and lo! FTL
figure. How different from the scene in the
Hosts rise in harness, shouting, No!

»

tian public under no small debt of obligation to

the one steering the air ship,the other watch-

event which caused-no little excitement. ing the scientific instruments, and recording
It not only brought passengers but the them with a rapidity bredof long practice.

dinand C. Ewer, 8S. T.D., Rector of Christ disgraced the Christian name, This story of a
teen years old, could not remember the | many an anxious face might be seen at the ments, his sight growsdim ; he takes a lens
New York. New York: D. Apple‘to help his sight, and only marks from the] Church,
;
:
time when on week days he did not stag- window or door.
ton & Co. 1869. 12mo. Paper covers. pp. 168, young believer is one full of pleasant interest
falling
barometer
that
they
are
rising
rapThe procession of boys had reached the
ger home at night intoxicated.
The number of panaceas offered to the world, and of stimulusto whatis best in the heart. It
Hildreth Dean's father had been prosper- hotel ‘when the stage drove up. There idly. A fliskof brandy lies within a foot of some of which are meant for the cure of its body is religion teaching youthfulness by quickening
example. _.
.
:
vy
ous and happy, but a demon tempted him was the excitement of passengers alighting, ol him; he tries to reach it, But his arms re- and others for the cure of its soul, indicate the
pretty
wide
prevalence
of
the
conviction
that
it
fuse
to
obey
his
will.
He
tries
to,
call
on
toruin. He yielded and fell. Far back in so the boys forgot their charge and were
THE BROKEN Rock. By Kruna, author of * Lift

BY W, C. BRYANT.

Our

———

estant elements in Southern Europe has mow

Traveling Stones,
They have walking stones in Australia,
and, as we are informed, they have travel.

ing stones in Nevada,

Here is a desari

tion: They were almost perfectly

round,
the majority of them as large us u walnut
,
and of an irony nature. When distributed
about upon the fl or,
level

surface,

each other, they
ing

toward

table,

within

two

or any other

or three feet of

immediately begin travel-

a common

center,

and

there

hpddle up in a banch, like a lot of eggs in a

nest.
of t

A ringle 8'one, removed tos aisiunce
ita halt feet, upon being released,

ut fare

started

somewhat comical

of

vith

celevity

wonder ful

to

nod

join its fel

lows; taken away nag
dein fis fel
muined motionless. They are found in a
region that, although compuratively level,
is nothing but barren rock,
Seattered over

this
few

barren region are little basins, from a

feet toa

rod in diameter,

and

itis in

the bottom of these that the rolling-rtonys
are found, They are from the size of a
pen
to five and six inches in dinmeter,
‘he

cause of these stones rolling together is

doubtless to he found in the materinl of
which they are composed, which nppenrs to
be loadstone, or magnetic iron ore,

gos

[4

6, 1869.
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Political Progress.

But Alabamas are not wishes.

by speaking of -the

began

He

and gloNew York of to-day, its
ry, and the brief period which has been

-Mr-Ad{
with care" that "ho Words of rv¢¥

And yet it ‘war,”

necessary to make it what it is.

be uttered.

ams, with his famous ¢‘My Lord, this means

perfectly

represented

his country.

Justly or not, we have a feeling that we
is impossible to write the history even of have been wronged, not merely insulted.
history
the
this little spot of ground. All
The only sure way of bringing about a

of the

we have is but a leaf or two torn out

healthy relation bstween tie

great book of human fate as it fluttersin the
_ storm winds ever sweeping across the earth.
«We decipher them as we best can with

and endeavor to learn their

purblind eyes,

mystery as we float along to tke abyss; but
it is all’ confused babble, hieroglyphics of
which the key is lost. .. . Aad I believe it
possible to discover a law out of all this apparently chaotic whirl and bustle—this
tangled

skein of human

verance.

t them

learnto

treat us nat-

urally on our merits as human beings, as
they would a German or a Frenchman, and

on whose crime appeared in every shade of
difference, and before long
there would
Progress—slow, confused, contradictory, come
that right feeling which we naturally
but ceaseless development, intellectual and call a good understanding. The common
moral, of the human
. It is of human
blood and, still more, the common lanprogress that I fhe
to-night. It is of guage, are fatal instruments of misapprerogress that [ find a startling result when hension. Letthem give up trying to unsurvey the spectacle which the American derstand us, still more thinking that they
present displays.
This nation stands on do, and acting in various absurd ways.as
the point toward
h other people are ‘the necessary consequence, for they will
moving. It has put itself, or rather desti- never arrive at that devoutly-to-be-wished
ny has placed it, more immediately than for consummation,
till they learn to look.at us
otheg

nations, in

That law

subordination

have no reason to doubt, to him.

|

as we are and not as they suppose us to be.

governing all bodies political as inexorably

Dear old long-estranged mother-in-law, it
is a great many years since we parted.
Since 1660, when you married again, you
have been a step-mothertous. Pat on your
spectacles, dear madam.
Yes, we have

as Kelper's law controls the motions of the
lanets. The law is progress; the result

emocracy.”
From this point Mr. Motley proceeded to
speak briefly of the influence of climate on
civilization and political progress,and the

grown, and changed

likewise.

You would

not let us darken your doors, if you could
help it. We know that perfectly well.
But pray, when we look to be treated as
men, ‘don’t shake that rattle in our faces,
nor talk baby to us any longer.

advaitages whick are bestowed upon
America by the character of our climate,

and drew striking lessons from several
events in the history of the world, showing
how the law had constantly been advancement in civilization. Coming to ourtimes,
“Do, child, go to it grandam, child;
he spoke substuntiatlyas follows:
Give grandam kingdom, and it grandam will
Give it a plum, a cherry, and a fig!”
* Civilization seemed to find a new field
Atlantic Monthly.
for her endeavors as the discovery of America reveaaled
virgin world. Itis difficult
to imagine a more favorable position than |
Bodily Repairs.
that enjoyed by this republic. Nature has
done her best and it is not for physical advantages only that we ought to be grateful.
A man now and then, has the misfortune
To have got rid of all the great Pachas, of to lose his nose.
What would be the greatthe superstitions of Asia and Europe, isa est conqueror that ever lived without this
boon for which America ought to be per- useful appendage ? Many a man would as
petually upon her knees. Around the cra- soon lose his lite as his nose; hence the
dle of the American
nation were many
~kili we see exerted to supply its place when
good angels, but also on almost her natal lost. Of old, theorgin was modelled, as
day came a carsed bark with its unhappy
far as possible, in the form of the old memvictims trom unhappy Africa. and tha seeds ber, and the perm went strusturé was shapwere planted upon this

continent of her fu-

ed out of beaten silver, which was e¢nameled so as to match the complexion.
The

ture woe. Oligarchy grew side by side
with d+mocracy until the time was to come

metal proboscis

when it should be ‘decided which of the two

the face by

was:in conformity with the eternal law.
Chemistry resolves the universe intoa very
few ingredients. Take alittle pota-h, lime,

which

S)

And thore

havo

a somos

of Dr. Johnsons who have been ready to
denounce patriots and republicans, especially if their efforts were calculated to interfere with trade. ‘I had no idea,’ said an
eminent statesman ip Europe on twooccasions, * how

much influence

the

result

was

are of little

worth

upon

for the

world.

The

er, than the gardener thinks ot _re-sodding

a bare

place in the

grass-plet.”

Even lips

are made ; but not in this manner.
When
they have to to be restored, the modeller is
called in, who models the features in silver,

to

and colorsit. In these days of artificial
hightening by color, even this deception
will pass muster; but all attempts at kissing must be ieft out, for obvious reasons.
A very ingenious method is adopted
of repairing. the “hearing, when there
has been 1d loss or rupture of the drum of
the ear.

It often happens that the shell'or

folds of skin which form the outward ear is
defective. Somecunning craftsman noticing this, has contrived to mold flowers so
that they shall
4
the opening of the ear.
I saw a pair of convolvuli thus fitted, and
80 fastened with wires that they looked like
adornments of a head-dress; and, no doubt

toiling

were very - useful

multitudes of the whole earth are interested
in the fuogt this great republic of refuge,
which receives and protects the oppressed
of every race. ‘My countrymen who work
for your living,’ said John Bright at Birmingham in 1863, ‘remember this—there
will be one wild rhriek of freedom to startle

in collecting the sound

and driving it upon the auditory nerve. We
think we have shown that art is capable of
reparing after a fa-hion, it is true, every
conceivable damage to the outward form;
but it is just as

far us ever, however, from

attempting to imitate

the

living. principle

within.
The smallest nerve fibre, the minutest artery, show a workmansh:p it never even dreams of copying.
Nature keeps
her secret, and will continue to do so till
the end ot time.— Once a Week.

all mankind it that republic should be over-

thrown,’

brows, soas to

culation 1s thoroughly re-established, and a
very fair proboscis is the result.
Harelip, apertures in the cheek, are now
repaired at the shortest notice, with admirable results. In short, the skilled operator
thinks no more of shifting patches of skin
about from one part of the frame to anoth-

For it was to be decided ‘whether the

‘but

itse.f just between the

tened upon the superstructure by sutures.
In afew days adhesion takes place, the cir-

great law of history which we have been
tracing was a truth or a lie; whether the
human race has
been steadily although
slowly progressing
or whether we have
been fatally drifiing back to chaos. For
surely if freedom is au evil from which society, new or old, is to be. saved, and slavery the great’ remedy and the great hope
for the world, the only solution of political
problems, then, i3 the science of history, the
most dismal and contemptible of all imaginable studies. It was not a question for
America,

is retain-

maintain the circulation, and then it is fas-

the sacred principle concerned in the strug-

gle.

as

ed, having been pared down so as to give
a good shape, the flap of skia is twisted

in Eu-

compared

artificial

in place of metal; but,

stump, or so much of the rose

rope, but it would be difficult to overstate
fhe ignorance that prevailed in regard to the
meaning and the progress of the contest.
But there was one man who believed in the
great organic law of human progress; that
man was John Bright. And the great conflict went on while the world stood wondering. Never in human history has there
been such a battle with such a stake. It
was not for territory, empire, power. It
was not merely for the integrity of the vast
republican heritage. These things, though
precious,

advantage in this

lifting the cellular tissue, together with all
the blood-vessels
that nourish it. The

American

closely watched

the line of juncture.

He now dissects the skin down to the bone,

republic was having upon public opinion
in Eogland until I marked the universal
congratulation when they asserted that the
republic was likely to be broken up.’
The

secured to

of specticles,

by means of the rhino plastic operation,
the
skilled surgeon has of late years taken all
the repairs of the face out of the hands of
the orthopractic artist. The surgeon calls
in Damo Nature to his aid at once. Having
made a figure in wash-leather of the amount
of skin required to form the new member,
ne marks the Iriangular outline upon the
patients forehead, with the base upward.

soon as

boon

hid

has lately been used

the fight with oligarchy began in this country the tears commenced running down the
eyes of Privilege the world over. ‘Patriot
ism’ said Dr. Johnson at the epoch of our
war of indepen lénce, ‘is the last refuge of
a scoundrel.’

a pair

nose, it needed no- pocket haundker-chief;
but then it suffered the drawback of possessing no’ power of smell. Gutta-percha

fighter. Political chemistry hai also its
analysis, Oligarchy is found to be composed of the same gaseous vaporson one
as the other.

skillfully

There was onc

salt, &c., and thereis your hero, your prize-

‘part of the earth

was commonly

means of

Byt the game was fought out,

and both winners and losers are the gaioers.
The South, while deeming itself to
have lost all save honor, will be more pros-

perous than it ever dreamed of ere a generation of mankind shall have passed away.
Let its ‘braised arms be hung up for monu-

Dbituarics.

ments'along with the trophies of the triumphant North ; for the valor, the endurance and

in quantities to suit customers;

AT CARGO

died in Northwood

sleeps in Jesus,

is

to the law

H, JOHNSON

as one of its most

spiritual

members.

Van

Dame.

from among the children of men”.

SArAH

__ Mother-in-law England.
It will take England a great while to get
over her dirs of patronage toward us, or
even passably to conceal them.

She cannot

help confounding the people. with the country, and regarding us as lusty juveniles,
She has a conviction thatswhatever good
there is in us is wholly English, when the

truth is that we ave worth nothing except so

far as gre have disinfected gurselves of Anlicism. She is especially condescending

Jat now, and lavishes sugar-plums on us as

f we had not outgrown them.

Iam no be-

liever in sudden codversions, especially in
sudden conversions to a favorable opinjon
of people who have just proved you to' be

mistaken in judgment and therefore unwise

in policy.
1never blamed her for not wishng well to democracy,—how should she P—

BE.

HiLToN

Dec. 6, nged 8 years,

|

Grorar

died

in

SARAH
Mrs. 8.

SANBORN

died

in Gilford,

was a kind mother.

ested in religion.

Aug.

$375,00, we

26.

She was once inter-

In her death her children feel

ution:
Resolved,

That

we

moval from our midst

deceased,—that

mourn

the untimely

of Private

Barton

by his death his corps

re-

Hoitt,

has

lost

one of its most efficient members; one who in
his connections and associations with the company always commanded the respect and esteem of
his fellow comrades.
This death came suddenly upon his friends;
and they feel most
erely their loss in having
one whom they lovedwso fondly, 80 unexpectedly
taken from them.

CHARLES H. DAME died in Gilford,

haged 36 years.

Nov.

24,

HELEN. wife of Charles Dame, died in G., Dec.

10, aged$81 years.
The above deceased persons
contracted diseases while stopping a short time
in the state of Virginia. ‘They came home together, and within two weekx of each other, have
passed on to the future world.
They lived as too
many do without making the needful preparation
or their journey, to regret it in their
last

ays.

J

0. Prrrs.

trust

Joun

R. BURRIDGE,

in Christ

She was ready,

she ever realized before,

THOMAS L, PRATT.

was lost on the Steamer

Hippocarpus, on Lake Mich., Sept. 8. By this
sad dispensation of providence another fumily is
thrown into deep mourning from the loss of a
kind husband
and indulgént father, and the
community, of a good citizen and kind neighbor.
But we trust that our great loss is bis eternal
gain,
:
L.J.B.

NARCISSA, wifeof Elias

carappa.
months.

Dodge,

9

0

died

in Sac-

Me., Dec, 10. aged 52 years. and 10
In early life she gave her heart to the

Baviour,-and was baptized by Rev. C. Bean, Accordingto the testimony of those who knew her
LA

.

than

{

Reed Organs,

—

1869:

to Do

At.
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By EDWARD EVERETT HALE.
folks,

suggesting

in

A

vestries. . Price $225,00.

11. SPECIAL

PREMIUM.

Rest

Five

Walnut

Case.

all

who

fer, and so save them, when possible, the

expense

a year,
10

124

|

will

of

SEWING MACHINE

stitch,

hem,

fell,

tuck,

quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a

most

superior

manner.

Price

only

$18.

Fully warranted for five years. We will
pay $1000 for any machine that will sew a
stronger, more
beautiful, or
seam than ours.
It makes

more elastic
the ‘Elastic

Lock Stitch.” Every »econd stitch can be cut, and
still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearin
it. We pay Agents from $75 to $200 rer month an
expenses, or a commission from which twice that
amount can be made.
Address SECOM & CO.
| PITTSBURGH, PA., or BOSTON, MASS.
CAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties palming off worthless cast-iron machines,

under

the same name or otherwise. Ours is the only
gen.
uine and really practical cheap machine manufactured.
8t34

Colton’s

Select

OF THE CHOLCEST

Tremont

SPICES.

.

trading a trade
from Lovers of Choice Flavors
which 18 without a Parallel.
e true
The great secret of their success is they ai

ich flavors of the fruits of GREAT STRENGTH.
James Y.

Smith

of Providence,

R.

I.

says: ‘My
wife pronounces them superior to any
Flavoring
Extracts she has ever used.”
Ex. Gov. Wm. A. Buckingham of @onnecticut says: ‘ For a long time we have used them, and
find them very

fine.”

Dr. J. G.
Holland ( Timothy Titcomb), author of
Kathrina, &c., of Springfleld,
Mass., says: * They
are the Standard in all thls vicinity.”
Dealers treble their sales with them.
'
At wholesale by
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., and M. S.

Burr & Co., Boston;
York.

GCURE

W,

H. Schieffelin & Co., New
[ eowly.

FOR FEMALE

WBAKNESS

+

His WONDERFUL MEDICINE, mauve from an
Indian recipe, is entirely vegetable, and is a cer-

tain cure without supporters.
By
cent postage stamp, I wiil send

enclosing a three.
ou my Circular.—

Manufactured and sold by Mrs.
LINUS BELCHER,
Randplph, Mass, Also sold by G:C "Goodwin, 38
Hanover

Street, Boston ; M.S.

Burr &

Co.,

26

Tre-

mont St., Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Lewis Packard, North
Jay

Me.

-

3

[eowbm49

A Cough, Cold,
Th: oat

or

Sore
.

REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
SHOULD BE CHECKED.
IF ALLOWED

manent

an

Throat

In urable
1S OFTEN

6)

AN

i

Lung

THE

or |

Discase

RESULT.

¥ Brown's Bronchial Troches,

(Re) f

PN

Affection,

Having
parts,

a

give

direct influence
immediate

to the

relief.

For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrk, Consumplive
.
Throat Diseases.
TROCHES ARE

USED

WITH

ALWAYS

SINGERS AND PUBLIC

GOOD

and

BEEC.ER’S
TWO

Dow

they

(wekly) and BOSTON

will contain one of

BEECHER'S

SERMONS;

This

well-known

preparation

does

not

Giving in each irsue over

Columns of Reading Matter
Thirty
Making them. atthe low price at w rich they are

offeres,

the BEST & CHEAPESP

PAPERS

COUNTRY.
Daily (by Mail)

IN TRE

|=
$10 per year.

SEMI-WEEKLY TRAVELLER,

;

ot

One copv one year
Fave copies

$100
$1500

Ten copies (& one to the getter up of Club of ten 30 00
WEEKLY TRAVELLER,
One copy one year

up a

Cough and
leave the cause behind, as is the case
with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses the
Lungs and all1ys igritation, tnus removing the cause
otf the complaint.

CONSUMPTION
:

& SON,
'

|

"md
i

89

See

their

BOOKOF WORSHIP.

THE HOWE

W. FOWL, &'SON, Proprieotrs, Boston.

rates,

in

Embossed

the

pul

Our friends will pleage send for no more Saered
Melodies and no more Dialogues and Recitations as
weare entirely out of both of these works.

SEWING MACHINE.

At the Paris Exposition,

President of the

Works like magic on OLD RORES, BURNS, SCALDS,
Cuts, Wounds, Bruises, Sprains, Chapped Hands.
Chilblaine, &c. 1tis prompt in action, soothes the

.

at our published

Also a few in Turkey morocco full gilt for
pit: price § 2.00,

/BosToN,

pain; takes out the soreness, and reduces the mort
angry looking
swellings and inflammations; thus affording reiief and a complete cure.

Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle

We have a few copies of this work
moroceo with gilt edges; prise $ 1.50,

GRACE’S SALVE

SoH

ties desiring them,

THE

CAN BE CURED

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE
and sold by-dealers generally.

and

They furnish our books to all par.

advertisement in another column,

By a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials received by the
proprietors.

found at Woodman

8t., Boston, Mass,

1807,

ELIAS

HOWE,

Jr.,

Howe Machine Co., was awarded,

over eighty-two compe’itors, THE TWO HIGHEST PRE.
MIUMS, the onl gion ,of the
TE of Hone
for thehegion
or,”

and

the

Exhibited |

|

J.B.

Goldgfedal

GOODWIN
:

» Te

id

& CO.,

wing Machines
Agents,

Dove R

N. H,

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE.
PRICE REDUCED.

Five copies

THE GREAT
NOW

IS

FARMERS’

THE

TIME

TO

FOR

Great
Family
Newspaper.
CHEAP
BECAUSE
ITS CIRCULATION
IS LARGER THAN THAT OF ANY
OTHER NEWSPAPER.

IS THE

TIME

TO

FORM

.

CLUBS,

trv residents; Stock,

4139

,

$10

. 9%

a Day for all.—Stencil
free.

"o

L. SHOREY,

St., Boston.

TO SELL THE
WANTED—AGENTS.—'Americas
KNITTING
MACHINE,
Price $25. The simplest, cheapest, and best Knitting

Machine

ever

in-

ill knit 20,000 stitches per minute. - Liber-

Louis, Mo.

:

4t39

Carpets—Save Your Money—Qarpets.
HE BOSTON AND MAINE CARPET CO.,0ffice
136 Hanover St., Boston, Mass,, will on receipt of
$5.00, send 20 yards Scotch Carpet. and make it withstead of making,

size

will

of room

send

is sent;

2 handsomely

or

in-

painted

Cloth Window Shades, valued at $2,00.
For $10,00
will send 20 yards heavy Cottage ('arpet, make as

above, or send
2 splendid Giit Band S8haces, valued

st

$1 00; instead of Window Shades, when desired, samples of Carpets will be sent, valued from 50-cts. to
$5 00 per yard, from which a carpet suitable for any

room cah be selected, saving expense of vigiting the
city. Extra yards ol carpet at same rates.
39
THE

PATENT

MAGIC

COMB.

ILL color grey hair
a permanent black or brown,
Sold every where.
Sent. by mail for $1.25.
Address W. PATTON, Treasurer MAGic CoMB Cu.,

4139] *»

;

Systematic!

Springfield, Mass.

Persistent !

Judicious !

EVANS'S ADVERTISING AGENCY,
106

Washington

St.,

AGENTS
"

SU

ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM.
almost

given me uo to die with consumption,

h«d

Iu the

Lung Balssm,nskiog me 10 ry it and see the

Tl.ughed at the idea! ut toplease my 'ri-nds 1
untit I rais-

ed I rge quantities of phelegm Avd mutter. When this
matter was once thrown off I felt greatly relieved;my

brary ln

itsclf.’

®rice,

cloth sides, Turkey
same, full gilt, $6,

righ truss,
heing a musical 11

Boards, morocco

backs,

ELIAS

HOWE,

Holiday

108 Court 8t,, Bost

n,

Presents!

of both the BRIGHT and the SHADY SIDE OF NEW
York LiFe: No Book siaece the days of ** UNOLB
Tom ’S CABIN? ever fold so rapidly.
Ove agent sold
*0 in one day, avother sold and delivered 227 in 16

days. another
304 in 7 days.

Refore Duiahining, examine the ELIAS HOWE
SEWING
MACHINES the best in the world tor all
kinds of family

4130

sewing.

/Simple and

practical.

The

JI hasa “TRADE MARK,”
of Klins Howe,) on the hed of each
PLUMMER & WILDER,

.

57 & 69 Bromfield

You wish to know how Fortuass are mide and
0st; how shrewd men are ruined ; how “Couant ymen” are Swindled ; how Ministers and Merchanta
are blackmailed; how Dance Halls and Concert Saloons are managed ; how Gambling Houses and Lotteries are conducted ; how Stock Companies originate
and explode, &c., read th's book.
It tells
you about

the mysteries of New York, and coutains
biographical sketches of its noted millionaires, Merchauts, &c.
A lar.e octavo volume, .720 pages, fi-ely il ustrated.
‘The largest commission given. Our 32 page Circular
and a 85

Greenback

sent

fiee

application.

4139

For

*

ARMERS

READ!

—*STERLITY

IS LAID

ProF. VILLE'S NEW SYSTEM OF AGRICULTURE.
Pamphl-t, Price 25 cents, Address JOHN A. RIDDLE,
MANCHESTER, N. H. Conte ts: —Cause and Remédy
for L otatoe bisesse; Speciul Fertilizer for Potatoes :
Experiments with Nitrogen, Potash, Lime and Phos
phate of Lime; Pure Sand for Soil; ‘A complete
Manure; How to Analyze Solis, &o., &e, Ville’s sys-

tem ie endorsed by Jour, of Chamistry, N. Y. In lependen’, &c. Tried practically vy memovers of Bedtord
Farmers’ Club.

£60

dgents

wanted in every town.

4439

PER MONTH and large commissions paid

to sell Wo der «f the Wor/d
Address

reputed
lighed

J.

and

C. TILTON,

three

other

Pittsburg, Pa.
4w39

to furnish

in Boston,

any

New

School

York,

or

Books

pub-

Philadelphia,

with any article needed in the School Room,

including Globes,
Maps, Charts,
Pointers, Black
boards, Ink Wells; &c., &c.
Also a full assortment
of Blank Books and Stationery, at the lowest prices
and with liberal discounts,
:

#9 The patronage of Dealers, S¢hool Officers

«t,, Boston,

and

HAMMETT,
Roston. Mara.

BOOK AGENTS. cemen
wishing additional empiryment, Superintendents aud '
Teachers of Sunday Schools, and others, male and female, waated to introduce our fine FAMILY EDITION

of CRUEN’S
SCRIPTURES.
territory
agency,

CON' ORDANCE
to THE HOLY
Commussions liberal, and exclusive

given,

Send

for

circulars and
.
N

terms

of

dross 0.D CASE & CO., PubliaMers, at Hartford, Ct., 116 Nassau 8t., N. Y., Chicago, Ill. ,'or Cincionati, Ohio.

.

St34

U ST the pretticet and most acceptable
* CHRISTMAS PRESENT"
you can give 10 any YOUNG

LADY,

is one of

Loring’s Boxes of Note Paper,
neatly stamped with her

Inftlal or

Pet Name.

Wo

have

ONE DOLLAR BOXES
DOLLAR AND A HALF BOXES,
PWO DOLLAR BOX &8.

We mail them to any address, postage paid, on
receipt of the price. Address
LORING, Publisher,
— 819 Washington St. Boston.
| ny

A BEAUTIFUL

Iluminated

B

for Children.

THE GHILB
AT HOME.
IN COLORS.
bound

BUM.

paper
of the kind in the country.
py
brilliant colors and when

in a volume it makes a

Weendeavor to make it

beatiful PIOTURE

AL-

the hest periodioal in

the country for children, and believe it unm»
either in beauty of design or adaptationto

al wants of the yonng.

Knch number is em

by at least four original Sngravings. It Is
many Sabbath School Superinten
ts and
as a reward for punctual
atgendarce. |
Price only
cents a
: ten copies to one ad-

Cone Ventilating Damper,
Address0. R. BRIGGS
& On, cog, William and Liberty Sts., New Yurk, or
125 Clark St., Chicago,
430

239

Double

&

& 39. Brattle Street

SY argen,

A

on

full particulars and terms address the so:e publishers,
i; J. B.BURR & Co., Hartford, Conn,

DON'T
REAR
THIS.
Do you want to clear $1000 this winter without any

“You can doit selling Brown's P.tent

?

1

Ia the dnly
It is tor

Fak
es
JIE
SEWING
MACHINES!

only genuine:
Medallion head
achine,

FOR

NEW BOOK,

Sunshine and Shadow in New York,"

$3;

morocco bucks snd corners, $1;
A flrst class wusioal present,

Sent hy mail, pyetoaid, on receipt of price,
4139

SMITH’S

WOODMAN

of February your agent was at my father’s
i month
house, and hearing me cough he brought in a bottle
at first ar directed

HALE

Teachers is solicited.

®
NEWPORT, ME , Jane 1st., 1562,
GENTS :—1 write to acknowledge the heuent I have’
derived from *““ALLEN'S LUNG BALSAM”
On: year
azo! had a severe attack of Hemorrhage of the Lun»;
wos confined to he house for monmns,part vt thetime

y triends

of full value sent free

WOODMAN AND HAMMETT

:

reising more or I¢ss blooa exch day.

oN

A work replete with ance dotes and incioents of
LIFE IN THE GREAT METROPOLIS;
Being the most complete and graphic presentation

together

ol

Vie

Agent.

WANTED

MATTHEW

patrons sych papers #8 will repay their investment
Having special “srrangements with all the leadiog
Ielixious, Agrviculgural and
Literary
Pa-

to offer

Samples

Springdeld,
4

FEED

GREENBACK

discoveries,

Boston,

we are enablea

Tool

City.

to ony Book Agent.

AR

country

York

Machines.

H. C. HAYDEN,

Is conducted on the principle of recommending
to its
mm the

New

Address A.J. FULLAM,

$5.00

TERMS : $1.50 a year, in advance.
Liberal discount
to clubs.
A sample No., with Prospectus and Premium List,

out exira charge, when

Columbia St.,

NOISELESS, SIMPLE, PRACTICAL & DURABLE.
New England Office, 338 Washington 8t., Boston,

Now is the time to subscribe.

13 Washington

.

Goods,

THE. BEST IN THE WORLD.
WHEELER & WILSON’S

Magazine for Youngest Read-

Address. JOHN

Dry

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
SMPLOY ED
Picture business.
Very profitable.
No risk.—
Seventeen specimen ‘Pictures and Catalogues sent for
20 cts., twice as many, 30 ets.
MANSON. LANG,

& CO.

ers.
Twenty-five Pictures in each
No.
Subscribers for this delightful little Magazine who send
their money before January 1, 1869, will receive the

44

Cattle.

to one address, $50 ; 60 copies, to names of subscribers,
$55.
Terms, cash in ndvance.
4w39
Address, THE T=IBUNE, New York.

SILENT

Toe Nerserr
mailed for 10 cents,

Fivaneial.

Sewing

Publishers, Traveller Buildings, Boston.

Dee. No. gratis.

our large

and General Mx ket Reports; making it, altozether
the most
valuable,
iuteresting,
and
instructive
WEEKLY NEWSP\PER puvlished in the world.
TER MS3,—Muil Sunecribers, $2 per annum; 5 eopies, 89; 11 copies, $15; 21 copies, fo one address,

7

FLANDERS

from

by steamer; R-ports of the Farmers’ Chuo of the
American Institute; Talks avout Fut, and Horticaltural sod Agricultural information essential to conn-

Pavable always 1 advance,

Monthly

Letters

o

aeibix forAt

aaplos:

su
i
roneiveperson
the SABBATH
AT HOME
for 1808,

y

may

orl his mL MAREE. sar,
ah

CHILD

meritan

AT HOME,164 Tremont
i

ve

PAPER.

SUBSCRIBE

“The New York Weekly Tribune:

Specimen copies sent free.

risk,

:

The Largest and Cheapest,

Ten copies (and one to the getter up of cid)
15 00
Twenty copies (and one to the getter-up of Club) 25 00

| “A full Bupply, of Freewill Baptist Books may: be | WRLC, colty iiog the Titest gp
Gungl, Purlow, C. Foust, &¢,

dry

York.

$25; 21 copies. to namesof subscribers, #27; 50 copies,

Full Reports of Current News,
;
Editorials, Correspondence and Miscellaneous Articles i

throat atter an unusual exertion of the vocal organs. cough grew better each day. I have pot raised ‘any
blood since 1 firrt/beg an 10 use the Balsan ; my cough
The Troches are recommended and prescribed b
Physicians, and have had testimpnials from eminest is entirely well<not even a hack. 1am able to work
men throughout the country. Being
an article of all day if ae ous sity requires, and Allen’s huog Balsam
true ment, und having proved their eflicacy hy a test Jus wrought this cure. With sincere gratiiude I am
MRS, L, A. STURBA.
wo
of inany years, cach year finds them in new localities. very truly yours &¢.
in various parts of the world, and the 7roches are
IANIST’S MATIMVERK cvutdus Nativual als
universally pronounced betier than other articles.
Croup, Liver Cowmplunt, Bronemtis, Difficulty
of 30 countries, Opera Melodies, Sonatas. songs
of Breathing, A-thma, Bleeding ot the
OBTAIN only “ Brown’s Bronchial I'roches” and without Word4, Fur handea Picoes, Polkas, Ridow
Lungs, und every affection
do not take any of the worthless imitations that ar, Mach 8. Quicksteps Eosy Pleees ¥ ngered for Beof the Throut Lunx+ and Chest,
may be offered.
gingers, 100 Fancy ang
yotry Dances, 5 Waltzes,26
Are speedily and permanently cured by the use of
4m0
BOLD EVERYWHERE,
sete of Quadrilles,
udia
Langgrs, Ca edona,
that old and relinble remedy,
ard Duch-s, Bele
P ince Imperia’
German, G
OUR BOOKS IN BUNTON.
Helin. dc. with calle. Over’340 yicoes of popuisr
*
eA)
:
id

Wistar's- Balsam
OF WILD CHERRY.

New

State Legislature whea in sessiun; the Foreign News

ARS.

TRAVELLER (semi weekly.) particularly adapted for
country circulation, Every wedk during the year

began to take it freely

will find TROCHES useful in clearing the voice when
taken before Singing or 8peaking, and relieving the

CO.,

corps of Correspondents ; the latest news by Telegraph fiom #11 parts of the world; a summary of all
important 1ntelligeveoe ; a Synopris of Congress and

SERMONR

b

—FOR—

result.

SPEAKERS

&

245 Broadway,

Reviews of New Books ; the

3

of Allen’s

SUCCESS,

JUDD

4w39

¢

PERIOR INDU EBWENIS 10 adv. rtisers to give us
their orders, SEND FOR OUR CIRCULAR.
39,

Lunges, a per-

ILLUSTRATED,

It contains all the important Editorials published in
the Dai’y Tribune, except those of merely local iaterest; ulso Laterary
and
Scientific
Iatelligence;

prs

TO CONTINUE,

Irritation of the

St., Boston.

al inducements to Agents,
Address AMERICAN
KNITTING MACHINE CO., Boston,Mass., or St.

Their Strict Purity. Delicious Flavors, Un=
rivaled Strength and Great Economy are ad-

Ex-Gov.

& FIRLDS,)

4139

vented.

Flavors

FRUITS AND

& Co., Publishers,

TO 1 ICKNOR

|
{

c. 31.

ORANGE

NOW

( SUCCESSORS

will

JOURNAL

Household,
and
for the Farm, Gardem
Everybody wants it. Send
Children included.
for Premium List, giving terms and full particulars

act as Agent

FOLKS,” for 1869

who

World,

BEAUTIFULLY

for it. Speci
&e., sent free
:

YOUNG

gratis to any person

FIELDS,08G00D

GENUINE IMPROVED ' COM-

MONSENSE FAMILY

ATLANTIC

FAMILY

the

AMERICAN AGRICULYURIST,

will

A copy of -* OUR

WORTHINGTON,

This Machine

$'5.00.

AND

in

in advance; 3 copies,

copies.

or

to raise a club for the

BESTRURAL

‘‘ SOPHIE

and OUR YOUNG Foi K8 together, $5.00.

ANTED—AGENTS—$75
to.
$200
per
month, everywhere, male and female, to in-

4

:—$2.00

Child,

for the a
oe and procure a Club
men Copy, Premium List, Circulars,
on application,
¥
4

**

868,

troduce the

MI8S PHELPS,

\

The
IT IS

be sent

know

These offers hold good until

TERMS

MoNTHLY

and deal with him,
. 0. Address is Portsmouth,
N. H.
¢
i
N. B. Any of the above premiums may be forward.
ed to the receiver in such methods as they shall pre

posinge, &c.

AUSTIN,

The AMFRICAN TRAVELLER

Randalls

by

MRS

$5.00;°5 copies, $800;

To the person sending the:

approved

»

popular writers.

85

plying purchasers with them free from risk, are wel
highly

Ship-Build-

artists.

WHITNEY,

in every State p Man, Woman,

How

MAY,” MRS. WELLS, MRS. THAXTER,
*‘ AUNT
FANNY,” MRS. WEEKS, M188 PRESCOTT and other

largest number of new subscribers (in addition to
other premiums offered) Rev. LOT L. HARMON will
ive one of Mason & Hamlin’s Fivé Octave Portable
BRO. HARMON’S
Price $125,00.
Organs.
abinet
skill in selecting Instruments and his method of sup

understood and

aking, Coal-Mining,

and County

Town

in each Village,

Wanted

Regular or Occasional Contributions from
| MES. STOWE, MRS. DIAz, M188 MULOCK, MRS.

Adapted to the

Black

:

MONEY.

MAKE

Nature and Out
Door Life. By the Author
of-* The Seven Little sisters.” also
by W.F. G.
SHANKS and CHARLES J. FOSTER.
Declamations.
By REV. ELIJAH KELLOGG,
'Wialogwes.
By EPES SARGENT.
Numerous Full-page Hlinstrations. By th

having six stops, and combining the latest excellences and improvements. (Transportation to be paid
by the receiver.)
Adapted to churches and large

MEeEHITABLE THYNG died in Gilford, Dec. 10,
aged 89 years,
She
fell asleep in Jesus,
The
subject
of this notice was a worthy member of
the Gilford Village church.
she experienced
religion many. years ago, but neglected to go forward in baptism until a year age last summer,
But in her eighty-sevé@¥h
year she took up this
cross, and with thirty-four others went forward.
‘I'his was a day of great. triumph to her, and of

Me.,

SARAH; wife of the writer, died Aug. 7, aged
01 years.
A painful prostrative of ‘some two
yours and a half served to develop a stronger

faith and
a more confiding

Octave Three

of her

at

features of

ing,
Weatch-Making,
and other attractive
branches of Juduetrps By J.T. TROWBRIDGE."

subscribers and

will give one of Bakér &

;

From that time to the day

Doliars a Year.”

sippi Explorations”

Price $115,00.

10. For one hundred and fifty new

BArTON Horrr died in San Francisco,Cal.,Aug.
5. He was formerly of Gilford. This young man
crossed the plains in the summer of 1865, and arrived in S., June 25 of the same year.
His death
was caused by that dreadful disease, small-pox.
The first company of light dragoons of S., in reSpeci to his memory adopted the following reso-

E.. &on of Finson and Orrelia Stinch-

brothers und sisters,

Nos. 31 and 33
Vesey St.
Post Office Box 5643, New York City.

we will give one of Baker and Randall’s Five Octave
Single Reed Organs, m Black Walnut Case.
(Trans

death, her confidence was strong in Jesus. Thus
triumphing through faith an aged pilgrim has
passed into the “Celestial City,”
‘Blessed are

field, died in Leeds, Me.. Nov. 80, sged 4 years
Hand
To months, Little tieorge was the pet of the
fumily and hid loss is deeply felt by his parents,

A

.

portation to be paid by the receiver.)
parlor or vestry. Price $140,00.

that they sustain a great loss.

joy to others.

Livermore,

26c., 80c.,
.

.9. For one hundred new subscrib rs, and $250, we
will
give one of Baker & Randalls
Five Octave
Double Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case.
( Trans

vices attended by the writer, assisted by Rev. B.
Van Dame.
W. RODGERS.

the princine]

Glass

(Unroasted),

portation to be paid by the receiver.)

Funeral ser-

of

series of articles for Young

Premiums for New Subscribers.

a

are same

de-

1120

funded.

Dea. WILLIAM THOMPSON
died in Lee, of
"hemorrhage
of the bowels,
Dec. 14, aged 77
ears and 6 mouths.
Bro. T'. was a good man,
aving sustained the Christian character over
fifty years, daring which time
Le uniformly
evinced his love to God
and his faith in Jesus
Christ.
Hence he was a light in his family, the
church and the community.
He leaves a wife
three sons and three daughters to mourn their
loss, but several of them are rejoicing in hope of
a glorious reunion. The church of which he was
80 worthy a member and in which he filled the
office of deacon to the acceptance of all,is in great
affliction, but is earnestly praying, “Help. Lord,
for the godly man ceaseth, for the faithful fail

offered and the partit was des-

tined to take in the upward spititual move-

How

‘We offer the following premiums for new subsocribérs to the Star. Of their character
we have no
k. That they: will be approved as emiDenis liberal, and induce a host of persons to under
take
the work of canvassing, we haye no doubt.
has discharged with faithfulness. Bro. G.sought
1. . Any new subscribér sendin, g $4,00 in-advance,
and found Christ in early life, and was baptized;
shall be entitled to one sony of the Star for two
e shall be entitled to
and though he wandered far from God, vet a few Jears; or for the same sum
copies for one year, provided
the second copy be
years before his death he erected the family alsent to another new subscriber.
@
ter, and joined the F, W. B. church in Wood2.
For
two
new
subscribers,
and
$5,00, ( with 20
stock, presenting the lovely sight of a Christian
cents additional to pa;
stage) we will send a copy
pilgrim
heavenward
bouad.
His
faith
was
of the new “Book of
Worship.”
Price $1,00.
strongin God even in his last moments, and he
8. For three new subscribers, and 7,50, (with 80
wus heard to say: “I'he Lord is my shepherd [ cents additional to pay postage) we
send * Life
Scenes from the four Gospels.” Price
$2,00, or
shall not want, yea, though I walk thremgh the
4, For three new subscribers, and
$7,50, we will
valley of the shadow of death I will fear no evil.”
.| send the * Riverside Magazine for Yo
People,” for
B. 3. MooDY.
the current year, commencing with the No. for
JanuPrice $2,50.
cal
ice Ter
SALLY, widow of Ivory Smith" late of . Hollis, ary.. For
six new subscribers, and $15,00 (with68
Me., died Dec, 15, aged 71° years and 9 months.
the:
cents additional to pay
postage) we will send
€
She was:one in which more than
the usual measfirst volume of Strong and McClintock’s Biblical and
ure of Christian graces centered, amiable and
Theological Cyclopedia. Price $5,00, or
6. For eleven new subscribers, and $27,50, (with
lovely in all her Christian lite, She was baptized
$1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first
by Rev. J. L. Sinclair, and joined the West Buxand second volumes of the Cyclopadia.
Price $10,00.
ton church quite a number of years since, but
7. For forty-tive new subscribers, and 112,50, we
when her hushand for whom she had long and
will
give a Sewing Machine,
( Howe’s, or Wilcox &
earnestly prayed was converted, she was dismissGibb’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be preferred.
ed to unite with the Hollis church.
Since then
Transportation to be paid by the receiver.) Price
she has been one of its brightest ornaments as
00.
.
8. For seventy-five new subscribers, and $187,50,
well us one of its most devoted and faithful la-

B.

ne

Hundred

our expense, within thirty days, and have the money re-

NATHANIEL RANDLETT died in Nottingham,
Nov. 15, of apoplexy.aged 76 years and 6 months,
He was brought to God in early manhood and
was very zealous inthe cause of his Master for
some time, but the last years of his life he was
confined mostly to the house through lameness,
oceasioned bv chronic rheumatism, so that he had
not the privilege of meeting with God's people
as usual,but his house was always open to Christians, and he was proverbially
just and honestin
all his business transactions.
The memory of
the justis blessed.
He leaves a wife and four
children, who do not mourn as those
without
hope.
Services by the writer, assisted by Rev.

all 1easonable

for a Magazine

Januaty 1st. the undersigned will vegin the
cation of a new series of this populir journal, in a
much improved style, at one dollar and fifty cents a
year. It will also be sent one year for $i with either
of the following, viz: Hurper’s Weekly, Monthly,
Bazar, Atlantic, Blackwood, or Galaxy, thus giving 8
whole year to one of the widest known journals of
the day, for ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.
Address
4w39
J. 8. REDFIELD, 140 Fulton 8t., N. Y,

;

OUR YOUNG FOLKS FOR

We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac
tion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at

her neighbors and friends, who are unanimous
in their testimony as to her religious worth.
A
son and daughter with many others mourn her
ahsenss, bus are comforted with the assurence
that their loss is her eternal gain.
Funeral services by the writer and Rev. D. A. Maddox. 0
:
P. SMITH.

answer

—

Hall's Journal of Health for 1869,

/GREAT AMERICAN TEA OOMPANY,

best 46c. per Ib, GREEN
best 36¢. per Ib.

She secured the confidence and esteem of

x

Forks? intend

totalk; How to Read;
How to Write;
How to
Travel; How to Act in Society, and How to Work.
The Weorld we Live On. A valuable series of
articles,
-bv Mrs. PROF. AGASSIZ; telling about
Coral Islands, Coal D-posits, Earthquakes, &c.
Biographical Sketches of the Great Navigators, Voyagers, and Discoverers.
By
JAMES PARTON.
dmerican History. By J. H. A. BONE, Arti
eles of great interest and value on “ The Mound
Builders of the West,” ‘The First New England
Thanksgiving,”
* Salem Witchcraft,”
‘‘ King
Phillip’s War.” ¢ Pere Marquette and the Missis-

73 years. The loss of this dear brother is sensibly felt, not only by his wife and five children
who survive him. but also by the town of which,
for more than thirty
years, he has been a resident, and during which for the most part he has
held offices of trust and responsibility, which he

borers.

will

parents and educators

3

very
absolutely
n
NEW MAP WONDER,” and a State map
every subscriber; also to any person who will
cure a food agent, For a descriptive pam
dress
GOODSPEED & CO, Chicago, New
Memphis,
.
:

| Whe Story of
a Bad Moy. By I'.B: ALDRICH.
One of the brightest
and most entertaining stories
éver wr.tten for youthful readers.
Gardening for Girls. By the Author of “Six

give perfect satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground), 30c., 880.

JOHN GURNSEY died in Lincoln, Nov. 4, aged

of

gntert+inmg and useful,

Thaollow

@Grounp Corves, 20c., 25¢., 80c., 86c., best 40c. per Ib,—

the last years of her earthly existence, especially
the last few months, her sufferings were very intense; but she was éver patient, showing great
Christian fortitude aad resignation, evincing to
all that she was ready to
depart and be with
Christ.’ Their only child having died some time
previous, the husband remains alone and afflict
ed, but not without the sympathy of his friends
and the church.
The funeral was attended, Dec.
6uh,by a large group ot sympathizing friends,”
4
A. M. RICHARDSON.

coming year,

mands

once

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article
by using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which
we sell at the low price of
per pound,
warrant to

Advertisements.

ment in which all nations were, interested.

for the

a

THE KING OF STOCK BOOKS."
200 IL ILLUSTRAT :
8-200

girls

FOLKS

1269.

The Conductors of “OUR Yousa

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY,

During

and

to preserve,the high
literary churacter of the ‘Maga
zine, and atl the
same time to give it a more
gomprehensive and practical “¢4st than heretofore.’ They
feel confident that the aftangements they have made

MIXED, reen and
Black,) 70c, 80c, 90c, best
perlb.
;
ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) Toe, 800, 90c,
$1,00, $1 10, best $1,20 per 1b.
IMPERIAL (Green), 70c, 80¢c, 90c, $1,00, $1,10,
best $2,25 per 1b.
5
JYouka HYSON (Green), 700, 80c, 900, $1,00,
1
st
$1,
r
1b.
;
NGOLORED JAPAN, 00c,81, $1,10, best 1,25 per Ib
GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50,
;

the dead whoieé in the Lord.”
G. M. P.
self-sacrifice were equal on both sides, and
the defeated party was vanquished because
Particular Notice! Persons wishing obitua-)
neither pride of color nor immortal hate
can successfully. struggle against the inex-, ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
orable law of freedom and progress,”
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
The lecturer then spoke of the political
changes in Earope, and particularly of the’ equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
effuet which the late conflict between Aus- Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
tria and Prussia would have upon freedom «ngle square can well be afforded to any single
00UGHS, VOLDS, HOARSENESS.
and progress; of the opportunities which obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
SORE THROAT,
INFLUENZA, WHOOPING
TOUGH)
this country

FOR

$1

SARAH L., wife of Linus 8. Brisee, of Sherburne, N. Y. died of cancer, Dec. 4, aged bl
years. She had been a consistent Christian twenty-six yeers; the last niniteen of which, she
was connected with the F. W. B. church of S.,

s

YOUNG

OUR

:

PRICES.

LIST OF TEAS. * . °
QOLONG PRICE
(Black), Toc, Boo, 900 best@lper Ib,

RAND,

Fifly cents to

earned

ered.
Ail who see this notice please send me their addiess and test the business for
thémselves, If not well
satisfied | will send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing
me. Full particulars sent free, Samples sent b;
for
ten ots. a,
E.C. ALLEN, Augusta,
Me. 4t39

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.

We believe he

JAMES

easily

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them

Dec. 13, in the 36 year of his age, He professed
religion some fourteen years since and joined the
‘F. W. B. church in N. Of hun 1t may be said,
He was a humble, devoted Christian.
For several years he had served the church as its clerk:
‘We teel that in the death of our brother we sustain a great loss; but what is loss to us is gain,we

not as if we were a kind of counterfeit Brit-

affairs, as it spins

itself through the centuries.

‘CHARLES

light and profitable.

She

Agents : and" Farmers

“lam now prepared to furnish constant employment
to ull classes at their homes, for their 8
moments.

GREAT
AMERICAN
|
TEA COMPANY

ondensies should

SHe grieved when such words drew

two countries

is for Englishmen to clear their minds of the
notion that we are always to be treated as
a kind of inferior and deported Englishman
whose nature they perfectly understand,
and whose back they accordingly stroke the
wrong way of the
fur with amazing perse-

|" 15°T0 THE WORKING CLASS,

ESTABLISHED 1861. THE

her attention to others; and b
Joie reproofs
she would endeavor to direct their minds to the
obligation we all are under to honor God with
our words at all times. She spent her last days
with her son-in-law, Bro. G.
Pugsley.

,
s
t
r
e
n
e
Faberts

Bdiecfisements. “

.

she had the noblest honors to which mortals may
4 he Sas good” “She lived and died a
1d and four I children mourn |
Christian.” A hus
the absence of a good wife and mother. Funeral services by the writer,
J. HAYDEN.

is no thoughtful man in America who
would not consider a war with Ecgland the
SARAH STANTON died in Hiram, Me., Oct. 12,
greatest of calamities, yet the feeling to99 years and 7 months, She had been a
wards ‘her here is very far from cordial, aged
lover of God for 76
years. She strove to keep
whatever our Minister may say in the effu- | her heart with all diligence, guarding her lips

lecture before the New “York Historical Society on Political Progress in Europe and
America.

Let her not

be too hasty in believing Mr. Reverdy
Johnson's pleasant words. Though there

3. Lothrop Mofley recently delivered a

6, 1869.
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© there
case
are three, dll outside.

Since the issue porthe Presidents SR

rebels yet absent from

the eountry begin to call the wanderers home.
Mr. John C. Breckenridge,who has so long refused to be entreated, is expected to return at once.
Ex-Secretary Thompson, Ex:Sénator Mason, and

Kentucky is

Sheridan’s Early are also coming.
thought

to be

pining for a chance

to

Breckenridge back to the:Senate.

send Mr.

#

SENATOR MORTON

» Several unsuccessful attempts have been made Mr.
Virginia to enforce the payment of portions of |
ult.
the rebel war-debt.
.
filet
The removals of civil officers at Richmond, that
lately made by Gen. Stoneman, have been in the

consequence

that

of Chigf Justice

Ch ise’s decision

the Fourteenth Améndment

has

become a

3

He concludes his response as follows: -*The
is ‘our bondholders understand perfectly well
whatever maybe the law on the question,

bonds or any considerable part of them

The

not

be

due

for

fourteen

can-

years.

—
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‘Whalen, the murderer of Thomas D’Arcy MecGee, has been again respited, and another attempt will be made to get him a new trial.
General Rosecrans has arrived at the ‘city of
Mexico, and was formally received by President
Juarez-on the 10th of Dec.
Great destitution prevails in portions of Cuba,
owing to the interruptions of agricultural operations by the insurrection.
met last week

for

elegtions to fill vacancies were issued, and
tional conservative triumphs are predicted.

The

addi-

English government is believed to have

sent an agent to Bogota to watch Mr. Cushing
and see that the United States does not get too
much adv antage. in the Darien ship canal busi-

ness.

=

The Boston Journal of
readable paper, remarks :

The air we

breathe

Chemistry,

and the water

Mous.de Laines20 @
Carpetings—
Lowell sup.3-ply @
Extra super.... @
Superfin.......@
FISH.
Godlish, lage? 00 @

i

a very

and studied.

The

simple

experiment

will illustrate the origin and nature of what are
called spores, and the air is filled with thousands |

The cable announces the Dostponbiiont of the
| of var ieties, arising from as many sources.
conference for the settlement of the Eastern
{
Dr. Smith
and Mr. Dancer of Manchester,
question; which is virtually an abandonment of
| England, have recently: been examining the air
the project. The Cretan insurgents are reported
of that city, and have found it loaded with
to have surrendered to the Turkish anthorities,
them. The air was first washed by shaking it in
and the aspect of affairs in Greece is peaceful.
| a bottle with distilled water, and in a drop of the
“The two voleanoes, Etna ‘and Vesuvius, have water it was reckoned that there avere about
nearly always seemed entirely independent of|
| 250, 000 spores.
Inthe quantity of air respired
each other, but the recent eruptions indicate that |
| by a man in ten hours, there would be more
a unity of action has heen established between
than thirty-seven and a half millions. All these
them.
The cooling of one seems to have been
| germs, floating in the air, ready to spring into’
the signal for an eruption of the other.
| activity whenever the : conditions of growth are
rest
CR +l
—e
ee
{ favorable. The varieties and sources of fungoid
| growths from which the spores arise are won. Paragraphs.

HORACE GREELEY purposes to write, during
the year 186), an elementary work on Political
Economy, wherein the policy of Protection to
Home Industry will be explained and vindicated.
This work will first be given to the public
through successive issues of the N.Y.
and will appear in all its editions,

Tribune,

Sh

contractors

of

Canada,

agree

to

complete

the

tunnel within five years, though they expect to
consummate the work in three years,
Eight
thousand

feet, or

about

one-third of the

entire

funnel, have already been excavatéd. The sum
to be paid for the work was limited by the last
. Legislature of Mass., to $5,000,000, but the contract has been closed for $4,592,000. The con_ tractors give security in half a million dollars for
__the completion of the tu
1, by agreeing to call
“for
no money till work to
:
e amount of half a

position.

The #saria

has as yet been observed

only on certain night butterflies; there are other
species which invade the larvae and chrysalides.
Hooker has discovered a fungus which attains
considerable
dimensions
(from. ten to twelve
centimeters), but which is found absolutely only

on the neck

of a certain

caterpillar in tropical

countries.
It vegetates on the animal, fructifies
on it, and the caterpillar buries it with itself in
the ground, whence it springs like a funeral
plume. Still more, a singular vegetable is known,
the racodium cellare, which has never been
found except on the casks in wine cellars, and
another whieh lives only on the drops of soot

which the workmen let fall on the soil of the
mines. ¢ Have the seeds ot these vegetables
remained without use from the origin of the
world to the day

that

Wey

found
4

cent, for the amount of work done is to be
rved and paid on the completion of the conThus this great enterprise now seems

certain of completion within n specified time,

and by it a new and shorter line for the great
lakes und the West is to be opened, which must
«prove of great advantage to Boston and all East.

i
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tim

of the * Greeian Bend,” traveling

Queen Victoria's to Uncle Sam’s dominions

over thé Buffulo and Luke Huron railway,
Weame 0 grief,” i few days ago. The damsel
os. all
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NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending,
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Cast Iron or ‘Amalgam’
val in purit Sud volume

only ONE-THIRD ag
circular,

are
much.

ng

more dura
#@-Send for
“

riof

and tin,

and cost:
descriptive
Twil

Especially recommended for clearing the throat
and relieving hoarseness. Much valued by singers
and Speakers. At once the bést and cheapest, Sold
everywhere by Druggists, Only 25 cents per box,
Muay be had in any quantity of

+ GEO.'C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston,

Fresh Garden, Flower and Tree Seeds. |
{

Wholesale and retail ligt to any address,

commission,

Agents

wanted,

month, Mass.

Established 1842,

Seeds on
ATSON,

Old Colony Nurs ries and Seed Establishment, ay:
JOY,

COE & CO0.,

Publishers’

us, Ta n

Buildings, New York, Browns Tron Building, Phila.
delphia, are authorized to contract for advertising of
inpaper.

PLANTS,

is

plates; one of which

Pollock”

Geranium;

In it will be found, designs for

rections for Sowing

Seed,

Transplanting,

&c.

This

work will be sent free to all my Customers, and to all
others on receipt o f ten cents, which is not half the
actual cost.

1 am also introducing to the Public my new
Tomato,the LX WAN MAMMOTH CLUSTER,
Dr. D. Rice, says: “Everybody should hav e it."—

For illustrated circular, containing

Ad

Wan

deseript ion,

Per Year

rec-

a

fnporter of Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants, hr

I
1Twi

ranted, and steady

em;

Lines,

1000 ment. We por a reliable
mploy.
ent in
ev
county-to sell our Patent White Wire
lothes
gveriasting), Address AMERICAN WIRE CO.,
75. Wilam st.,
,orle Dearborn st., Chicago, Ill,
[4t1

FAMILY

CHOICE

BOOKS,

1
3B

RURALISTS,

ART AND ARTISTS.

:

Madame

15

de Stael; Gossipy Paragraphs,

AND

MANNERS.

The Latest Styles; Skating Costumes.

15

SABBATH READING,
teligion at Home and Abroad; A Tennessee
day School.
NEWS DEPARTMENT,
Domestic

and Foreign News.

Reporte

THE MARKETS,
of latest Live Stock, Grain,

THE NEWS
Sixty-one News Items,

FOR
Reading

THE

lustrated

15

18
;
Doll;

The

Anagram;

Problem;

15;

2

The Sunset

Land,

13; Disposing of People, page

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Circular Mansions,

Front

Floor; Cattle Racks and

Elevation and Princi a

Feed-Boxes

(7 fptres);

fantado Ewes; Crab
Apples (9 figures);P
ral Size, and’ Reduced
(3 fi gures); Model
House(2 figures) ; Centrifuga oy -Comb

&c. (3 figyures);

One Mother's

RURAL

Contributors,

Nits.
Houltry
Exhpticr;

Mormon Hill, orHill Ca-

Four Year-Old, Prize Rebus,

has Seven
en Editors and many Special
several of whom

are.

recognized
as the

Best Authority on the.subjects upon which they
write—such as the Hon. H, 8. Randall, EA. D., (Author of *“The Practical Shepherd,” &e., and Pres’t of
the National Wool- Grower's Agsociation,) who edits
the Department of Sheep Husbandry, and X. A. Willard, (author and lectureron Dairy Farming,) that of
Dairy Husbandry, In addition to articles from its
Editors, the RURAL for Jan. 2 contains contributions
from P. Barry, author of “The Fruit Garden; ” F. R,
Elliott, author of “Western Fruit Book;” T, C, Peters,

Ex -Predident N.' Y.

State

Ag.

Society:

J.

H,

Griscém,M. D., author of “Animal Mechanism,” &o. ‘
A.W, Cowigs, D. D., President of Elmira Female
College: C. V. Riley, State Entomologist of Missouri ;

Dr. Daniel Lee, of Tenn. ;Mrs. E., F. Ellet,Mary A. E.
Wager, and other able and brilliant writes.
| The RURALis not a monthly of only 12 issues a year,
but a Large and Beautiful WEEKLY of Fifty-Two
Numbers—and

as it is embodied

in this

LN For sale by al 1 booksellers. Sent post-paid,
receipt of price, by the publishers.

Fields,

Osgood

§& Co.,

on

Boston.
2wl

WANTED.
ting

Machine

is

circulars
Applications
for
« stating why the Lamb Knit
cheaper and superior in all points

than any other. SAMPLE STOCKING sent WHICH NO
price. Machines
Low
ACHINE CAN MAKE.
OTHER
taken in exchange. N. CLARK, Agen, 813 Washingiwl

TEACHER

WANTED:

though its SIZE 18 NEARLY

BONE DUST.
YR.WE WARRANT OUR
Packed in bbls. of 250 lbs.

Il-

Prize Rebus; Charade.
Aspiration, page

wrought out the conception
Star,’

20

POETRY.
Woman's

tified by it could have conceived such a book as this;
only a woman of the rarest mental gifts and of eminent symmetry and wholenessof being could have

1—~COARSE and FINE. MIXED
Ra
for Drilling. 3—FLOURED BONE

PUZZLER.

Enigma;

E. STUART PHELPS.
150.

19

PEOPLE,

for Farmers’ Sons; Susie’s New

4

By

v

CONDENSER.

/ Rar al Four Year Olds.
Miscellaneous

£1.50.

ton Street, Boston,

Sun-

ITEMS.

YOUNG

Larcoym.

A Teacher for the Spring term of Parsonsfield
18 ‘Seminary is wanted.
One preferred who can supply
the Pulpit for a jusderale compensation: For further particulars
ap:plyto
Provision,
IRA A. PHIL RICK, Ch, of Ez, Con.
ia vl
4wl
North Parsonsfield, Dee. 30, 1568,

Fruit, Wool and.other Mar kets.

PERSONAL
Fifty-Four Paragraphs. ~

GATES AJAR.

Yohime,
v
—Morning

(Illustrated.)

, MODES

Lvcy

Such an appeal to what is deepest, tenderest and
holiest in the human heart has been rarely made. On-

REVIEWER.

FOR.

By

“The religious sentimentof New En gland nevey had
ul interpreter, for she has
a more winning and
succeeded in recone ing Puritanism with the liberal
ju reverent spirit of modern inqttiry. Her ballads
have the true flavor and feeling of the breezy New
England sea-coast, "JOHN G.
WHITTIER.
his is, indeed, high praise, but it scems to us well
deserved: —N, Y. Evening Post.

Iy a woman who has known sorrow and been sanc-

HM

THE

Gilman's Pulmonary Troches..
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arranging ‘the flower garden; together "with full di--
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The Latest Art Gossip.
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Manufs Cineinnatti, Ohio.
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Keepiag, Missouri

Vincents; Or the Mystery at the Blue Spri ings, 13

Physiology,

Blymer, Norton & Co.
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State board of “Agriculture; Ohi
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time, and the papers be gent to one Post-Ofice.
. Friends wishing to secure the History on these terms
must send the Clubs precisely as we. hare stated them.
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any

AGENTS.

.L YY HUANS

Illustrated Floral Guide

‘¢‘Mrs.

A Tree Named, Wines, Use of Lime, Use of Plaster, Ox-Yokes, Planting Chestnuts MulchingTrees
with Stone, Grinding
xes, Value of Fish Guano,
Peach Pits Wanted.
718

WEEKLEY TRIBUNE.
Mail Subscribers, $2 per annum; 5 copies, $9; 11
copies to one address, $15; 10 copies and Greeley’s' History to one address, $20; 21 copies, to’ one address, $25.
20 copies and the History, fo one address, $31; 50 copies,to one address, $59; 60 copies and the History, fo
one address $56; 11 copies, to names of subseribers, $16;
10 copies, fo names, with one copy of the History,

.

«15 S:

green and European Larch Seed,

over, $3 each; 16 copies, $45. For $34, 10 copies,
and Greeley’s History ; for $03, 20 copies and Greeley’s
History ; for $115, 40 copies and Greeley’s History.

. 46
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colored from nature.

Club, including the followi ing Wobice Sweet Corn,
Keeping Cows Clean in the Stable,
Sowing Ever-

The Mormons

addifion

ENGLAND

Vol. XX—Prefatory; Good Morrow; Explanatory;
The Press and the Rural; New "Yor! Farmers’

of

highest commendations for accuracy of statement
and fullness of detail. Itis substantially bound, and
valuable

0

YARD.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
Preliminary Table Talk.
i
EDITORIALS, &C.

New Publications Reviewed.

deemed

Society.
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home and foreign interest, together with full and
carefully printed reports of the markets, will be
furnished from week to week, and at a lower price
than that of any other newspaper in America. By
pursuing this policy THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE has attained its present commanding influence and circulation, and we enter upon the new year with an assurance to our readers that no pains and no expense
will be spared to give it still greater usefulness and
power, and to make it a yet more welcome visitor to
every fireside in
i the land.
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are full of spores and organic germs, all of which
seem to have a purpose to subserve in the economy of things. If any one doubts the statements
of scientific men regarding the presence of these
erms, they have
only to become
acquainted
ith the use of the microscope to convince theme
selves of their entire truthfulness.
Separate
from the bark of the common maple tree a bit of
the adhering dry lichen, or moss, as it is called,
moisten it with water, and place over it a glass
slide. The spores or seeds which lie dormant,
when the lichen is dry, immediately become vitalized, and rising into the air are caught upon
the glass, and with a power of 400 diameters can

be seen
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ing, having inside another series of uprights, also boarded, from six to ten inches removed from
the-outer shell, with a solid floor of plank, the
space between the two Jans filled with tan, sawdust, straw, or chaff,
and a roof of good pitch,
the ice-house is complete.
A drain for water
A complimentary banquet to Professor S. F. B. should be made from the floor, and the space
Morse, the inventor of the telegraph, took place above the uprights, between a loose flooring and
at Delmonico’s Hotel in New York, last week. | the piteh of the roof, filled. with straw, hay, or
Chief Justice Chase presided and among the some similar dry, porous material. On the roof
distinguished guests were Mr. Edward Thornton, should be a ventilator, the top defended from the
the British minister, Mr William Cullen Bryant, the rain or snow.
The ice should be packed in one solid mass, the
Mr. William M. Evarts, the attorney-general,
Mr. Cyrus W. Field, Professor Goldwin Smith, sides not reaching the inner walls of the building, but allowing a space of from six to twelve
and ex-Governor Curtin.
The top of the ice should be
David 8. Faulkner, a watchman of Malden, inches all around.
Mass., was murdered without provocation, the 22a covered with straw, and the door should be like
ult. Two. suspiciouslooking men were hanging the sides of the building, or double doors should
round the depot of the Boston and Maine Rail- be made, one in the outer and the other in the
road, and Mr. Faulkner and another officer went inner wall. Plant morning glories or any climbin pursuit of them, when they séparated, and the ing plant around the building, and induce them
officers likewise, each striving to secure his man. to creep up the walls and over the roof as an ad- |
A shot was soon heard, and Faulkner was almost ditional defense against the fervid sun of suminstantly killed ; while the murderer and his ac- mer.
complice escaped. Two men have been arrested,

16th.
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Hon. Schuyler Colfax, Vice President elect, |
arrived in Boston on Monday evening of last
week with his wife, having come from New York
by way of Springfield, where he spent Christmas |
with Mr. Bowles of the Republican.

until February
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The
snow storm
of last week
prevailed
pensive ice-house, from the Scientific Amerithroughout the entire northern and western porcan, w ith instructions for filling and keeping it:
tion of the country, and was the most violent of
A building of twelve feet square and eight or
the season. In many sections the railway trains
were delayed and banked in, and in New York nine feet high issuflicient for the wants of the
It may be a frame buildthe festivities peculiar to New Year's day were most exacting family,
ing, entirely above the surface of the ‘ground,
seriously interfered with.
and better if supported on posts, elevated a few
The Tennessee school fund, amdéunting to shots
inches, to be certain of good drainage. - Built of
$300,000,
has been
embezzled by its custo-
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one-third of the present volume of interest can
be saved, and the nation will carry the ‘burden
with an ever increasing ease until its final discharge shall come.”
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Governor of New York at Albany on Friday,
and held a reception immediately afterwards at
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the Potomac, is proposing to move in the matter
of organizing the Society of the Army of the Po‘tomac. Officers who wish to participate in this
movement will facilitate the matter by sending
their names and addresses to Colonel Church,

was
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that General Meade, in conjunc-

T. Hoffman

egret not a golden age that is behind.
is one. before, and it beckons you.

replied to

currency is at the head of the whole financial
structure, and if it be unsound the structure
above must be insecure and dangerous.
When
it becomes good, by being made convertible into

tion with several other officers of the ‘Army of

The Hon. John

Indiana “has

Greeley’s letter, addressed to ‘him on the 21st

that will.

munds appears for the stockholders and-Mr. Poland for the state.
It is reported

of

GRANITE STATE
|

| MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER,

& DAVIS

PATENT

had to thank his inattention to this simple cause,

not be paid in coin while the currency remains
depreciated ; that it is folly to’ talk about paying
bonds in gold, if -the government ‘cannot procure gold,.enough wherewith to redeem
the
greenbacks ; that the redemption of notes and the
return to specie payments is a necessary condi*
tion precedent to the payment of the bonds in
gold, and they look much more to ‘the return of
specie payments and the establishment of our finances on asolid basis, than to the mere form of
contract as to how they should be paid. Gold
payments should begin with the debt that is due,
which is the currency, and not by shaving bonds

part of the National Constitution, |
The San Francisco custom officials have seized |
$40,000 worth of opium.
The Republican majority in California at the
November, e¥ction was 512. The total vote was
108,670, ten thousand less than the vote in 1860.
and 1695 more than the vote in 1864. In the First |
Congressional District, Mr. Axtell, Democrat, |
Bas 8551 majority, and in the Third, Mr. Johnson, Democrat, has 264. Inthe Second District,
Mr. Sargent, Republican, and formerly of Mass.,
has 3140 majority.
os
Senator Edmunds and Mr. Poland, representatives from Vermont, are studying up vigorously
for an argument in the Supreme Court, some
time this month, as to the right of Vermont to
tax the stock of the Vermont and Canada railroad, owned by citizens of other states. Mr. Ed-
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horse’s sight is injured; he starts and- shiés at
objects which he sees imperfectly ; and many a
rider who has received a dangerous injury has

The colored people of Pennsylvania are en- ‘my Grecian bend,” replied she, meekly casting
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Double-refined Poudrette and Fine Bone, mixed in
equal proportions, and drilled in with the seed, have
most remarkable effects, Sold as 1 ow as
produc
any article of same purity ang fineness in the market.

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
We offer this Pliosphate confidently as being as
good if not su Jertor, to any ever made or sold in this
a larger amount of soluble Phosmarket, cont
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a than usual in Superphosphates.
for PEMRANENT, as well as for immediate powerful
effect upon land, IT HAS NO EQUAL,
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oldest and largest concern of the kind in the Uni. /
ti ed States, possessin extraordinar facilities for the
manufacture of Fertilizers, controll ng exclusively the
ork,
night-soil, offal, bones ed dead animals of New
Brooklyn "and Jers
cities, as also the great Commu- ~
nipaw abbatolrs, o er for sale,In lots to suit custom
ers
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LARS por ton. Packed in bbls, of 256 bs. each.

Price in New York $55,00 per Ton o f 2,000
Ibs. For Price Liets, 333.0 &c., apply to

J. F.SHORES,

JR,, PORTSMOUTH,N.
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60 CORTLAND STREET,
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" New Mexico. In the Georgia case there are two
Claimants, both outside, and in the Louisiana

seriously injured, - The retina, or sensible nerve,

becomes dull, and ;more or less useless;
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The House Committee on Elections has sever-
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in some degree a
itself to the mew
circumstances under ‘which it'is placed, “Nor is
this all. By a continuance of this change from

was richly. alized, and had the “ bend” 80 bil as
unfortunately to attract the attention of the revenue officers
on the American side. ‘ Have you
any baggage?” inquired a custom. house official,
eyeing the ‘‘ bend” suspiciously. .*, Only this,”
replied the young lady, displaying a1small valise.
She was invited into the custom houge. * What
is this here, m@am? asked the: officer, passing
| his hand - over the back of her dress, ‘That is
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